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			Welcome!

			
				Welcome to Recall For Moms, your source for the latest product (and soon, food) recall information.
				We hope you find this site useful when considering what clothing, toys, household appliances, etc to buy
				for your family.
			


			Sorry we couldn't find what you were looking for...

			
				
				
			


			Recent Recalls
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					Furnaces Recalled by Northwest Manufacturing Due to Fire Hazard
					Furnaces Recalled by Northwest Manufacturing Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Northwest Manufacturing Inc., of Red Lake Falls, Minn.
Hazard: The temperature gauge can fail and cause fire in the fuel storage...
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					Clarks Children's Shoes Recalled by C &amp; J Clark America Due to Choking Hazard
					Sold at: Clarks&reg; retail stores nationwide from February 2009 through July 2009 for between $35 and $40.
Manufactured in: Vietnam
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the shoes away from children and return them to the nearest Clarks&reg; store for a full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact C &amp; J Clark America at (800) 425-2757 between 8 a.m. and...
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					Garlic Press/Slicers Recalled by Trudeau Corporation Due to Laceration Hazard
					Garlic Press/Slicers Recalled by Trudeau Corporation Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Trudeau Corporation, of Canada
Hazard:...
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					CPSC Joins President Obama's Back-to-School Campaign
					CPSC Joins President Obama's Back-to-School Campaign
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As a new school year gets underway, President Obama launched a major back-to-school campaign today aimed at keeping kids in the classroom. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) new Chairman Inez Tenenbaum carried the President's message to South Carolina where she met with students and faculty at...
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					Children's Animal Masks and Pendants Recalled by Team Work Trading Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
					Children's Animal Masks and Pendants Recalled by Team Work Trading Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Team Work...
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					O'Neill Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by La Jolla Sport Due to Strangulation Hazard
					O'Neill Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by La Jolla Sport Due to Strangulation Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: La Jolla Sport USA Inc., of Irvine, Calif.
Hazard: The recalled sweatshirts...
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					Bandsaws Recalled by Grizzly Industrial Due to Shock Hazard
					Importer: Grizzly Industrial, of Bellingham, Wash.
Hazard: Some of the recalled bandsaws do not have a grounding wire installed, which poses an electric shock hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves the G0640X 17-inch metal/wood bandsaw with an inverter motor. The product's model number (G0640X) is printed on the front of the machine.
Sold at:...
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					Bicycle Chains and Chain Connector Links Recalled by SRAM Due to Fall Hazard
					Bicycle Chains and Chain Connector Links Recalled by SRAM Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: SRAM LLC, of Chicago, Ill.
Hazard: The...
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					Firms Agree to Pay $85,000 in Civil Penalties for Failing to Report Drawstrings in Children's Outerwear
					Firms Agree to Pay $85,000 in Civil Penalties for Failing to Report Drawstrings in Children's Outerwear
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that two firms, Maran Inc., of North Bergen, N.J. and K.S. Trading Corp., of Moonachie, N.J., have agreed to pay a total of $85,000 in civil penalties. The penalty settlements (Maran and K.S. Trading,...
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					Hill Sportswear Agrees To Pay $100,000 Civil Penalty For Failing To Report Drawstrings In Children's Sweatshirts
					Hill Sportswear Agrees To Pay $100,000 Civil Penalty For Failing To Report Drawstrings In Children's Sweatshirts
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Hill Sportswear Inc., of Paramount, Calif. has agreed to pay a civil penalty of $100,000. The penalty settlement (pdf), which has been provisionally accepted by the Commission, resolves CPSC...
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						Furnaces Recalled by Northwest Manufacturing Due to Fire Hazard
						Furnaces Recalled by Northwest Manufacturing Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Northwest Manufacturing Inc., of Red Lake Falls, Minn.
Hazard: The temperature gauge can fail and cause fire in the fuel storage...
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						Clarks Children's Shoes Recalled by C &amp; J Clark America Due to Choking Hazard
						Sold at: Clarks&reg; retail stores nationwide from February 2009 through July 2009 for between $35 and $40.
Manufactured in: Vietnam
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the shoes away from children and return them to the nearest Clarks&reg; store for a full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact C &amp; J Clark America at (800) 425-2757 between 8 a.m. and...
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						Garlic Press/Slicers Recalled by Trudeau Corporation Due to Laceration Hazard
						Garlic Press/Slicers Recalled by Trudeau Corporation Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Trudeau Corporation, of Canada
Hazard:...
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						CPSC Joins President Obama's Back-to-School Campaign
						CPSC Joins President Obama's Back-to-School Campaign
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As a new school year gets underway, President Obama launched a major back-to-school campaign today aimed at keeping kids in the classroom. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) new Chairman Inez Tenenbaum carried the President's message to South Carolina where she met with students and faculty at...
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						Children's Animal Masks and Pendants Recalled by Team Work Trading Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Children's Animal Masks and Pendants Recalled by Team Work Trading Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Team Work...
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						O'Neill Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by La Jolla Sport Due to Strangulation Hazard
						O'Neill Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by La Jolla Sport Due to Strangulation Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: La Jolla Sport USA Inc., of Irvine, Calif.
Hazard: The recalled sweatshirts...
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						Bandsaws Recalled by Grizzly Industrial Due to Shock Hazard
						Importer: Grizzly Industrial, of Bellingham, Wash.
Hazard: Some of the recalled bandsaws do not have a grounding wire installed, which poses an electric shock hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves the G0640X 17-inch metal/wood bandsaw with an inverter motor. The product's model number (G0640X) is printed on the front of the machine.
Sold at:...
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						Bicycle Chains and Chain Connector Links Recalled by SRAM Due to Fall Hazard
						Bicycle Chains and Chain Connector Links Recalled by SRAM Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: SRAM LLC, of Chicago, Ill.
Hazard: The...
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						Firms Agree to Pay $85,000 in Civil Penalties for Failing to Report Drawstrings in Children's Outerwear
						Firms Agree to Pay $85,000 in Civil Penalties for Failing to Report Drawstrings in Children's Outerwear
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that two firms, Maran Inc., of North Bergen, N.J. and K.S. Trading Corp., of Moonachie, N.J., have agreed to pay a total of $85,000 in civil penalties. The penalty settlements (Maran and K.S. Trading,...
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						Hill Sportswear Agrees To Pay $100,000 Civil Penalty For Failing To Report Drawstrings In Children's Sweatshirts
						Hill Sportswear Agrees To Pay $100,000 Civil Penalty For Failing To Report Drawstrings In Children's Sweatshirts
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Hill Sportswear Inc., of Paramount, Calif. has agreed to pay a civil penalty of $100,000. The penalty settlement (pdf), which has been provisionally accepted by the Commission, resolves CPSC...
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						Kohl's Department Stores Agrees to Pay $425,000 Civil Penalty for Failing to Report Drawstrings in Children's Sweatshirts
						Kohl's Department Stores Agrees to Pay $425,000 Civil Penalty for Failing to Report Drawstrings in Children's Sweatshirts
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Kohl's Department Stores Inc., of Menomonee Falls, Wis. has agreed to pay a civil penalty of $425,000. The penalty settlement (pdf), which has been provisionally accepted by...
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						Wal-Mart Announces Recall Expansion of Durabrand DVD Players Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Wal-Mart Stores Inc., of Bentonville, Ark.
Hazard: The DVD player's circuit board can overheat, posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Wal-Mart has received 14 reports of DVD players overheating, seven of which have resulted in fires that caused property damage. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves a single DVD player with a...
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						OfficeMax Recalls Office Chairs Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: OfficeMax Inc., of Naperville, Ill.
Hazard: The back and the base post of the chair can break while in use, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: OfficeMax has received about 35 reports of the chair backs or posts breaking, including 15 reports of injuries involving lacerations, muscle strains, contusions and concussions.
Description: The recall involves OfficeMax Task...
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						Quiksilver Recalls Girls' Hoodies with Waist Drawstrings Due to Entrapment Hazard
						Quiksilver Recalls Girls' Hoodies with Waist Drawstrings Due to Entrapment Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Quiksilver, Inc., of Huntington...
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						Violation of Federal Mattress Flammability Standard Prompts Recall of Sofa-bed Mattresses by IKEA
						Violation of Federal Mattress Flammability Standard Prompts Recall of Sofa-bed Mattresses by IKEA
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: IKEA Home...
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						Liquidation Outlet, Inc. Recalls Action Figure Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard; Sold Exclusively at Dollar Stores
						Liquidation Outlet, Inc. Recalls Action Figure Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard; Sold Exclusively at Dollar Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Baby Jogger Recalls Strollers Due to Fall Hazard
						Sold at: Juvenile products stores, mass merchandisers, and department stores nationwide and on various Web sites including www.amazon.com from November 2007 through July 2009 for between $220 and $400.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled strollers and contact Baby Jogger to receive a free replacement restraint buckle and installation instructions....
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						Strangulation Deaths of Children Prompt Recall to Repair of Roll-Up Blinds and Roman Shades by Lewis Hyman Inc.
						Importer: Lewis Hyman Inc., of Carson, Calif.
Hazard: Roll-up Blinds: Strangulations can occur if the lifting loops slide off the side of the blind and a child's neck becomes entangled on the free-standing loop or if a child places his/her neck between the lifting loop and the roll-up blind material.

Roman Shades: Strangulations can occur when a child places his/her neck between the exposed...
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						Near Strangulation Prompts Recall of Roman Blinds; Sold Exclusively at IKEA
						Near Strangulation Prompts Recall of Roman Blinds; Sold Exclusively at IKEA
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: IKEA Home Furnishings, of Conshohocken,...
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						Near Strangulation of Children Prompts Recall of Roman Shades; Sold Exclusively at Pottery Barn Kids
						Near Strangulation of Children Prompts Recall of Roman Shades; Sold Exclusively at Pottery Barn Kids
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Pottery Barn...
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						Risk of Strangulation Prompts Recall to Repair Victoria Classics Roman Shades; Sold Exclusively by Target Stores
						Importer: Victoria Classics of Edison, N.J.
Hazard: Strangulations can occur when a child places his/her neck between the exposed inner cord and the fabric on the backside of the blind or when a child pulls the cord out and wraps it around his/her neck. Exposed operating cords can knot or tangle creating a strangulation loop.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall includes...
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						Risk of Strangulation Prompts Recall to Repair Roller Shades by Lutron Shading Solutions
						Risk of Strangulation Prompts Recall to Repair Roller Shades by Lutron Shading Solutions
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Lutron Electronics Co. Inc.,...
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						Strangulation Death of a Child Prompts Recall To Repair Window Blinds By Vertical Land
						Strangulation Death of a Child Prompts Recall To Repair Window Blinds By Vertical Land
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Name of Products: Horizontal and Vertical Blinds...
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						Frigidaire and Kenmore Smoothtop Electric Ranges Recalled Due to Fire Hazard
						The model and serial number can be found by opening the range drawer at the base of the unit.
Sold at: Sears and other national chain and independent retailers nationwide from June 2001 through August 2009 for between $1,000 and $2,500.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled ranges immediately and contact Frigidaire or Sears to schedule a free repair....
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						Pella Recalls Casement Windows Due to Impact Hazard
						Pella Recalls Casement Windows Due to Impact Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Pella Corp., of Pella, Iowa
Hazard: The hinge can break, causing the window sash to fall out, posing a risk of injury to persons beneath the...
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						Ameriwood Recalls Entertainment Stands Sold Exclusively at Walmart Stores Due to Tip-Over Hazard
						Ameriwood Recalls Entertainment Stands Sold Exclusively at Walmart Stores Due to Tip-Over Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Ameriwood Industries, of Wright City, Mo.
Hazard: Warning labels sold with the entertainment...
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						Maytag Expands Recall of Refrigerators Due to Fire Hazard
						Refrigerators with freezers on the bottom are not included in this recall.
Sold at: Department and appliance stores and by homebuilders nationwide from September 2000 through May 2004 for between about $350 and $1,600.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Maytag to determine if their refrigerator is included in the recall and if so, to schedule a free...
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						CPSC, Goodman Manufacturing Co. Announce Changes to 1998 Recall Program to Replace Dangerous Home Heating Vent Pipes
						Consumers who register after October 1, 2009 and who choose to repair their systems will be responsible for up-front payment of parts, labor and permits, and will be responsible for arranging to have the work performed.
Consumers should determine whether they have a recalled HTPV pipe system by checking the vent pipes attached to their natural gas furnace. Vent pipes subject to this recall can be...
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						CPSC Alert: Whitco Co. LP Stadium Light Poles Can Fall Over, Posing Risk of Serious Injury and Death
						CPSC Alert: Whitco Co. LP Stadium Light Poles Can Fall Over, Posing Risk of Serious Injury and Death
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U. S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is alerting the public, school officials, facilities managers, and municipal and public safety officials that outdoor steel stadium light poles manufactured by Whitco Co. LP, of Fort Worth, Texas can fracture or crack and fall...
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						DVD Players Recalled by Wal-Mart Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Wal-Mart Stores Inc., of Bentonville, Ark.
Hazard: The DVD players can overheat, posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Wal-Mart has received 12 reports of DVD players overheating, five of which have resulted in fires that caused property damage. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves a single DVD player with a remote control. The...
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						Pensi Ceiling Fans Recalled by The Modern Fan Co. Due to Fall and Injury Hazard
						Pensi Ceiling Fans Recalled by The Modern Fan Co. Due to Fall and Injury Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: The Modern Fan Co. Inc., of Ashland,...
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						Weight Watchers Recalls Plush Hungry Figures and Magnets Due to Puncture Hazard
						Weight Watchers Recalls Plush Hungry Figures and Magnets Due to Puncture Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and Health Canada, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Weight Watchers...
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						Two Additional Infant Deaths Prompt Re-announcement of Simplicity "Close-Sleeper/Bedside Sleeper" Bassinets
						Due to the life-threatening hazard these bassinets pose to infants, CPSC urges all consumers to share this safety warning with friends, family, day care centers, and consignment stores to ensure that no child is placed to sleep in a Simplicity convertible bassinet covered by this warning.
SFCA Inc., the Reading, Pa.-based company that purchased the assets of juvenile product manufacturer...
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						CPSC Announces the Swearing In of Two New Commissioners
						CPSC Announces the Swearing In of Two New Commissioners
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Robert S. Adler and Anne Northup were sworn in this week as Commissioners of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). Mr. Adler and Mrs. Northup were nominated by President Barack Obama on May 5 and July 30, 2009, respectively. Both were confirmed by the Senate on August 7, 2009. Mr. Adler's term expires in...
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						Cloth Books Recalled by Sterling Publishing Co. Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Sterling Publishing Co. Inc, of New York, New York
Hazard: A string attaching a ball to the book can become entangled in the basketball hoop element, posing a strangulation hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the eebee's "Have a Ball" Adventure cloth book. This interactive activity book has a small cloth ball...
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						Burley Design Recalls Child Trailers Due to Risk of Injury
						Burley Design Recalls Child Trailers Due to Risk of Injury
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Name of Products: 2009 d'lite ST and Solo ST Child Trailers
Units: About...
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						Ridgid Table Saws Sold Exclusively at Home Depot Recalled by One World Technologies Due to Laceration Hazard
						Ridgid Table Saws Sold Exclusively at Home Depot Recalled by One World Technologies Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: One...
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						Amplifiers Recalled by Krell Industries Recalled Due to Fire Hazard
						Amplifiers Recalled by Krell Industries Recalled Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Krell Industries LLC, of Orange, Conn.
Hazard:...
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						Felt Bicycles Recalls Cyclocross Bicycles Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Felt Bicycles, of Irving, Calif.
Manufacturer: Aprebic/EVO Industry Co. Ltd., of Taiwan
Hazard: The bicycle's fork steerer tube can break, causing the rider to lose control and fall, posing a risk of injury.
Incidents/Injuries: Felt Bicycles has received six reports of the bicycle forks breaking, including two reports of minor cuts and scrapes.
Description: The recall includes all...
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						Bicycles Recalled by Nirve Sports; Stem Failure Poses Fall Hazard
						Importer: Nirve Sports Ltd., of Huntington Beach, Calif.
Hazard: The bicycle stem can crack and cause the rider to lose control, posing a risk of serious injury if the rider falls.
Incidents/Injuries: Nirve Sports has received two reports of cracked stems. In both cases, the cracks occurred during assembly of the bicycle. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves Cannibal...
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						TGH International Trading to Pay $31,500 for Violating Federal Safety Law
						TGH International Trading to Pay $31,500 for Violating Federal Safety Law
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that TGH International Trading Inc. (TGH), of Los Angeles, Calif., has agreed to pay a $31,500 civil penalty to settle allegations that the company knowingly imported and sold toys that did not meet the requirements of the Federal...
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						Remote Switches Recalled by Woodstock International Due to Fire Hazard
						Remote Switches Recalled by Woodstock International Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Woodstock International, of Bellingham,...
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						Black &amp; Decker Coffeemakers Recalled By Applica Consumer Products Due to Burn Hazard
						Black &amp; Decker Coffeemakers Recalled By Applica Consumer Products Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Applica Consumer...
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						Little Tikes Recalls Children's Toy Workshop Sets and Trucks Due to Choking Hazard
						Sold by: Various web sites such as www.littletikes.com and mass merchandise retailers nationwide, including Toys "R" Us, from March 1994 through June 2009 for between $25 and $100.
Manufactured in: United States and China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the toy nails away from young children and contact the firm for a free replacement toy nail.
Consumer Contact: For additional...
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						Homelite, Husky and Black Max Generators Recalled Due to Fire Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Home Depot and Sam's Club Stores
						Homelite, Husky and Black Max Generators Recalled Due to Fire Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Home Depot and Sam's Club Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Exercise Units Recalled by Nautilus Due to Fall Hazard
						Exercise Units Recalled by Nautilus Due to Fall Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Nautilus Inc., of Vancouver, Wash.
Manufacturer: Land America Health and Fitness Co., of China
Hazard: The footpads on the unit can break,...
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						CPSC to Enforce New CPSIA Requirements for Children's Products Effective August 14
						CPSC to Enforce New CPSIA Requirements for Children's Products Effective August 14
WASHINGTON, D.C. - On August 14, 2009, new requirements of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) will take effect that are aimed at making children's products safer and increasing consumer confidence in the marketplace. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is educating domestic...
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						Wii(tm) Battery Recharge Stations Recalled by Griffin International Due to Burn and Fire Hazards
						Wii Battery Recharge Stations Recalled by Griffin International Due to Burn and Fire Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Griffin International...
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						CPSC Launches Resale Round-up Campaign to Keep Dangerous Recalled Products Out of Resale Stores and Off the Internet
						Learn more at CPSC's new Resellers and Resale/Thrift Stores Information Center...
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						Dorel Juvenile Group Expands Recall of Safety 1st Stair Gates Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Dorel Juvenile Group USA, of Columbus, Ind.
Hazard: The hinges that hold the stair gate in place can break, posing a fall hazard to children if the gate is placed at the top of the stairs.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves the Safety 1st SmartLight Stair Gate with model number 42111, which is printed on a sticker under the handle panel. The gates, which...
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						Jump 'n Jive Doorway Jumpers Recalled by Graco Due to Choking Hazard
						Jump 'n Jive Doorway Jumpers Recalled by Graco Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Graco Children's Products Inc., of...
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						Target Recalls Circo Booster Seats Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Target, of Minneapolis, Minn.
Hazard: The booster seat restraint buckle can open unexpectedly, allowing a child to fall from the chair and be injured.
Incidents/Injuries: Target has received eight reports of the booster seat buckles opening unexpectedly, including three reports of bruises.
Description: This recall involves Circo booster seats with manufacture date codes XJ0811, XJ0812,...
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						Paper Towel Dispensers Recalled By Global Plastics Due to Fire Hazard
						Paper Towel Dispensers Recalled By Global Plastics Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Global Plastics Ltd., of City of Industry, Calif.
Hazard: The dispenser's electric board can overheat posing a fire...
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						Off-Roading With Safety: CPSC Reminder To Yamaha Rhino Riders To Stay Safe This Summer
						Rhino 660 (without doors)...
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						Ross Stores Agrees To Pay $500,000 Civil Penalty For Failing To Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
						Ross Stores Agrees To Pay $500,000 Civil Penalty For Failing To Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Ross Stores Inc., of Pleasanton, Calif. has agreed to pay a civil penalty of $500,000. The penalty settlement, which has been provisionally accepted by the Commission, resolves CPSC staff...
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						Wagner Spray Tech and Techtronic Industries Agree To Pay $800,000 Civil Penalty for Delay in Reporting Overheating Battery Chargers
						Wagner Spray Tech and Techtronic Industries Agree To Pay $800,000 Civil Penalty for Delay in Reporting Overheating Battery Chargers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Wagner Spray Tech Corp., of Plymouth, Minn. and Techtronic Industries Co. LTD, of Hong Kong, including its wholly-owned subsidiary Techtronic Industries North America Inc., of...
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						Ross Stores Recalls Plant Stands; Marble Top Can Detach and Fall on Consumers
						Importer: Ross Stores Inc., of Pleasanton, Calif.
Hazard: The marble top of the plant stand can detach from the base and fall onto consumers, posing a risk of injury.
Incidents/Injuries: Ross Stores has received two reported incidents in which the marble top fell off the plant stand's base and bruised consumers.
Description: The plant stands have gray marble tops and black wrought iron bases....
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						Increasing Injuries Prompt Black &amp; Decker to Reannounce Recall of Trimmers/Edgers Due to Laceration and Burn Hazards
						Increasing Injuries Prompt Black &amp; Decker to Reannounce Recall of Trimmers/Edgers Due to Laceration and Burn Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Spalding In-Ground Basketball Hoops Recalled By Russell Brands Due to Impact Hazard
						...
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						Baby Hammocks Recalled by Nova Natural Toys &amp; Crafts Due to Fall and Strangulation Hazards
						Baby Hammocks Recalled by Nova Natural Toys &amp; Crafts Due to Fall and Strangulation Hazards
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Nova Natural Toys &amp; Crafts LLC, of Williston, Vt.
Hazard: The hammock can flip over,...
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						Baby Hammocks Recalled by Kaplan Early Learning Due to Fall and Strangulation Hazards
						Baby Hammocks Recalled by Kaplan Early Learning Due to Fall and Strangulation Hazards
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Kaplan Early Learning Company, of Lewisville, N.C.
Hazard: The hammock can flip over, posing a serious fall...
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						Polaris Recalls Ranger Side-by-Side Vehicles Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Polaris Industries Inc., of Medina, Minn.
Hazard: An electrical short can lead to overheating in the rear tail light wiring harnesses, posing a fire hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received 46 reports of overheating in the vehicle's tail light area, resulting in melting of plastic. In 22 of these reports, consumers reported small flames. No injuries have been...
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						Bass Amplifiers Recalled by Fender Musical Instruments Due to Fire Hazard
						Bass Amplifiers Recalled by Fender Musical Instruments Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Fender Musical Instruments Corp. (FMIC), of Scottsdale, Ariz.
Hazard: The recalled amplifier's wiring can overheat,...
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						Bed Steps Recalled by Domestications Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Hanover Direct Inc., of Weehawken, N.J.
Hazard: The bed steps can break during use, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Domestications received 14 reports of the bed steps breaking or cracking during use, including four reports of injuries from falls.
Description: The recalled wooden bed steps with style numbers 17593A and 17878A have two steps and are 16 inches high...
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						Boy's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings and Warm up Sets Recalled by Burlington Coat Factory Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Boy's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings and Warm up Sets Recalled by Burlington Coat Factory Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Little Tikes Recalls Clubhouse Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard; New Assembly Directions to Be Provided
						Little Tikes Recalls Clubhouse Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard; New Assembly Directions to Be Provided
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Little Tikes,...
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						Sherwin-Williams Recalls Purdy Scrapers Due to Laceration Hazard
						Sherwin-Williams Recalls Purdy Scrapers Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: The Sherwin-Williams Co., of Cleveland, Ohio...
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						Frigidaire Recalls Clothes Washers Due to Fire Hazard
						*Not all serial numbers within these ranges are affected.
Model and serial numbers can be located as follows:
Top load washer = open the product's lid, and the model and serial number are located inside the product's lid, on the top, right hand corner.
Front load washer = open the door, and the model and serial number are located with other information at the top, center.
Laundry center =...
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						BabySwede LLC Recalls Bouncer Chairs Due to Laceration Hazard
						Importer: BabySwede LLC, of Cleveland, OH.
Manufacturer: BabyBj&ouml;rn AB, of Sweden
Hazard: Small, sharp metal objects found in the padded area of the bouncer chair can protrude, posing a laceration hazard to children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported
Description: The recall involves the BabyBj&ouml;rn's Babysitter Balance and Babysitter Balance Air bouncers. These bouncing chairs...
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						Blitz USA Recalls Enviro-Flo(tm) Plus Fuel Containers Due to Fire Hazard
						All spout delivery systems manufactured outside these dates or with number sequence ending in a zero (0) are not included in this recall.
Sold at: Home improvement, mass merchandisers, automotive and various retailers nationwide from June 2009 through July 2009 for between $6 and $10.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should immediately empty their gasoline container and contact...
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						Reflections of Magic Mirrors Recalled By Lyne Yi International Due to Impact and Laceration Hazards
						Reflections of Magic Mirrors Recalled By Lyne Yi International Due to Impact and Laceration Hazards
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: The Bradford Exchange Ltd., of Niles, Ill.
Hazard: The metal plate used for hanging...
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						Violation of Federal Mattress Flammability Standard Prompts Recall of Mattresses by Foamorder.com
						Foam mattresses that have a cover with a gold ribbon pattern and a label stating "This mattress meets the requirements of 16 CFR Part 1633 (federal flammability (open flame) standard for mattress sets) when used without a foundation or with foundations" are not included in this recall.
Sold at: Online at www.foamorder.com from July 2007 through May 2009 for between $225 and $1,420....
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						Sevca LLC Recalls Sevylor(R) Tow Behinds; Quick Hitch Connectors Break, Posing Serious Hazard to Users
						Importer: Sevca, LLC of Wichita, KS
Manufacturer: Shanghai Suofeng Plastic Metal Manufactures Co., Ltd., China
Hazard: The Quick Hitch, which connects the towable to the boat, can break and project pieces of the plastic Quick Hitch back towards the boat. If this occurs, an individual can be struck and seriously injured.
Incidents/Injuries: Sevca LLC has received one report of an occupant of a...
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						LeapFrog Recalls Electronic Plush Toys Due to Choking Hazard
						LeapFrog Recalls Electronic Plush Toys Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: LeapFrog Enterprises Inc., of Emeryville, Calif....
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						Polaris Industries Recalls ATVs Due to Fire Hazard
						Sold at: Polaris dealers nationwide from September 2008 through June 2009 for about $9000.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the ATV in sub-freezing temperatures and contact their local Polaris dealer to schedule a free repair. Registered owners have received direct mail notification of this recall if they are likely to experience consistently...
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						Heating System Thermostats Recalled by OJ Electronics Due to Shock Hazard
						Heating System Thermostats Recalled by OJ Electronics Due to Shock Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: OJ Electronics, of Chicago, Ill....
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						Fiesta Recalls to Repair Gas Grills Due to Fire, Burn Hazards
						Importer: Fiesta Gas Grills, of Dickson, Tenn.
Manufacturers: Unisplendor Corp., of China and Keesung Corp., of China
Hazard: The hose of the gas tank can get too close to the firebox and be exposed to heat, posing a fire hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Fiesta has received 161 reports of grill fires, resulting in nine injuries, including two incidents of major burns on different parts of...
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						Buster Brown Clog Children's Shoes Recalled by Brown Shoe Co. and Pagoda International Footwear Ltd. Due to Choking Hazard
						...
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						LEGO Systems Announces Recall of Remote Controls Due to Burn Hazard
						LEGO Systems Announces Recall of Remote Controls Due to Burn Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: LEGO Systems Inc., of Enfield, Conn.
Hazard: The batteries in the remote controls can overheat, posing a burn hazard to...
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						Elliptical Exercise Gliders Recalled by Thane Due to Fall Hazard; New Instructions to Be Provided
						Elliptical Exercise Gliders Recalled by Thane Due to Fall Hazard; New Instructions to Be Provided
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Thane International Inc., of La Quinta, Calif.
Manufacturer: Utop Sporting Co., of China
Hazard:...
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						Stamina Products Recalls Elliptical Machines; Provides New Warning and Assembly Instructions
						Sold by: Various retailers and retail web sites from October 2007 to May 2009 for between about $200 and $400.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should not assemble or use these elliptical machines until they have reviewed the modified warnings and assembly instructions. Consumers can obtain the new warning and assembly instructions by contacting Stamina at the toll free number below or...
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						Haier America to Pay More Than $500,000 Civil Penalty
						Haier America to Pay More Than $500,000 Civil Penalty
Company Recalled 150,000 Fans Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Haier America Trading LLC, of New York City, has agreed to pay a civil penalty of $587,500 to settle allegations that the appliance manufacturer failed to inform CPSC of a defect and fire hazard in the...
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						Evenflo Recalls Telephone Toys Due to Choking Hazard
						Evenflo Recalls Telephone Toys Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Evenflo Co. Inc., of Miamisburg, Ohio
Hazard: A mirror decal...
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						Butterfly Chairs Recalled by Hobby Lobby Stores Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Hobby Lobby Stores, of Oklahoma City, Okla.
Hazard: The chair legs can detach unexpectedly causing the chair to collapse, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Hobby Lobby Stores has received nine reports of the chairs collapsing, resulting in minor injuries including contusions.
Description: This recall involves brown leather butterfly chairs with copper tubing legs....
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						Leather Shag Rugs Recalled by Chandra Rugs Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Chandra Rugs, of Adairsville, Ga.
Hazard: The rugs fail to meet federal flammability standard, posing fire and burn hazards to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves "Art Collection" leather shag rugs. The rugs included in this recall have the following style numbers. The style number can be located on the rug's label.



Style...
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						Children's Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by EMH Associates Due to Entrapment Hazard
						Children's Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by EMH Associates Due to Entrapment Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: EMH Associates...
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						Steam Cleaners Recalled by Thane International Due to Shock and Burn Hazards
						Steam Cleaners Recalled by Thane International Due to Shock and Burn Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Thane International, Inc., of La Quinta,...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Propac Distributing Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Propac Distributing Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Propac...
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						Energizer Wallplate Nightlights Recalled Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Energizer, of St. Louis, Mo.
Manufacturer: Sonco Product Co., of China
Hazard: The nightlight can overheat, especially if additional devices are plugged into its outlets, posing a fire hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled wall light is white, plugs into the wall, has a plug in base into which additional devices can be plugged, and has a...
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						Rossignol Recalls Cross-Country Boots Due to Fall Hazard
						Rossignol Recalls Cross-Country Boots Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and Health Canada, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Rossignol Ski Co., of Park City, Utah...
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						Bosch Thermotechnology Recalls Boilers Due to Fire Hazard
						Bosch Thermotechnology Recalls Boilers Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importers: Bosch Thermotechnology, of Londonderry, N.H.
Manufacturer: Nefit B.V. Inc., of the Netherlands
Hazard: An electrical connector can...
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						Kidde Recalls Dual Sensor Smoke Alarms; Can Fail to Warn of a Fire
						Kidde Recalls Dual Sensor Smoke Alarms; Can Fail to Warn of a Fire
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Walter Kidde Portable Equipment Inc., of Mebane,...
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						American Greetings Corp. Recalls Sport Balls Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: American Greetings Corp., of Cleveland, Ohio
Hazard: The surface coating on the basketball contains excessive levels of lead, in violation of the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported
Description: This recall involves DesignWare Sport Balls party favors. The package contains four mini sport balls: a basketball, a football, a baseball and a soccer ball. The model...
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						Tea Kettles Recalled by Wilton Industries Due to Burn Hazard
						Tea Kettles Recalled by Wilton Industries Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributer: Wilton Industries Inc., of Woodridge, Ill.
Hazard: The...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by C-Mrk Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by C-Mrk Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributer: C-Mrk Inc., of...
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						Children's Hooded Jackets and Pullover Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Hard Tail Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Jackets and Pullover Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Hard Tail Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Inez Tenenbaum Sworn In As New Chairman of U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
						Inez Tenenbaum Sworn In As New Chairman of U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Inez Moore Tenenbaum has been sworn in as the ninth Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). President Barack Obama nominated Ms. Tenenbaum on June 9, 2009, she was confirmed by the Senate on June 19, 2009, and was officially sworn in on June 23, 2009 to a term that expires...
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						Husqvarna Recalls Lawn Tractors; Parking Brake Failure Can Cause Loss of Control
						Sold by: Sears and Kmart stores nationwide and on the Web at www.sears.com from January 2009 through April 2009 for about $1,200.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled tractors immediately and contact Sears for a free inspection at your home and, if necessary, a free repair of the parking brake cable. Sears is directly contacting consumers who purchased...
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						Kolcraft Recalls 1 Million Play Yards Due to Fall Hazard
						Sold at: Babies R Us, Walmart, Kmart, Sears, Target and other stores nationwide and Internet retailers from January 2000 through January 2009 for between $50 and $160.
Manufactured in: China, Spain, and Italy
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the play yard and contact Kolcraft for a free repair kit.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact Kolcraft toll-free at (866)...
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						BioSensory Recalls Dragonfly II Mosquito Trap and NightWatch Bedbug Monitor Products Due to Laceration or Burn Hazard
						BioSensory Recalls Dragonfly II Mosquito Trap and NightWatch Bedbug Monitor Products Due to Laceration or Burn Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: BioSensory, Inc., of Putnam, Conn.
Hazard: Carbon dioxide (CO2) pressure...
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						Pacifiers Recalled by Gromex Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Gromex Inc., of Passaic, N.J.
Hazard: The pacifier mouth guard and the ventilation holes are too small and fail to meet federal safety standards. The pacifier could pose a choking and aspiration hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This pacifier has a ring-shaped handle and a round-shaped mouth guard with two ventilation holes. "Jaloma" is...
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						Women's Shoes Recalled by Charles David Due to Fall Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Nordstrom and Nordstrom Rack
						Importer: Charles David, of Culver City, Calif.
Hazard: The heel of the recalled shoes can detach, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received one report of a heel detaching, resulting in minor bruising.
Description: The recall involves various colors and styles of Charles by Charles David brand (item #SAMPCHSHOE) and Charles David of California brand (item...
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						Nine Companies Penalized for Selling Children's Products that Violated the Federal Lead Paint Ban
						Nine Companies Penalized for Selling Children's Products that Violated the Federal Lead Paint Ban
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that nine children's product manufacturers, importers and sellers have agreed to pay more than $500,000 in civil penalties for violating the federal lead paint ban.
The penalties settle allegations that the...
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						Tabletop Rope Cutters Recalled by MarineTech Products Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						Tabletop Rope Cutters Recalled by MarineTech Products Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: MarineTech Products Inc., of White Bear Lake, Minn.
Hazard: The recalled rope cutters can overheat, posing fire...
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						Polaris Recalls Snowmobiles Due to Loss of Control Hazard
						Importer: Polaris Industries Inc., of Medina, Minn.
Hazard: Bolts on the rear suspension can break causing the rail tip to become dislodged and interfere with the snowmobile's track. This can cause the track to lock up and the rider to lose control of the snowmobile, posing a risk of injury.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received reports of eight incidents in which the rail tip bolts...
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						Lamps Recalled by LTD Commodities LLC, ABC Distributing and the Lakeside Collection Due to Fire Hazard
						Lamps Recalled by LTD Commodities LLC, ABC Distributing and the Lakeside Collection Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: LTD Commodities LLC; ABC Distributing of Bannockburn, Ill., and Lakeside Collection, all of...
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						Intermatic Recalls In-Wall Timers Due to Shock Hazard
						Intermatic Recalls In-Wall Timers Due to Shock Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Intermatic Inc., of Spring Grove, Ill.
Hazard: When consumers...
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						Simplicity Drop Side Cribs Recalled by Retailers Due to Risk of Death from Suffocation
						Simplicity Drop Side Cribs Recalled by Retailers Due to Risk of Death from Suffocation
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Simplicity Inc. and...
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						Aqua-Leisure Industries Recalls Inflatable Baby Floats Due to Drowning Hazard
						Sold at: Juvenile product and mass merchandise retailers nationwide, including Target, Toys "R" Us, Wal-Mart, Dollar General, Kmart, Walgreens, Ace Hardware, and Bed, Bath &amp; Beyond from December 2002 through June 2009 for between $8 and $15.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled inflatable baby floats and contact Aqua-Leisure for a...
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						CPSC Announces Drop in Fireworks-Related Injuries; Consumers Still Urged To Celebrate Safe This July 4th: CPSC Introduces the New Face of Safety - Chairman Inez Tenenbaum
						CPSC Announces Drop in Fireworks-Related Injuries;
Consumers Still Urged To Celebrate Safe This July 4th
CPSC Introduces the New Face of Safety - Chairman Inez Tenenbaum
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's new Chairman, Inez Tenenbaum, urged families today to put safety first during the Fourth of July holiday and celebrate with caution when it comes to fireworks....
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						DEWALT Recalls Framing Nailers Due to Serious Injury Hazard
						Sold at: Wholesale distributors and retailers nationwide from January 2008 through September 2008 for about $280.
Manufactured in: Mexico
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the framing nailers and contact DEWALT for instructions on receiving a free replacement bump action trigger.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact DEWALT toll-free at (877) 437-7181 between 8 a.m....
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						Big Muddy Motor Sports Recalls Generators Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Big Muddy Sports, of Perryville, Mo.
Hazard: The 220-volt receptacle can fail to produce power correctly and cause power surges that can damage appliances. This poses a risk of fire and possible injury to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received five reports of power surges resulting in damage to appliances. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled PowerPlus...
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						Violation of Federal Mattress Flammability Standard Prompts Recall by Loyal Bedding of Mattress Sets
						Violation of Federal Mattress Flammability Standard Prompts Recall by Loyal Bedding of Mattress Sets
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Guaynabo...
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						OKK Trading To Pay $665,000 Civil Penalty for Violating Federal Lead Paint Ban and Other Child Safety Rules
						OKK Trading To Pay $665,000 Civil Penalty for Violating Federal Lead Paint Ban and Other Child Safety Rules
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As part of its commitment to protecting the safety of children, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that OKK Trading, of Commerce, Calif., has agreed to pay a $665,000 civil penalty for failing to comply with a 30-year old ban on lead paint...
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						Loaded Boards Recalls Orangatang Skateboard Wheels; Blow-outs Pose Risk of Injury to Riders
						Loaded Boards Recalls Orangatang Skateboard Wheels; Blow-outs Pose Risk of Injury to Riders
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Loaded Boards Inc., of...
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						Diving Wings With Defective Inner Bladders Recalled by Poseidon Due to Drowning Hazard
						Diving Wings With Defective Inner Bladders Recalled by Poseidon Due to Drowning Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Poseidon West, of West Lake...
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						Applica Consumer Products Inc. Recalls Black &amp; Decker Spacemaker Coffeemakers Due to Burn Hazard
						Applica Consumer Products Inc. Recalls Black &amp; Decker&reg; Spacemaker&copy; Coffeemakers Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Crane Plumbing Recalls Bath Tubs With A Whirlpool Due to Entrapment and Drowning Hazards
						Crane Plumbing Recalls Bath Tubs With A Whirlpool Due to Entrapment and Drowning Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Crane Plumbing LLC, of...
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						Body Boards Recalled by JGR Copa Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: JGR Copa LLC, of Hollywood, Fla.
Hazard: The green surface coating of the screened logo "Big Lizard&copy; body boards" on the underside of the body board contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the 18" Kick Body Board. The boards have various designs on the front...
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						SmartSpark Energy Systems Recalls Battery Equalizers Due to Fire Hazard
						SmartSpark Energy Systems Recalls Battery Equalizers Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: SmartSpark Energy Systems Inc., of...
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						Wagner Spray Tech Recalls Heat Guns Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						Wagner Spray Tech Recalls Heat Guns Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Wagner Spray Tech Corp., of Minneapolis, Minn....
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						Campbell Hausfeld Recalls Air Compressors Due to Fire Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Wal-Mart
						Importer: Campbell Hausfeld, of Harrison, Ohio
Hazard: The compressor's thermal overload, which shuts the unit off when it overheats, can fail. This can lead to overheating, melting of parts and a risk of fire.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves the Campbell Hausfeld model HU200099AV air compressor with a 20-gallon tank. The recall includes date codes ranging...
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						Macy's Recalls Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Macy's Merchandising Group Inc., of New York, N.Y.
Hazard: The sweatshirts have a drawstring sewn at the base of the hood which can pose a strangulation hazard to children. In February 1996, CPSC issued guidelines (pdf) to help prevent children from strangling or getting entangled on the neck and waist drawstrings in upper garments, such as jackets or sweatshirts....
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						Children's Necklace and Bracelet Sets Recalled by D&amp;D Distributing-Wholesale Due To Choking Hazard
						Importer: D&amp;D Distributing-Wholesale Inc., of Tacoma, Wash.
Hazard: Small parts can detach from the necklace and bracelet when the elastic string break, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves two models of "Chelsea's" Necklace and Bracelet Set. These two models are "Crayon" and the "Shiny...
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						Viking Range Corporation Recalls Built-In Refrigerators Due to Injury Hazard; Doors Can Detach
						The first six numbers in the serial number are the manufacture date of the unit in [mm][dd][yy] format, e.g., serial number 051903G0000000375 was manufactured on May 19, 2003 and serial number F01250210170 was manufactured on January 25, 2002.
Sold by: Appliance and specialty retailers nationwide from July 1999 through April 2006 for between $4,725 and $6,400.
Manufactured in: United States...
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						Laceration Hazard Prompts Recall by Starbucks of Coffee Grinders; Made by Tsann Kuen
						Importer: Starbucks Coffee Co., of Seattle, Wash.
Manufacturer: Tsann Kuen (Zhangzhou) Enterprise Co. Ltd. ("TKL"), of China
Hazard: The grinder can fail to turn off or can turn on unexpectedly, posing a laceration hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received 176 reports of grinders that failed to turn off or that turned on unexpectedly, including three reports of hand...
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						W.P. Appliances Inc. Recalls Wolfgang Puck Toaster Oven/Toasters
						Importer: Frontgate of West Chester, Ohio
Manufacturer: Kingpower Electrical Appliances of China
Hazard: The toaster oven can remain "on" after the toast pops up, posing a fire hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received three reports of the toaster remaining on after the toast popped up. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled toasters have model number WPTOT010...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Winterbee Due To Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Winterbee Due To Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Winterbee Inc....
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						Six Reported Deaths Prompt Urgent Re-announcement of Blair Recall of Women's Chenille Robes: Consumers Urged to Check for Flammable Robes
						Six Reported Deaths Prompt Urgent Re-announcement of Blair Recall of Women's Chenille Robes
Consumers Urged to Check for Flammable Robes
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and Blair LLC, of Warren, Pa., are re-announcing the voluntary recall by Blair of 162,000 women's full length Chenille Robes. Since the recall was originally announced in April 2009,...
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						LaJobi Recalls Bonavita "Cabana" Drop Side Cribs Due To Entrapment and Strangulation Hazards
						Importer: LaJobi Inc., of Cranbury, N.J.
Hazard: The wooden crib slats can detach or break creating a gap, which can pose an entrapment and strangulation hazard to infants and toddlers.
Incidents/Injuries: LaJobi has received 16 incident reports of crib slat failures, including 10 reports of slats falling out of rails and 6 reports of slats breaking. No injuries have been reported.
Description:...
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						LaJobi Recalls Babi Italia Pinehurst and Bonavita Hudson Drop Side Cribs; Risk of Entrapment and Suffocation
						Importer: LaJobi Inc., of Cranbury, N.J.
Hazard: The lower spring pins on the footboard and headboard can pop out of the tracks located on the drop side causing the drop side to detach from the crib. When the drop side detaches, it creates a hazardous gap between the drop side and the crib mattress in which infants and toddlers can become entrapped and suffocate or fall from cribs....
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						Mattel, Fisher-Price to Pay $2.3 Million Civil Penalty for Violating Federal Lead Paint Ban
						Mattel, Fisher-Price to Pay $2.3 Million Civil Penalty for Violating Federal Lead Paint Ban
Penalty is highest ever for CPSC regulated product violations
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As part of its commitment to protecting the safety of children, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Mattel Inc., of El Segundo, Calif. and its wholly owned subsidiary, Fisher-Price Inc., of...
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						Outdoor Playset Gliders Recalled by Backyard Play Systems Due to Fall Hazard; Repair Kit Provided
						Outdoor Playset Gliders Recalled by Backyard Play Systems Due to Fall Hazard; Repair Kit Provided
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Backyard Play Systems LLC, of Monroe, Mich.
Hazard: The retaining rings used to secure the...
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						Children's Loungewear Recalled by Warm Biscuit Bedding Due to Violation of Federal Flammability Standards
						Children's Loungewear Recalled by Warm Biscuit Bedding Due to Violation of Federal Flammability Standards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributer: Warm...
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						Bugaboo Recalls Strollers Due to Risk of Brake Failure
						Bugaboo Recalls Strollers Due to Risk of Brake Failure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Bugaboo North America Inc., of Hermosa Beach, Calif....
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						Bicycles Recalled by REI Due to Fork Failure
						Bicycles Recalled by REI Due to Fork Failure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Recreational Equipment Inc. (REI), of Kent, Wash.
Hazard: The fork can...
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						Hair Dryers Recalled by Vintage International Due to Electrocution Hazard
						Importer: Vintage International Inc., of Hacienda Heights, Calif.
Hazard: The hair dryers are not equipped with an immersion protection device to prevent electrocution if the hair dryer falls into water. Immersion protection devices, which prevent electrocution, are required by industry safety standards for all electric hand-held hair dryers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This...
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						Norco Recalls Bicycle Frames Due to Crash Hazard
						Norco Recalls Bicycle Frames Due to Crash Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Norco Performance Bikes, of British Columbia, Canada
Hazard: The...
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						Trek Recalls Bicycles; JD Forks Can Lose Alignment, Posing Crash Hazard
						Importer: Trek Bicycle Corp., of Waterloo, Wisc.
Manufacturer: JD Components, of Taiwan
Hazard: The recalled bicycle's fork can lose alignment causing the front wheel to turn unexpectedly. This can cause the rider to lose control of the bicycle and crash.
Incidents/Injuries: There have been four reports of misaligned forks. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recall involves...
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						Cannondale Recalls Bicycles; JD Forks Can Lose Alignment, Posing Crash Hazard
						Importer: Cannondale Bicycle Corp., of Bethel, Conn.
Manufacturer: JD Components, of Taiwan
Hazard: The recalled bicycle's fork can lose alignment causing the front wheel to turn unexpectedly. This can cause the rider to lose control of the bicycle and crash.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves model year 2008 Cannondale Adventure 2, Adventure 3, Adventure 2...
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						Samsung Recalls to Upgrade Certain Cell Phones; Could Fail to Reach Emergency 911 in a No-Service Area
						Samsung Recalls to Upgrade Certain Cell Phones; Could Fail to Reach Emergency 911 in a No-Service Area
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC.
Units:Manufacturer: Samsung Telecommunications America, of Richardson, Texas
Distributor: GreatCall d/b/a Jitterbug, of San Diego, Calif.
Hazard: The recalled cell phones that are in a...
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						Gothic Cabinet Craft Recalls Bunk Beds Due to Fall Hazard
						Gothic Cabinet Craft Recalls Bunk Beds Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the importers named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer products. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Gothic Cabinet Craft Inc., of Maspeth, N. Y.
Hazard:...
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						Girl's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Ely and Walker Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Girl's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Ely and Walker Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Ely and Walker, of Lebanon,...
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						Bunn-O-Matic Recalls Single Cup Tea/Coffeemakers Due to Burn Hazard
						Bunn-O-Matic Recalls Single Cup Tea/Coffeemakers Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Bunn-O-Matic Corp., of Springfield, Ill.
Hazard:...
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						Ross Stores Recalls Benches Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Ross Stores Inc., of Pleasanton, Calif.
Hazard: The bench frame can collapse when weight is placed on it, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Ross Stores has received two reports of incidents but no reports of injuries.
Description: The benches are made of acacia wood with SKU 400037765413 and manufacturer style number GB1F printed on a hangtag attached to the bench....
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						CPSC Announces New Report on Child Drownings and Near-drownings in Pools and Spas
						CPSC Announces New Report on Child Drownings and Near-drownings in Pools and Spas
Federal Pool and Spa Safety Act Aims to Make Pools and Spas Safer
WASHINGTON, D.C. - With Memorial Day weekend approaching and pools across the country opening, a new report (PDF) released today by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) provides updated figures on child drowning deaths and injuries in...
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						Trampolines Recalled by Skywalker Holdings; Enclosure Problems Can Result in Fall Hazard
						Trampolines Recalled by Skywalker Holdings; Enclosure Problems Can Result in Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Skywalker Holdings LLC, of...
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						Outdoor Play Sets Sold Exclusively at Toys"R"Us Recalled by Step2 Due to Fall Hazard; Swings Can Break
						Outdoor Play Sets Sold Exclusively at Toys"R"Us Recalled by Step2&reg; Due to Fall Hazard; Swings Can Break
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Home Depot Recalls Patio Umbrellas Due to Risk of Impact Injury
						Importer: The Home Depot, of Atlanta, Ga.
Hazard: The patio umbrella and its pole could tip over and strike consumers if the umbrella's collar or sleeve is not removed prior to closing the umbrella, posing a risk of impact injury to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Home Depot has received one report of a recalled patio umbrella tipping over and breaking. No injuries have been reported....
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						Digital Clamp Meters Recalled by Fluke Due to Shock Hazard
						Serial numbers that begin with "S" or are followed by "R" are not included in the recall. "Fluke" and the model number are printed on the front of the unit and the serial number on the back. The instrument body is yellow, red, and black. The clamp meters measure 0 to 600 volts alternating current (VAC), 0 to 600 volts direct current (VDC) and 0 to 400, 600 or 1000...
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						Folding Toy Beach Chairs Recalled by Build-A-Bear Workshop Due to Laceration Hazard
						Importer: Build-A-Bear Workshop&reg;, of St. Louis, Mo.
Hazard: This toy chair legs can bruise, pinch or cut fingers if caught while folding.
Incidents/Injuries: There have been eight injuries reported.
Description: This recall involves a wood frame, canvas seat, toy beach chair for stuffed animals. Some styles include an attached pillow. The toy chairs are blue (style #'s 002281, 004463,...
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						HP Recalls Notebook Computer Batteries Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Hewlett-Packard Co., of Palo Alto, Calif.
Hazard: The recalled lithium-ion batteries can overheat, posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm and CPSC are aware of two reports of batteries that overheated and ruptured, resulting in flames/fire that caused minor property damage. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled lithium-ion...
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						Browning and Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Recall Knife Sheaths Due to Defect
						Browning and Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Recall Knife Sheaths Due to Defect
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Browning, of Morgan, Utah and Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, of Missoula, Mont.
Hazard: The knife can cut through the...
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						Composite Decks Recalled by Louisiana-Pacific; Decks Can Deteriorate and Break, Posing Fall Hazard
						Composite Decks Recalled by Louisiana-Pacific; Decks Can Deteriorate and Break, Posing Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Louisiana-Pacific...
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						Engine Block and Battery Heaters Used on Polaris Snowmobiles Recalled Due to Shock Hazard
						Importer: Polaris Industries Inc., of Medina, Minn.
Hazard: The insulation of the electrical cord for the engine and battery heaters can fail during cold temperatures, posing an electric shock hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves model year 2009 Polaris IQ WIDETRAK snowmobiles with the engine block or battery heaters directly installed. Model...
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						Eddie Bauer Play Yards with Rocking Bassinets Recalled by Dorel Juvenile Group Due to Suffocation Hazard
						Eddie Bauer Play Yards with Rocking Bassinets Recalled by Dorel Juvenile Group Due to Suffocation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and Health Canada, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Fushin USA Recalls Youth Model ATVs Due to Risk of Injury to Young Riders
						Fushin USA Recalls Youth Model ATVs Due to Risk of Injury to Young Riders
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Product Involved: Fushin ATVs
Units: About 650
Distributor: Fushin USA LLC, of Dallas, Texas
Hazard: These ATVs lack front brakes, a tire...
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						Dahon and REI Novara Folding Bicycles Recalled Due to Fall Hazard
						The words "Dahon" or "Novara" and the model name are printed on the bicycle. Hinges with an "R" embossed on the face of the upper handlepost hinge and/or a "Radius Handlepost" sticker on the handlepost are not included in the recall.
Sold by: Authorized Dahon California dealers and REI stores nationwide from March 2008 through April 2009 for between $430...
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						Lumetique Recalls Botanika Candles Due to Fire Hazard
						Lumetique Recalls Botanika Candles Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Southern California Candle Co. Inc., of Los Angeles, Calif....
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						The Acting Chairman Announces New, Modern Facility For Consumer Product Testing and Evaluation; Advanced Safety Testing To Be Performed By Scientists and Engineers
						The Acting Chairman Announces New, Modern Facility For Consumer Product Testing and Evaluation; Advanced Safety Testing To Be Performed By Scientists and Engineers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Acting Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that a lease has been signed to expand and modernize the agency's testing facilities.  The new facility, located off the...
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						Off-Road Motorcycles Recalled by KTM North America Due to Front Fork Failure
						Sold by: KTM dealers nationwide from December 2008 through April 2009 for between $6,000 and $8,000.
Manufactured in: Austria
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these vehicles and contact their local KTM dealer to schedule a free repair. Registered owners the recalled off-road motorcycles are being sent a direct notice.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact KTM...
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						Children's Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by Jason Evans Associates Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Jason Evans Assoc. LLC, of Hewlett, N.Y.
Hazard: The jackets have a drawstring through the hood which can pose a strangulation hazard to children. In February 1996, CPSC issued guidelines (pdf) to help prevent children from strangling or getting entangled on the neck and waist drawstrings in upper garments, such as jackets or sweatshirts.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description:...
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						Commercial Freezers Used in Grocery Stores Recalled By Unilever Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Unilever, dba Good Humor Breyers United States, of Trumbull, Conn.
Manufacturer: Frigocon - Ind&uacute;stria de Frio e Congela&ccedil;o S.A., of Portugal
Hazard: The controller of the freezer is incompatible with the unit and can overheat and melt the relay, posing a fire hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: Unilever has received four reports of fires, resulting in damage to the unit...
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						Children's Jewelry Craft Kits Recalled by Action Products International Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Action Products International Inc., of Ocala, Fla.
Hazard: The lobster clasps in both craft kits contain high levels of lead. The Abalone Necklace's pendant also contains high levels of lead. Lead can be toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall includes the children's jewelry craft kits...
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						Richard Abraham Herder KG Recalls Torque Wrenches Due to Risk of Injury
						Importer: Mountz Inc., of San Jose, Calif.
Manufacturer: Richard Abraham Herder KG, of Solingen, Germany
Hazard: The internal spring mechanism on the wrench can fail or break, allowing bolts or screws to break or become unscrewed, posing a risk of injury to the user or bystander.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The wrenches were sold under three styles names: Richard Abraham...
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						Ambler Mountain Works Recalls Children's Knitted Hats Due to Choking Hazard
						Ambler Mountain Works Recalls Children's Knitted Hats Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Ambler Mountain Works, of Canmore,...
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						Wagner Spray Tech Recalls Paint Sprayers Due to Electrical Shock Hazard
						Importer: Wagner Spray Tech Corp., of Plymouth, Minn.
Hazard: The on-off switch can be dislodged from the casing, resulting in exposure of electrical connections. This can pose an electrical shock hazard to the consumer.
Incidents/Injuries: There have been no reported incidents or injuries.
Description: This recall includes the Wagner Control Spray Plus Model 0414248. This model number can be...
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						Popcorn Machines Recalled by DTX International Due to Burn Hazard
						Importer: DTX International (d/b/a Great American Popcorn Co.), of Mancelona, Mich.
Hazard: The heating element of the popcorn machine's warming deck can remain on after being switched off. This poses a burn hazard to users.
Incidents/Injuries: DTX has received one report of the heating element remaining on when switched off. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves...
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						Jardine Announces Second Recall Expansion of Cribs Sold by Babies'R'Us; Cribs Pose Entrapment and Strangulation Hazards
						...
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						Gap Recalls Children's Coats; Toggles Can Break and Detach Posing Choking Hazard
						...
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						Pumpkin Patch Recalls Hooded Girls' Raincoats with Drawstrings Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Pumpkin Patch Recalls Hooded Girls' Raincoats with Drawstrings Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Pumpkin Patch LLC, of...
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						Dinosaur Play Sets Recalled by DND Imports Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: DND Imports, of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: The surface paint on the monkey figure contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the "Dinosaur Era 2 Hunting Dinosaur" play set. Each play set contains a dinosaur, a helicopter, trees, a hunter, a monkey and various hunting...
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						HMI Industries Recalls Floor Cleaners Due to Burn Hazard
						HMI Industries Recalls Floor Cleaners Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: HMI Industries Inc., of Strongsville, Ohio
Hazard: The...
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						Hair Dryers Recalled by Universalink International Trading Due to Electrocution Hazard
						Importer: Universalink International Trading Inc., of La Puente, Calif.
Hazard: The hair dryers are not equipped with an immersion protection device to prevent electrocution if the hair dryer falls into water. Immersion protection devices, which prevent electrocution, are required by industry standards for all electric hand-held hair dryers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This...
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						Under Armour Recalls Athletic Cups Due To Injury Hazard
						Importer: Under Armour Inc, of Baltimore, Maryland
Hazard: The cups can break if hit, posing a risk of serious injury hazard to athletes.
Incidents/Injuries: Under Armour has received five reports of cups breaking, including an injury involving cuts and bruising.
Description: This recall involves all athletic cups that have the Under Armour logo, including adult, teen, and youth sizes. The cups...
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						Leg Curl Fitness Machines Recalled by Paramount Fitness Due To Crushing Hazard
						Leg Curl Fitness Machines Recalled by Paramount Fitness Due To Crushing Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Paramount Fitness Corp., of Los...
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						Women's Chenille Robes Recalled by Blair Due to Burn Hazard
						Women's Chenille Robes Recalled by Blair Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Retailer: Blair LLC, of Warren, Pa.
Hazard: Some robes fail to...
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						Specialized Bicycle Components Recalls Bicycles Due to Serious Fall Hazard
						Importer: Specialized Bicycle Components Inc., of Morgan Hill, Calif.
Hazard: The handlebars can break, posing a fall hazard to the rider.
Incidents/Injuries: Specialized has received two reports of the handlebar breaking during use, one of which caused a rider to suffer head trauma which resulted in unconsciousness and a puncture wound to the arm.
Description: This recall involves HL handlebars...
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						Specialized Bicycle Components Recalls Bicycles Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Specialized Bicycle Components Inc., of Morgan Hill, Calif.
Hazard: The cable stop on the bicycle can loosen, which can cause the rider to lose control and fall from the bike.
Incidents/Injuries: Specialized received reports of two falls that resulted in fractures requiring medical attention and surgery.
Description: The recalled bicycles are as follows: 2004 Roubaix Comp 18, 2004...
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						SportsPlay Equipment Recalls Playgrounds Due to Violation of Lead Paint Ban
						Sold by: Authorized SportsPlay dealers nationwide from January 2003 through December 2007 for between $1,300 and $5,500.
Manufactured in: Turkey
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the playground immediately if the painted parts have chipped off. Consumers with the recalled playgrounds have been directly contacted regarding this recall and will receive free replacement parts.
Consumer Contact:...
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						Toaster Oven/Broilers Recalled by Haier America Due to Burn or Electrical Shock Hazard
						Importer: Haier America Trading L.L.C., of New York, N.Y.
Manufacturer: Lun Dar Electric Ind. Ltd., of Taiwan
Hazard: Electrical connections in the toaster oven/broilers can become loose, posing electrical shock and burn hazards.
Incidents/Injuries: Haier America has received two reports of minor burns and one report of a minor electrical shock to consumers, and one report of minor property...
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						Senseo One-Cup Coffeemakers Recalled by Philips Consumer Lifestyle Due to Burn Hazard
						Senseo One-Cup Coffeemakers Recalled by Philips Consumer Lifestyle Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Philips Consumer Lifestyle, of...
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						Bush Hog Off-Road Utility Vehicles Recalled Due to Loss of Speed Control; Cash Incentive Offered
						Bush Hog Off-Road Utility Vehicles Recalled Due to Loss of Speed Control; Cash Incentive Offered
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Bush Hog LLC, of Selma, Ala.
Hazard: The utility vehicle's throttle cable can lock in...
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						Toy Maracas Recalled by Tupperware U.S. Due to Choking and Suffocation Hazards
						Importer: Tupperware U.S. Inc., of Orlando, Fla.
Hazard: The maracas can break and expose small parts, posing a choking hazard to young children. In addition, the handle poses a suffocation hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: Tupperware has received two reports of maracas breaking. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves blue and red toy maracas with yellow...
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						Fitness Balls Recalled by EB Brands Due to Fall Hazard; New Assembly Instructions Provided
						Fitness Balls Recalled by EB Brands Due to Fall Hazard; New Assembly Instructions Provided
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product.
Units:Manufacturer: EB Brands, of Yonkers, New York
Hazard: An overinflated fitness ball can unexpectedly burst while in use,...
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						Mega Brands America To Pay $1.1 Million Civil Penalty For Reporting Violations With Popular Magnetic Building Sets
						Mega Brands America To Pay $1.1 Million Civil Penalty For Reporting Violations With Popular Magnetic Building Sets
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Mega Brands America Inc., of Livingston, N.J., formerly Rose Art Industries Inc., has agreed (PDF) to pay a $1.1 million civil penalty. The penalty, which the Commission has provisionally...
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						"CARS" Children's Shoes Sold Exclusively at Wal-Mart Recalled by Pagoda International Footwear Ltd. Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Wal-Mart Stores Inc., of Bentonville, Ark.
Distributor: Pagoda International Footwear Ltd., of Hong Kong
Hazard: The shoe has four decorative wheels that can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received one report of a decorative wheel detaching from the shoe. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves the Buster...
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						Women's Shoes Recalled by Wal-Mart Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Wal-Mart Stores Inc., of Bentonville, Ark.
Manufacturer: Joyfair Footwear, of Taipei, Taiwan
Hazard: Heels on the shoes can easily detach, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves women's sling-back, pointed-toe shoes sold under the George brand. The shoes were sold in three colors, black, grey and purple, and in sizes 5...
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						Ross Stores Recalls Folding Patio Chairs Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Ross Stores Inc., of Pleasanton, Calif.
Hazard: The side supports on these chairs can splinter when weight is placed on them, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Ross Stores has received one report of a consumer who suffered shoulder pain after her chair collapsed.
Description: The folding wooden patio chairs are made of eucalyptus. SKU 400037791757 and manufacturer...
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						GE Recalls Ranges Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						...
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						Honeywell International Recalls Vista Security System Control Panels Due to Failure of Panic Feature
						Honeywell International Recalls Vista Security System Control Panels Due to Failure of Panic Feature
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC.
Units:Distributor: Honeywell International Inc., of Melville, N.Y.
Manufacturer: Ademco de Juarez s.r.l., of Mexico
Hazard: Security systems programmed with a wireless silent panic feature can...
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						Stanley and Solarwide Industrial Recall Stud Sensors Due to Shock Hazard
						Importer: The Stanley Works, of New Britain, Conn.
Hazard: The stud sensor can fail to calibrate properly and detect AC electrical wires behind the wall, posing a shock hazard to the user.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled stud sensor models include the Stanley Stud Sensor 200 and Stanley FatMax Stud Sensor 400 with model numbers 77-720 and 77-730. The model number is...
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						Pacifiers Recalled by Healthtex Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Healthtex, of Miami, Fla.
Hazard: The pacifiers failed to meet federal safety standards. The nipples can separate from the base easily, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves Zoo pacifiers with animal cartoon figures as handles. The pacifier has a round-shaped mouth guard with three ventilation holes. "Made in...
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						Simplicity Play Yards Recalled by Various Retailers Due to Fall and Entrapment Hazards
						Importer: Simplicity, Inc. and SFCA, Inc., of Reading, Pa. (The firms appear to no longer conduct day to day operations)
Hazard: One or more rails can collapse unexpectedly, posing a fall or entrapment hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: CPSC is aware of at least five reports of one or more rails collapsing. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled play yards are...
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						Polaris Industries Recalls Snowmobiles Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Polaris Industries Inc., of Medina, Minn.
Hazard: The fuel lines on the snowmobiles can make contact with one another, which could result in a fuel leak. This can pose a fire hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received eight reports of fuel leaks. No fires or injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves model year 2007, 2008 and 2009 Polaris...
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						Fourteen Firms Agree to Pay More than $1 Million in Civil Penalties for Failing to Report Drawstrings in Children's Outerwear
						...
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						Atico International USA Recalls Coffeemakers Sold Exclusively At Walgreens Due to Fire Hazard
						The name of the coffeemaker is printed on the front of the unit. The model number and the item number are printed on a sticker located on the bottom of the unit.
Sold at: Walgreens stores nationwide: the Signature Gourmet 12-Cup programmable coffeemaker from June 2004 through March 2009 for about $20 and the Kitchen Gourmet 10-Cup coffeemaker from August 2006 through December 2008 for about $10....
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						Radio Transmitters for Model Aircrafts Recalled by Horizon Hobby Due to Impact and Laceration Hazards
						Sold at: Independently-owned model and hobby shops from July 2008 through January 2009 for about $200 for the transmitter, or for between $400 and $500 for the transmitter when sold with a model airplane or helicopter.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled radio transmitters and contact Horizon Hobby to arrange to have the transmitters shipped free of...
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						Faulty Installation Instructions Prompt RadioShack Corp. Recall of Electrical Switches; Shock Hazard to Consumers
						Importer: RadioShack Corp., of Fort Worth, Texas
Hazard: The wiring diagram on the switch's package is incorrect. The Neutral and Line notation is reversed, posing a shock hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the RadioShack Illuminated Round Rocker Switch, catalog number 275-0021 and a date code of 01P09, or January 2009, and earlier. The...
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						SunKids Convertible Cribs Recalled by Suntech Enterprises Due to Entrapment and Suffocation Hazards
						Importer: Suntech Enterprises Inc., of City of Commerce, Calif.
Hazard: The sides of the crib are made of mesh that expands, creating a gap between the side and the crib's mattress if it's not zipped into place, or a gap between the side and an added mattress. A young child can slip into this gap and become entrapped or suffocate. Also, the crib's drop side can fail to fully latch...
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						Best Buy Announces the Recall of Certain Rocketfish Universal Portable Power Sources Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Best Buy Co. Inc., of Richfield, Minn.
Hazard: While charging the battery, the power source can unexpectedly ignite, posing a fire hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received three reports of fires resulting in minor property damage. No injuries reported.
Description: This recall involves Rocketfish Universal AC/DC/USB portal power sources with model number RF-INV80....
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						Best Buy Announces the Recall of Certain Insignia 26-Inch Flat-Panel LCD Televisions Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Best Buy Co. Inc., of Richfield, Minn.
Hazard: The television's power supply can fail, posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Best Buy has received two reports of fires that included damage to the television and wall. One consumer reported minor burns to the hands.
Description: This recall involves Insignia 26-inch flat-panel LCD televisions, model number...
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						Brave Products Reannounces Recall of Log Splitters; Additional Incidents Prompt Urgent Warning of Amputation Hazard
						The serial number is located on the hydraulic tank.

Sold at: Ace, True Value, and Do It Best Hardware stores and independent power equipment dealers nationwide from January 2002 through April 2007 for between $900 and $2,000.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers, including those who contacted the firm after the previously announced recalls, should immediately stop using the recalled...
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						May 1, 2009 Deadline Approaching for Remedy Change in Recall Program; Consumers Urged to Replace Dangerous Home Heating Vent Pipes
						**Media &amp; Consumer Alert**
May 1, 2009 Deadline Approaching for Remedy Change in Recall Program; Consumers Urged to Replace Dangerous Home Heating Vent Pipes

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and various home heating furnace, boiler, and high-temperature plastic vent pipe (HTPV) manufacturers are urging home owners who have not yet responded to the...
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						Lakeshore Learning Materials Recalls Children's Toy Boxes Due to Choking Hazard
						Lakeshore Learning Materials Recalls Children's Toy Boxes Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Product: What's Inside? Soft Toy Boxes
Units:...
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						Evenflo Expands Recall of Majestic High Chairs Due to Fall and Choking Hazards
						Evenflo Expands Recall of Majestic High Chairs Due to Fall and Choking Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Evenflo Company Inc., of Miamisburg,...
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						Evenflo Recalls Envision High Chairs Due to Fall and Choking Hazards
						Evenflo Recalls Envision High Chairs Due to Fall and Choking Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Evenflo Company Inc., of Miamisburg, Ohio...
				


	
			Mar
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						Yamaha Motor Corp. Offers Free Repair For 450, 660, and 700 Model Rhino Vehicles: CPSC advises consumers not to use the off-road vehicles until repaired
						Rhino 660 (without doors)...
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						Clothing Irons Recalled by Conair Corporation Due to Fire Hazard
						Clothing Irons Recalled by Conair Corporation Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Conair Corporation, of Stamford, Conn.
Hazard: The...
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						Cordless Stick Vacuums Recalled by Electrolux Home Care Products Due to Bursting Batteries
						Cordless Stick Vacuums Recalled by Electrolux Home Care Products Due to Bursting Batteries
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Electrolux Home Care...
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						Lenovo Recalls ThinkVision Speaker AC Adaptors Due to Shock Hazard
						Lenovo Recalls ThinkVision Speaker AC Adaptors Due to Shock Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:AC Adaptor Distributer: Lenovo (United States) Inc., of...
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						Outerwears Inc. Recalls Filters Used in Fuel Funnels Due to Fire Hazard
						Outerwears Inc. Recalls Filters Used in Fuel Funnels Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Outerwears Inc., of Schoolcraft, Mich....
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						Central Fireplace Recalls Fireplaces Due to Laceration Hazard
						Central Fireplace Recalls Fireplaces Due to Laceration Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Central Fireplace, of Greenbush, Minn.
Hazard: Excess gas can accumulate in the firebox if the pilot light is not lit or has gone...
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						Holiday Lights Recalled by Four Star Group USA Due to Fire Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Safeway Stores
						Holiday Lights Recalled by Four Star Group USA Due to Fire Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Safeway Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Four Star Group...
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						Children's Fishing Poles Recalled by Zebco Due to Violation of Lead in Paint Standard
						Children's Fishing Poles Recalled by Zebco Due to Violation of Lead in Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: W.C. Bradley/Zebco Holdings...
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						Children's Hooded Fleece Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by Golden Grove Trading Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Fleece Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by Golden Grove Trading Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor:...
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						La Jolla Sport Recalls Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Due to Strangulation Hazard
						La Jolla Sport Recalls Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: La Jolla Sport...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Dysfunctional Clothing Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Dysfunctional Clothing Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor:...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by MM Compound Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by MM Compound Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: MM Compound LLC (also known as...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Rusty North America Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Rusty North America Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Rusty...
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						Aviva Sports Recalls Trampolines Due to Fall Hazard
						Aviva Sports Recalls Trampolines Due to Fall Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Aviva Sports, Inc. of Camdenton, Mo.
Hazard: The metal support legs of the trampoline can bend or break and the bungee cords that secure the...
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						Pacifiers Recalled by OKK Trading Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: OKK Trading, of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: The pacifiers are banned under federal law. They failed federal safety tests when the nipples separated from the base. This poses a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves Baby Necessities pacifiers with a blue heart-shaped mouth guard. The pacifiers were sold four to a pack. The...
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						Fisher-Price Recalls 3-in-1 High Chairs Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Fisher-Price, of East Aurora, N.Y.
Hazard: The seat can fall backwards from high chair frame if the booster seat release is unlatched while the child is in the product. Also, the seat back can detach if not fully snapped in place, posing a fall hazard and risk of serious injury to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received one report of a seat back detaching and child...
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						Desktop Computers Recalled By Acer America Corp. Due to Overheating, Burn Hazard
						Importer: Acer America Corp., of San Jose, Calif.
Hazard: The insulation on the computer's internal wiring can become bent or stripped, causing the wires to overheat while the product is in use. This poses a burn hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Acer has received two reports of computers short circuiting, resulting in melted internal components and external casing. Neither incident...
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						Gas Generators Recalled by Sycamore SCS Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Creative Resources, of Louisville, K.Y.
Hazard: A plastic sediment cup attached to the bottom of the fuel valve can crack during shipping and handling and cause fuel leakage or spillage, posing a fire hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Sycamore SCS has received nine reports of generators leaking. No injuries or property damage have been reported.
Description: This recall involves...
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						Montessori N' Such Recalls Metal Vases, Pails and Other Containers Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Montessori N' Such, of Sterling, Va.
Hazard: Surface paints on the products contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled metal containers are instructional materials for use in the classroom. The item number is printed on the product's packaging. The recall includes only the colors and...
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						Human Touch Recalls Perfect Chair to Fix Screw Drive Due to Entanglement Hazard
						Human Touch Recalls Perfect Chair to Fix Screw Drive Due to Entanglement Hazard
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the company named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product.
Units:Distributor: Human Touch LLC, of Long Beach, Calif.
Hazard: The screw on the underside of the Perfect Chair recliner can cut or entangle children or...
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						Educational Craft Kits Recalled by FloraCraft Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						...
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						CPSC Warns that 9 Out of 10 Unintentional Child Poisonings Occur in the Home
						CPSC Warns that 9 Out of 10 Unintentional Child Poisonings Occur in the Home
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Each year, unintentional poisonings from consumer products commonly found in the home kill about 30 children and prompt more than 2 million calls to the nation's poison control centers. More than 90% of these calls involve poisonings in the home. On average, each year an estimated 80,000 children...
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						Kubota Recalls Riding Mowers Due to Fire Hazard
						Kubota Recalls Riding Mowers Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Kubota Manufacturing of America Corp., of Gainesville, Ga.
Hazard: The carburetor can fail allowing fuel to leak, posing a fire hazard....
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						Cannondale Recalls Road Bicycles Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Cannondale Bicycle Corporation, of Bethel, Conn.
Hazard: The bicycles fail to meet the federal safety standard for bicycles. Spoke protector discs, required on bicycles to prevent the bicycle chain from interfering or suddenly stopping the wheel, are missing from these bicycles. This poses a fall hazard to the rider.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The following...
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						State Farm Recalls Good Neigh Bears Due to Choking Hazard
						State Farm&reg; Recalls Good Neigh Bears&reg; Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and Health Canada, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: State Farm, of...
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						Nordstrom Recalls Girl's Shoes Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Nordstrom, of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: Surface paint on the outer sole of these shoes contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall includes six styles of Nordstrom-brand shoes for girls. "Clarice-Fab" flats are bone colored with a bow. "Eva-Fab" are bone colored T-strap sandals....
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						Kidde Recalls to Replace Fire Extinguishers Due to Failure to Operate
						Kidde Recalls to Replace Fire Extinguishers Due to Failure to Operate
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Walter Kidde Portable Equipment Inc., of...
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						Tippmann A-5 Paintball Markers Recalled for Repair Due to Risk of Injury
						Tippmann&reg; A-5&reg; Paintball Markers Recalled for Repair Due to Risk of Injury
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Tippmann Sports LLC, of...
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						Pure Fishing Recalls Children's Fishing Games Due to Violation of Ban on Lead in Paint
						Pure Fishing Recalls Children's Fishing Games Due to Violation of Ban on Lead in Paint
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributer: Pure Fishing Inc., of...
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						Valero Marketing &amp; Supply Co. Announce Recall to Inspect Propane Gas; Can Pose Fire and Burn Hazard
						Sold to: Retail propane dealers listed in chart from January 2008 through October 2008.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers with propane purchased or delivered between January 2008 and October 2008 should immediately contact their propane gas suppliers or retail locations where home propane tank or portable cylinders were filled for testing of the propane and to receive additional...
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						Seattle Cotton Works Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Seattle Cotton Works Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Seattle Cotton Works,...
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						Hair Dryers Recalled By Big Lots Stores, Inc. Due to Electrocution Hazard
						Importer: Big Lots Stores, Inc., of Columbus, Ohio
Hazard: The hair dryers are not equipped with an immersion protection device to prevent electrocution if the hair dryer falls into water. Electric shock protection devices are required by industry standards for all electric hand-held hair dryers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves Style Elements Cool Shot Turbo...
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						Ice Skates Recalled by Pronto Sports Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Ice Skates Recalled by Pronto Sports Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Pronto Sports Inc., of Anoka, Minn....
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						Electra Bicycle Company Recalls Bicycles with Front Trays; Trays Can Come Loose and Pose Fall Hazard to Riders
						Importer: Electra Bicycle Company LLC, of Vista, Calif.
Hazard: The front tray on the bicycle can come loose and contact the front tire, posing a fall hazard to riders.
Incidents/Injuries: Electra Bicycle has received four reports of the front tray coming loose, including one incident that resulted in minor cuts and bruises.
Description: This recall involves the following Electra 2009 model...
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						Infantino Recalls Infant Toys Due to Choking Hazard
						The model number is located on a yellow tag on the toy.
Sold at: Babies "R" Us, Target, Wal-Mart, Meijer and other specialty stores from June 2007 through February 2009 for between $10 and $20.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from young children and contact Infantino for a free replacement toy or product.
Consumer Contact: For...
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						Maytag Recalls Refrigerators Due to Fire Hazard
						For Technical Information, DURING FEED ONLY, contact Jim Hava, uplink engineer, at (734) 320-6741 or (734) 475-9484....
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						Replace Smoke and CO Alarm Batteries This Sunday for Daylight Saving Time
						Replace Smoke and CO Alarm Batteries This Sunday for Daylight Saving Time
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is urging consumers to replace their smoke alarm and carbon monoxide (CO) alarm batteries this Sunday as clocks are turned ahead for Daylight Saving Time.
"Safeguard your family by putting new batteries in your smoke and carbon monoxide alarms this...
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						Off-Road Bike Engine Parts Recalled by Wiseco Due to Crash Hazard
						Importer: Wiseco Performance Products, of Mentor, Ohio
Hazard: Engine stress could cause the connecting rods to crack and the engine to lock up, posing a crash hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the following connecting rods and crankshaft assemblies used in off-road dirt bike engines. Wiseco's identification number can be found on the neck of the...
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						Wall-Mounted Radiators Recalled by Rettig Belgium Due to Crush Hazard; Child's Death Reported
						Wall-Mounted Radiators Recalled by Rettig Belgium Due to Crush Hazard; Child's Death Reported
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Rettig Belgium NV,...
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						All-Clad Recalls 4-Square Belgian Waffle Makers Due to Shock Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Williams-Sonoma
						All-Clad Recalls 4-Square Belgian Waffle Makers Due to Shock Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Williams-Sonoma
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: All-Clad...
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						Holiday Lights Recalled by Universal Distribution Center Due to Shock and Fire Hazard
						Holiday Lights Recalled by Universal Distribution Center Due to Shock and Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Universal Distribution Center...
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						Ritchie Immersion Heaters Recalled By Springfield Wire Due to Shock Hazard
						Ritchie Immersion Heaters Recalled By Springfield Wire Due to Shock Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Springfield Wire Inc. (SWI), of...
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						Frontrow Recalls to Replace Rechargeable Batteries Sold with PA System Microphones Due to Burn Hazard
						Frontrow Recalls to Replace Rechargeable Batteries Sold with PA System Microphones Due to Burn Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Frontrow, of Petaluma, Calif.
Manufacturer: Gold Peak Industries, of San Diego, Calif....
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						Seventh Avenue Recalls Tealight Candleholders Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Berkeley Designs, of Hawthorne, Calif.
Hazard: The faceted resin accents on the sides of the candleholder can ignite, posing a fire hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: Seventh Avenue has received one report of the candleholder igniting resulting in minor property damage. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves a wire formed tealight candleholder with ball feet. The...
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						Children's Flip Flops Recalled by Alpargatas Due to Violation of Lead in Paint Standard
						Children's Flip Flops Recalled by Alpargatas Due to Violation of Lead in Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Alpargatas USA Inc., of...
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						Nautilus Recalls Bowflex Home Gyms Due to Risk of Injury
						Importer: Nautilus Inc., of Vancouver, Wash.
Hazard: The home gym's horizontal seat rail is designed to be latched in a vertical position for storage. If the seat rail is not manually latched, it can fall unexpectedly on the user or a bystander, posing a risk of serious injury.
Incidents/Injuries: Nautilus has received 18 reports of injuries caused by unlatched seat rails that have fallen,...
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						Certain LG 830 "Spyder" Cell Phones Recalled For Upgrade Due to Dropped Connection or Poor Connection on Emergency 911 Calls
						Importer: LG Electronics MobileComm USA Inc., of San Diego, Calif.
Hazard: The recalled phones can have difficulty sustaining a connection or have poor voice quality on calls to emergency 911.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received one report of a motorist in a disabled car who was able to dial 911, but the call was dropped because the network had difficulty establishing a GPS lock on the...
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						Salsa Bicycles Recalls Bicycles; Handlebar Stems Can Break Causing Rider to Fall
						Importer: Salsa Bicycles, a subsidiary of Quality Bicycle Products, of Bloomington, Minn.
Hazard: The handlebar stems can crack or break, posing a fall hazard to the consumer.
Incidents/Injuries: Salsa Bicycles has received three reports of handlebar stems breaking. One incident resulted in a rider suffering a broken wrist.
Description: This recall involves all CroMoto S.U.L. stems sold as...
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						Various Toys Recalled by CBB Group Due to Choking Hazard and Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Sold at: Dollar stores and toy stores nationwide from July 2007 through December 2008 for between $1 and $5.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should take the recalled products away from young children immediately and return them to the place where purchased for a full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact CBB Group, Inc. toll-free at (866) 628-6238 anytime, or...
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						Air Venturi Recalls Air Rifles That Can Unexpectedly Fire, Posing Serious Injury Hazard
						Air Venturi Recalls Air Rifles That Can Unexpectedly Fire, Posing Serious Injury Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributer: Air Venturi, of Bedford Heights, Ohio
Manufacturer: Sam Yang Precision Industrial, of South Korea
Hazard:...
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						Old Navy Recalls Stuffed Toys; Button Eyes Can Detach and Pose a Choking Hazard to Young Children
						The style number is located on a white label sewn into the side seam of the toy.
Sold at: Old Navy stores and on the Web at www.oldnavy.com from July 2008 through February 2009 for between $6 and $10.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled stuffed toy away from young children and return it to any Old Navy store for a full refund. If purchased online, contact...
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						Compound Bows Recalled by BowTech Archery; Bow Can Unexpectedly Break Apart
						Compound Bows Recalled by BowTech Archery; Bow Can Unexpectedly Break Apart
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: BowTech Archery, of Eugene, Ore.
Hazard:...
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						True Value Recalls Wheelbarrows; Over-Inflated Tire Can Cause Wheel to Break and Pose Injury Hazard
						True Value Recalls Wheelbarrows; Over-Inflated Tire Can Cause Wheel to Break and Pose Injury Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: True Value Co.,...
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						Evenflo Recalls Children's Activity Centers Due to Fall Hazard
						Evenflo Recalls Children's Activity Centers Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Evenflo Co. Inc., of Miamisburg, Ohio
Hazard:...
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						Nordica USA Recalls to Repair Skis; Binding Plates Can Break, Poses Fall Hazard to Skiers
						Sold by: Ski retailers nationwide from August 2006 through December 2008 for between $800 and $1,500.
Manufactured in: Italy
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled skis immediately and return them to the retailer for a free replacement binding plate.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact Nordica USA at (800) 892-2668 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. ET Monday through Friday,...
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						Disney Store Recalls Toy Tool Sets Due to Choking Hazard
						Disney Store Recalls Toy Tool Sets Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Retailer: Disney Store USA LLC, of Pasadena, Calif.
Hazard: The...
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						Strangulation Death of a Child Prompts Hill Sportswear To Recall Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings
						Strangulation Death of a Child Prompts Hill Sportswear To Recall Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is announcing today a voluntary recall by Hill Sportswear Inc., of Paramount, Calif., of 300,000 hooded drawstring sweatshirts. CPSC received one report of a death involving a 3-year-old boy in Fresno, Calif. He was strangled...
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						CPSC Developing Practical Guidance For Meeting Phthalates Requirements In New Child Safety Law; Public Input Sought: Interim enforcement policy also announced by the agency
						CPSC Developing Practical Guidance For Meeting Phthalates Requirements In New Child Safety Law; Public Input Sought
Interim enforcement policy also announced by the agency
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Starting on February 10, 2009, certain children's toys and child care articles can no longer be sold, offered for sale, manufactured or imported for sale in the United States if they contain more than...
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						Outdoor Stoves Recalled by Jetboil Due to Burn Hazard
						Outdoor Stoves Recalled by Jetboil Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Jetboil Inc., of Manchester, N.H.
Hazard: A tight valve...
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						ATVs Recalled By KTM North America Due to Brake Failure
						Sold by: KTM dealers nationwide from August 2007 through January 2009 for between $9,300 and $11,700.
Manufactured in: Austria
Remedy: Consumers should stop using these vehicles immediately and contact their local KTM dealer to schedule an appointment for a free repair. Consumers with the recalled ATVs have been directly contacted regarding this recall.
Consumer Contact: For additional...
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						Golfer's Billiard Games Recalled by Dick's Sporting Goods and Golf Galaxy Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Golfer's Billiard Games Recalled by Dick's Sporting Goods and Golf Galaxy Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firms named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Camp Stoves Sold Exclusively at Dick's Sporting Goods Recalled Due to Burn Hazard
						Importer: Dick's Sporting Goods, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Manufacturer: Rankam Group Ltd., of China
Hazard: Gas could flow at a rate that would produce higher than expected flames. Rainwater in the burners can also prevent proper ignition and allow gas to build-up and ignite unexpectedly. These conditions pose burn hazards to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall...
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						Catalina Lighting Recalls Halogen Clamp Lamps Due to Fire and Burn Hazard; Sold Exclusively At Staples Stores
						Catalina Lighting Recalls Halogen Clamp Lamps Due to Fire and Burn Hazard; Sold Exclusively At Staples Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer:...
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						Marzocchi Recalls Bicycle Forks Due to Crash Hazard and Risk of Injury during Repair
						Marzocchi Recalls Bicycle Forks Due to Crash Hazard and Risk of Injury during Repair
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Tenneco-Marzocchi s.r.l., of...
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						CPSC Spells Out Enforcement Policy For New Lead Limits In Children's Products Effective February 10
						CPSC Spells Out Enforcement Policy For New Lead Limits In Children's Products Effective February 10
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Starting on February 10, 2009, consumer products intended for children 12 and under cannot have more than 600 parts per million of lead in any accessible part. This new safety requirement is a key component of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) aimed at...
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						CPSC Issues Guidance For Complying With Phthalates Requirements In New Child Safety Law
						CPSC Issues Guidance For Complying With Phthalates Requirements In New Child Safety Law
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Starting on February 10, 2009, children's toys and child care articles cannot contain more that 0.1% of six phthalates (DEHP, DBP, BBP, DINP, DIDP, and DnOPA) regardless of when they were manufactured. The CPSC will abide by a court decision (pdf) issued yesterday ruling that the...
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						The Land of Nod Recalls to Repair Cottage Bunk Beds Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: The Land of Nod, of Northbrook, Ill.
Hazard: When screws are missing from the upper bunk's guardrails, the vertical slats on the guardrails can detach and pose the risk of children falling when getting in or out of the upper bunk.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm received two reports of vertical slats detaching from the upper bunk guardrails. No injuries have been reported.
Description:...
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						Intermatic Recalls Digital Timers Due to Shock Hazard
						Importer: Intermatic Inc., of Spring Grove, Ill.
Manufacturer: Computime Ltd., of China
Hazard: The recalled timers can have a faulty ground connection, posing a shock hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled Intermatic DT17 heavy-duty digital timers are lamp and appliance timers. They were packaged as the "DT17C Heavy Duty Digital Timer" and the...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Jerry Leigh of California Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Jerry Leigh of California Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the Jerry Leigh of California, Inc., today announced a voluntary recall of the following Harajuku brand hooded sweatshirts with non-functional ties. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless...
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						Bicycles with R-SYS Wheel Rims Recalled by Mavic USA Due to Crash Hazard
						Importer: Mavic USA, of Haverhill, Mass.
Manufacturer: Salomon SAS, of France
Hazard: The spokes on the bicycle's front wheel rim can break during use, posing a fall and crash hazard to riders.
Incidents/Injuries: Mavic USA has received one report of an injury involving broken teeth.
Description: This recall includes R-SYS and R-SYS Premium front wheel rims. They were sold as original...
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						Dorel Juvenile Group Recalls Safety 1st Stair Gates Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Dorel Juvenile Group USA, of Columbus, Ind.
Hazard: The hinges that hold the stair gate in place can break, posing a fall hazard to children if the gate is placed at the top of the stairs.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves the Safety 1st SmartLight Stair Gate with model number 42111, which is printed on a sticker under the handle panel. The gates, which...
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						Playland International Recalls Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard
						Playland International Recalls Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Playland International, Carrollton, Ga.
Hazard: The...
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						CPSC Grants One Year Stay of Testing and Certification Requirements for Certain Products
						CPSC Grants One Year Stay of Testing and Certification Requirements for Certain Products
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission voted unanimously (2-0) to issue a one year stay of enforcement for certain testing and certification requirements for manufacturers and importers of regulated products, including products intended for children 12 years old and younger. These...
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						Skull-And-Crossbones Necklaces Recalled By Spencer Gifts Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Spencer Gifts LLC, of Egg Harbor Township, N.J.
Hazard: The skull and metal clasp of the necklace contain high levels of lead. Lead can be toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves a necklace with a "skull-and-crossbones" symbol and a metal clasp. The skull has eleven pieces of...
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						JAKKS Pacific Recalls Spa Factory Aromatherapy Kits Due to Explosion and Projectile Hazards
						Importer: JAKKS Pacific Inc., of Malibu, Calif.
Hazard: Pressure from the buildup of carbon dioxide in the jars of Bath Bombs/Balls or Bath Fizzies can cause the caps on the jars to blow off, posing explosion and projectile hazards. The mixtures also can contain citric acid, which can get into the eyes during an explosion, posing a risk of eye irritation.
Incidents/Injuries: JAKKS and CPSC have...
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						DDI Inc. Recalls Toy Construction Play Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						DDI Inc. Recalls Toy Construction Play Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer/Distributor: DDI Inc., of...
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						L.L. Bean Recalls Ice Cleats Used During Winter Weather Due to Fall Hazard
						L.L. Bean Recalls Ice Cleats Used During Winter Weather Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: L.L. Bean Inc., of Freeport, Maine...
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						The Land of Nod Recalls Children's Canopies Due to Entrapment and Strangulation Hazards
						The Land of Nod Recalls Children's Canopies Due to Entrapment and Strangulation Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: The Land of Nod, of...
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						CPSC Warns of Deadly Fire and Carbon Monoxide Hazards with Winter Home Heating
						CPSC Warns of Deadly Fire and Carbon Monoxide Hazards with Winter Home Heating
WASHINGTON, D.C. - According to the U.S. Fire Administration (USFA), there have been more than 150 residential fires that resulted in more than 200 deaths since Thanksgiving. These statistics have led the USFA and fire chiefs to declare the holiday season and start of the new year as one of the deadliest in recent...
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						Outdoor Research Recalls Warming Gloves Due to Burn Hazard
						Outdoor Research Recalls Warming Gloves Due to Burn Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Outdoor Research Inc., of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: The...
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						Discount School Supply Recalls Jesus Fish Beads Due to Violation of Lead Paint
						Importer: Discount School Supply, of Monterey, CA
Hazard: Surface paint on the green fish can contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled Jesus fish beads were sold in packages of 100 in five assorted colors (red, black, purple, light blue and green) with the word "Jesus" printed on each. The...
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						Lane Home Furnishings Recalls Glider Recliners Due to Fall Hazard
						Lane Home Furnishings Recalls Glider Recliners Due to Fall Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by Discount School Supply firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Lane Furniture Industries Inc., of Tupelo, Miss.
Hazard: The base of the chair, if installed backwards, can...
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						Milestone AV Technologies Recalls Television Wall Mounts Sold Exclusively At Best Buy; Unit Can Crack, TV Can Fall On Consumers
						Milestone AV Technologies Recalls Television Wall Mounts Sold Exclusively At Best Buy; Unit Can Crack, TV Can Fall On Consumers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						High School Musical Manicure Kits Recalled by Fantas-Eyes Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Fantas-Eyes Inc., of New York, N.Y.
Hazard: The lettering "HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL" with glitter on the pouch used with the manicure kit contains excess levels of lead. Lead can be toxic if ingested by young children and cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the pouch that contains the "High School Musical"...
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						Lip Gloss Keychains Recalled By Markwins Beauty Products Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Markwins Beauty Products, of City of Industry, Calif.
Hazard: The metal clasp attached to the keychain contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves lip gloss with a metal clasp keychain attached to the cap by a chain. Markings on the lip gloss container...
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						Saris Cycling Group Recalls Stationary Bicycle Trainers Due to Fall Hazard
						Saris Cycling Group Recalls Stationary Bicycle Trainers Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Saris Cycling Group, of Madison, Wis....
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						Mad Dog Concepts Recalls Boy's Pajamas Due to Burn Hazard
						Importer: Mad Dog Concepts, of New York, NY
Hazard: This sleepwear fails to meet the federal children's sleepwear flammability standard, and poses a risk of burn injury to children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves the following skateboard-themed boy's pajama sets: "Boards Estate" (item # TH005LSB), "Heathen Skull" (item #TH006BSB),...
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						Rheem Recalls to Repair Oil-Fired Furnaces Due to Fire Hazard
						...
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						Lasko Products to Pay $500,000 Civil Penalty for Failure to Report Defective Fans
						Lasko Products to Pay $500,000 Civil Penalty for Failure to Report Defective Fans
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Lasko Products Inc., of West Chester, Pa., has agreed to pay a $500,000 civil penalty. The penalty (pdf), which has been provisionally accepted by the Commission, settles allegations that the company failed to immediately...
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						Viking Range Corp. Recalls Toasters Due to Shock Hazard
						Viking Range Corp. Recalls Toasters Due to Shock Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Viking Range Corp., of Greenwood, Miss.
Hazard: Wiring inside...
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						Bicycles with RockShox Bicycle Forks Recalled by SRAM LLC Due to Crash Hazard
						Importer: SRAM LLC, of Chicago, Ill.
Hazard: The steel steerer on the forks can crack, causing the fork to detach from the bicycle frame. This can cause the rider to lose control and crash.
Incidents/Injuries: One incident with a minor injury has been reported. Two other incidents without injury have been reported outside of the United States.
Description: The recall involves RockShox Domain 302...
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						Children's Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by Ms. Bubbles Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by Ms. Bubbles Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Ms. Bubbles...
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						Jardine Expands Recall of Cribs Sold by Babies"R"Us; Cribs Pose Entrapment and Strangulation Hazards
						Sold at: KidsWorld, Geoffrey Stores, Toys "R" Us, and Babies "R" Us stores nationwide, and at babiesrus.com, from March 2004 through January 2009 for between $220 and $330.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled cribs and contact Jardine to receive a full credit toward the purchase of a new crib. Jardine will provide consumers with...
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						Public Affairs Director Julie Vallese to Leave CPSC; Joe Martyak, Chief of Staff, Also Named Acting Director
						Public Affairs Director Julie Vallese to Leave CPSC
Joe Martyak, Chief of Staff, Also Named Acting Director
Consumer Product Safety Commission Acting Chairman Nancy Nord announced today that Julie Vallese, Director of the Office of Information and Public Affairs has submitted her resignation and will leave the agency on January 16, 2009.
"Julie has done an outstanding job for this agency....
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						CPSC Clarifies Requirements of New Children's Product Safety Laws Taking Effect in February
						CPSC Clarifies Requirements of New Children's Product Safety Laws Taking Effect in February
Guidance Intended for Resellers of Children's Products, Thrift and Consignment Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In February 2009, new requirements of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) take effect. Manufacturers, importers and retailers are expected to comply with the new...
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						Rashti &amp; Rashti Expands Recall of Infant Garments Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Rashti &amp; Rashti, of New York, N.Y.
Hazard: The snaps on these garments can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The July 2008 recall involved two Taggies Sleep 'n Play style infant garments: the Butterfly Applique' and the Fun Dog Print. Subsequent to the recall, two additional Taggies Sleep 'n Play...
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						Ryobi Corded Circular Saws Sold Exclusively at Home Depot Recalled By One World Technologies Inc. Due to Laceration Hazard
						Ryobi Corded Circular Saws Sold Exclusively at Home Depot Recalled By One World Technologies Inc. Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Top Goods Trading Recalls Flashing Pacifiers Due to Choking and Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Top Goods Trading, of Temple City, Calif.
Hazard: The flashing pacifiers do not comply with federal safety standards for pacifiers. Although the pacifiers are marketed to older children and adults, they could be given to babies and cause serious injury or death. The pieces of the pacifier can separate, posing a choking hazard. The necklaces pose a strangulation hazard....
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						Risk of Strangulation Prompts Recall of Window Blinds Sold at Cost Plus and World Market Stores
						Risk of Strangulation Prompts Recall of Window Blinds Sold at Cost Plus and World Market Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Cost Plus Inc., of...
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						TDI International Recalls Toy Cars Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: TDI International, of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: Surface paint on the toy cars contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled pull back toy car is yellow with "PROWL" printed on the side, "VICTOR" printed on the hood, and a blue and red police warning light on the top.
Sold...
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						Cheyenne Industries Recalls Vanity Stools Due to Fall Hazard
						Cheyenne Industries Recalls Vanity Stools Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Cheyenne Industries Inc., of Little Rock, Ark.
Hazard:...
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						Stork Craft Recalls More Than 500,000 Cribs; Mattress Support Bracket Failures Create Risk of Entrapment and Suffocation
						Stork Craft Recalls More Than 500,000 Cribs; Mattress Support Bracket Failures Create Risk of Entrapment and Suffocation
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Toy Xylophones Recalled by The Land of Nod Due to Choking Hazard
						Toy Xylophones Recalled by The Land of Nod Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributer: The Land of Nod Northbrook, Ill.
Hazard: The pegs on...
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						Giant Bicycle, Inc. Recalls Bicycles; Fork Can Break Causing Rider To Fall
						Importer: Giant Bicycle, of Newbury Park, Calif.
Hazard: The density of the steerer tubes can cause the forks to crack and break, posing a fall hazard to the consumer.
Incidents/Injuries: Giant Bicycle has received one report of the fork cracking with no reported injuries.
Description: This recall involves 2009 TCR Advanced SL Team, SL 0, SL 1, SL 2, and SL (ISP) model bicycles and frames in...
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						Children's Sunglasses Recalled by Axiom Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Axiom International Inc., of Billings, Mont.
Hazard: Surface paint on the recalled sunglasses can contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The two tone sunglasses come in Spiderweb Blue and Spiderweb Red with a spider web etched in between the eyes and "Made in China" engraved on the right-hand...
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						Fisher-Price Recalls Simplicity's Rainforest Portable Play Yards Due to Fall and Entrapment Hazards
						Fisher-Price Recalls Simplicity's Rainforest Portable Play Yards Due to Fall and Entrapment Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Simplicity Inc. and SFCA Inc., of Reading, Pa.
(Note:...
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						CPSC, Manufacturers Announce Changes to 1998 Recall Program to Replace Dangerous Home Heating Vent Pipes
						CPSC reminds all consumers to have fuel-burning appliances professionally inspected each year to check for cracks or separations in the vents that could allow CO to leak into the home. In addition, CPSC recommends that every home should have at least one CO alarm....
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						Bosch and Siemens Model Dishwashers Recalled by BSH Home Appliances Corporation Due to Fire Hazard
						...
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						Infantino Expands Recall of Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
						Infantino Expands Recall of Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Infantino LLC, of San Diego, Calif.
Hazard: The...
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						Hockey Helmets Recalled by Reebok-CCM Due to Head and Neck Injury Hazard
						Sold at: Sporting goods stores nationwide and Internet retailers from May 2008 through July 2008 for between $80 and $200.
Manufactured in: Canada
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using and return the helmets to the place of purchase for a free replacement helmet.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact Reebok-CCM at (800) 451-4600 between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. ET Monday...
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						Doll Clothing Sets Recalled by Manhattan Group Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Doll Clothing Sets Recalled by Manhattan Group Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Manhattan Group, of...
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						OKK Trading Recalls Toy Army Figures Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: OKK Trading, of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: Surface paint on the face of the Army figures contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves 7 &frac12; inch tall plastic toy Army figures. The figures are dressed in Army fatigues and have guns.
Sold at: Dollar type retailers and OKK...
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						Major Apparel Retailer To Pay a $60,000 Civil Penalty For Failure To Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
						Major Apparel Retailer To Pay a $60,000 Civil Penalty For Failure To Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that Nordstrom Inc., of Seattle, Wash., has agreed (pdf) to pay a $60,000 civil penalty. The penalty settles allegations that the firm knowingly failed to report to the CPSC immediately, as...
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						Meijer Inc. Recalls Toddler Girl's Hat and Mitten Sets Due to Choking Hazard
						Meijer Inc. Recalls Toddler Girl's Hat and Mitten Sets Due to Choking Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Retailer: Meijer Inc., of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Manufacturer: Aquarius Ltd., of St. Louis, Missouri
Hazard: The magnets in the...
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						CPSC Releases "Do's and Don'ts" of Holiday Decorating
						CPSC Releases "Do's and Don'ts" of Holiday Decorating
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The holiday season is here and the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is urging consumers to keep safety in mind as they decorate for the holidays. Flickering candles, blinking holiday lights and fragrant evergreens are beautiful staples of the holiday season, but when used improperly, these...
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						Boys Reversible Vests Recalled by Bon-Ton Stores Due to Choking Hazard
						Boys Reversible Vests Recalled by Bon-Ton Stores Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Retailer: The Bon-Ton Department Stores Inc., of York, Pa....
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						Regal Lager Recall to Replace Phil &amp; Teds Strollers Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Regal Lager Inc., of Kennesaw, Ga.
Hazard: The frame handle could fail to latch properly and break, posing a fall hazard to small children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves Phil &amp; Teds Dash Buggy strollers with article #7-1080005 (red) and article #7-10080005 (black). The strollers have a metal frame with three wheels, a cloth seat, and a...
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						Xtreme Toy Zone Recalls Toy Dinosaurs Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Xtreme Toy Zone, of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: Surface paint on the toy dinosaurs can contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled "Dinosaur Epoch" Toy Dinosaurs are battery-operated dinosaurs that move and make sounds. The recall includes the orange-colored "Dinosaur...
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						Evenflo Recalls Majestic High Chairs Due to Fall and Choking Hazards
						Evenflo Recalls Majestic High Chairs Due to Fall and Choking Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Evenflo Company Inc., of Miamisburg, Ohio...
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						Children's Jewelry Sold Exclusively in Hawaii Recalled by Aloha 808 Trading Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Aloha 808 Trading, of Honolulu, Hawaii
Hazard: The recalled jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves eight styles of silver-colored metal jewelry: flower ear ring, three flower pendant, necklace with red flower and metal leaf pendant, and...
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						CPSC &amp; Target Announce New In-Store Recall Notification System
						...
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						Foursquare Recalls Hooded Youth Jackets with Drawstrings Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Foursquare Recalls Hooded Youth Jackets with Drawstrings Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributors: Foursquare Outerwear, of...
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						Hallmark Recalls Jumbo Snow Globes Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Hallmark Cards Inc., of Kansas City, Mo.
Hazard: When exposed to sunlight, the snow globes can act as a magnifying glass and ignite nearby combustible materials, posing a fire hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: Hallmark has received two reports of the snow globes igniting nearby materials. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves a Hallmark Jumbo Snow Globe in the...
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						Gardener's Supply Company Recalls Candle-Powered Carousels Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Gardener's Supply Co., of Burlington, Vt.
Hazard: The candle holder placement on the base of the carousels is too close to the structure, allowing the candle flame to come in contact and ignite different parts of the carousel, including the fans, trees and deer, posing a fire hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received three reports of the carousels catching on fire. No...
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						Woodstock Percussion Inc. Recalls Toy Drums Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Woodstock Percussion Inc. Recalls Toy Drums Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Woodstock Percussion Inc., of...
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						Magura USA Recalls Bicycle Suspension Forks Due to Crash Hazard
						Importer: Magura USA, of Olney, Ill.
Manufacturer: Gustav Magenwirth GmbH &amp; Co. KH, of Germany
Hazard: The front bicycle suspension fork can break, causing the rider to crash.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported in the U.S. One reported overseas.
Description: The suspension fork is located on the bicycle's front wheel. They are white or black. "Magura" and "MD100R"...
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						Toy Xylophones Recalled by King Import Warehouse Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: King Import Warehouse, of Dallas, Texas
Hazard: Surface paint on the toy xylophone contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves a miniature toy xylophone with item number KW20119. The toy xylophone measures about 12 inches long by 5 inches wide. It has a lavender frame, a lavender...
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						OKK Trading Recalls Toy TVs Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: OKK Trading, of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: Surface coating on the toy television could contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves a plastic TV toy. This plastic TV toy has a microphone and is powered by 2 AA size batteries. There is a "TV Painting Board" sticker label on the...
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						Claire's Recalls Children's Metal Necklaces Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Claire's Boutiques Inc., of Hoffman Estates, Ill.
Hazard: The recalled necklaces contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves a set of two necklaces that have a silver-colored metal bead type chain and a lobster-claw clasp. One of the necklaces has a...
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						Ghost Tealight Holders Recalled by Trade Associates Group and Crate &amp; Barrel Due to Fire and Burn Hazard
						Importer: Trade Associates Group Ltd., of Chicago, Ill.
Retailers: Crate &amp; Barrel, of Northbrook, Ill., and other retailers
Hazard: The recalled tealight holder can ignite posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: There have been five reports of the tealight holders igniting and one report of the holder becoming excessively hot. Two consumers suffered burns to the...
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						Halloween Figurines Recalled by Coyne's &amp; Company for Lead Hazard
						Importer: Coyne's &amp; Company Inc., of Minneapolis, Minn.
Hazard: The recalled Halloween figurines contain high levels of lead in the paint.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled Casper the Friendly Ghost&reg; mini-figurines are made of resin and paper, and are three inches tall. They were sold in mini bags decorated with a spider and web design. The Casper...
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						Wooden Toys Recalled by Earth Friendly Due To Choking Hazards
						Importer: Earth Friendly LLC, of Beaverton, Ore.
Hazard: Small parts can detach and break from the toy, posing a choking hazard to young children. In addition, the size of the rattle handle violates voluntary rattle standards.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves three models of wooden toys. Moee the car, Cubby the stackable bear and the Bell rattle. The toys are...
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						CPSC Urges Consumers to Replace Batteries in Smoke Alarms This Weekend
						CPSC Urges Consumers to Replace Batteries in Smoke Alarms This Weekend
WASHINGTON, D. C. - Change your clocks. Replace your smoke alarm batteries. Both are important this weekend as Daylight Saving Time ends on Sunday, November 2.
While changing your clock can keep you on time for work on Monday, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) advises consumers that putting fresh batteries in...
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						YMCA Trading Recalls Lighters Due to Potential Burn Hazard to Children
						Importer: YMCA Trading Inc., of Maspeth, N.Y.
Hazard: The multi-purpose lighters fail to meet federal safety standards because they might not contain a child-resistant mechanism, posing a potential fire and burn hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled "Gas Match" lighters have either a multi-colored red/white, blue/white or green/white...
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						Shimano American Corp. Recalls Wheels for Bicycles; Flat Tire Can Pose Injury Risk to Riders
						Importer: Shimano American Corp., of Irving, Calif.
Manufacturer: Shimano Components SDN, of Johor, Malaysia
Hazard: Rim surface and spoke hole plugs on the wheel can cause a puncture to the inner tube, resulting in a flat tire. This can cause the rider to lose control and fall.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the Shimano Dura Ace Carbon Clincher Wheel Sets...
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						Serta International Recalls Mattresses Due to Violation of Federal Mattress Flammability Standard
						Sold at: Mattress retailers nationwide from December 2007 through May 2008 for up to $2,500.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Serta to determine if their mattress is included in the recall, and if it is, to receive a free replacement mattress cover. Consumers can install the cover themselves or request free installation by a qualified repair technician....
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						Coby Electronics Recalls Rechargeable Batteries Sold with Portable DVD/CD/MP3 Players Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Coby Electronics Corp., of Lake Success, N.Y.
Hazard: The rechargeable batteries can overheat, posing a fire hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Coby Electronics has received four reports of batteries overheating, three of which resulted in minor property damage from a fire. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves batteries with serial numbers listed below...
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						Chance Rides Manufacturing Recall to Inspect and Repair YO-YO Amusement Rides
						CPSC and Chance Rides Manufacturing Announce Recall to Inspect and Repair YO-YO Amusement Rides
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Chance Rides Manufacturing Inc. (CRM), of Wichita, Kansas is voluntarily recalling to inspect and repair about 85 YO-YO amusement rides across the country.
CPSC has received reports of two incidents involving the...
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						Rack Room Shoes Recalls Girls' Sandals Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Rack Room Shoes Inc., of Charlotte. N.C.
Hazard: The ornamental flowers on the sandals can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received one report of a flower separating. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled girls' sandals are leather with attached leather flowers and were sold under the Kids Feet name. The sandals...
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						Hasbro Inc. Recalls to Repair Nerf Blasters; Child's Skin Can Get Caught in Plunger of the Toy
						Hasbro Inc. Recalls to Repair Nerf Blasters; Child's Skin Can Get Caught in Plunger of the Toy
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Name of Products: Nerf&copy;...
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						Bar Magnets Recalled by Home Science Tools Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Bar Magnets Recalled by Home Science Tools Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Home Science Tools, of Billings,...
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						Toy Boats Recalled Due to Burn Hazard
						Importer: Dollar General Merchandising Inc., of Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Hazard: The two battery terminals can come into contact with each other, causing the battery to overheat, posing a burn hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Dollar General has received two reports of the batteries overheating. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled toy speed boats are lightweight plastic...
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						BRP U.S. Inc. Recalls Youth All Terrain Vehicles Due to Collision Hazard
						Importer: BRP U.S. Inc., of Sturtevant, Wis.
Manufacturer: Vietnam Precision Industrial Co., of Vietnam
Hazard: If the rider is ejected and the cord strap is pulled, the shutoff switch can fail to disable the engine. The ATV can operate uncontrolled, until the engine returns to idle, and cause a collision with bystanders, vehicles or other objects. This poses a serious risk of injury....
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						John Jaques &amp; Son Recalls Lawn Dart Games Due to Risk of Puncture
						John Jaques &amp; Son Recalls Lawn Dart Games Due to Risk of Puncture
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: John Jaques &amp; Son Ltd., of Edenbridge, England
Hazard: The darts in the games pose a puncture hazard to young...
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						Bicycles with Deda Forza Handlebar Stems Recalled by Deda Elementi Due to Crash Hazard
						Bicycles with Deda Forza Handlebar Stems Recalled by Deda Elementi Due to Crash Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Deda Elementi S.r.l., of...
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						Optave Inc. Recalls Action Baby Carriers Due to Fall Hazard
						Optave Inc. Recalls Action Baby Carriers Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Optave Inc., of Alpena, Mich.
Hazard: The baby...
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						CPSC Focuses On Safety in the Nursery and Around the House for Baby Safety Month
						CPSC Focuses On Safety in the Nursery and Around the House for Baby Safety Month
Pillows Pose One of the Greatest Dangers Where Babies Sleep
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As parents prepare for a new baby with love and care, CPSC urges keeping safety in the mix. One area of great concern for the CPSC is pillow use in cribs. The CPSC is urging all parents to forego putting any kind of pillows in the crib due...
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						Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Recalled by Protocol Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						Importer: Ashley Collection Inc., d.b.a. Protocol, of New York, N.Y.
Hazard: The rechargeable battery inside the helicopter can overheat. This can result in the helicopter's body melting, as well as a risk of fire or burns to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received nine reports of incidents of the helicopter overheating, including one minor burn to a consumer's fingertip....
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						CPSC Issues Warning: Dangers at Home in the Aftermath of Hurricane Ike - Carbon Monoxide from Generators Can Kill in Minutes
						CPSC Issues Warning: Dangers at Home in the Aftermath of Hurricane Ike
Carbon Monoxide from Generators Can Kill in Minutes
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) warns consumers on the Gulf Coast to protect themselves and their families against dangers in the aftermath of Hurricane Ike.
Portable gasoline generators quickly produce high levels of poisonous carbon...
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						Pottery Barn Kids Recalls Children's Metal Water Bottles Due to Choking Hazard
						Sold at: Pottery Barn Kids' stores nationwide, Pottery Barn Kids' catalog, and online at www.potterybarnkids.com from January 2007 through August 2008 for about $10.
Manufactured in: Taiwan
Remedy: Consumers should take the recalled water bottles away from children immediately and return them to any Pottery Barn Kids' store for a full refund. If purchased through the catalog or...
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						Regent Sports Recalls Soccer Goal Nets Following Strangulation Death of a Child
						Regent Sports Recalls Soccer Goal Nets Following Strangulation Death of a Child
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Name of Products: MacGregor Folding Soccer Goals, Mitre...
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						Harry Potter Bookends Recalled By Giftco Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Giftco Inc., of Vernon Hills, Ill.
Hazard: The paint on the bookends contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves poly-stone bookends painted and shaped in the characters of the Harry Potter book series. Bookend characters include Harry Potter, Hedwig and Hermione, and Crookshank.
Sold...
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						Jo-Ann Fabric &amp; Craft Stores Recall SmartSpace Chairs Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Jo-Ann Stores Inc., of Hudson, Ohio
Hazard: The chairs were sold without a warning label instructing consumers to lock the chair's legs before sitting. This poses a fall hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Jo-Ann has received five reports of chairs collapsing when the legs were not locked. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves the...
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						Razor USA Recalls PowerWing Three-Wheeled Scooters Due to Laceration Hazard
						Importer: Razor USA LLC, of Cerritos, Calif.
Hazard: The undersides of the foot platforms can have sharp edges, posing a laceration hazard to children.
Incidents/Injuries: Razor has received 10 reports of Achilles tendon or ankle lacerations, including four consumers who required tendon surgery and three who needed stitches.
Description: The PowerWing is a three-wheeled scooter, which was sold in...
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						Four-Wheeled Ride-On Vehicles Recalled by Razor USA Due to Throttle Controller Defect
						Importer: Razor USA LLC, of Cerritos, Calif.
Hazard: The control module for the throttle can fail and cause the electric ride-on vehicle to unexpectedly surge forward, posing a risk of injury to the user or a bystander.
Incidents/Injuries: Razor has received 60 reports of the vehicles unexpectedly surging forward, including two reports of injuries.
Description: This recall involves Razor&reg;...
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						Toy Police Cars Recalled by TCB Imports Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: TCB Imports, of Vernon, California
Hazard: The red paint on the toy cars contains excess levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves toy police cars with a friction function. When the toy car is pushed forward, the car builds momentum. When released, the car moves forward on its own. The cars were sold...
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						IKEA Recalls to Repair Chest of Drawers Due to Laceration Hazard
						IKEA Recalls to Repair Chest of Drawers Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: IKEA Home Furnishings, of Conshohocken, Pa.
Hazard:...
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						Toy Boats Recalled by Buzz's Boatyard Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Buzz's Boatyard, of New Smyrna Beach, Fla.
Hazard: The paint on the recalled toy boats contains an excess level of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves two models of tin Pop Pop toy boats. Models included in the recall are the 13-inch "Titanic" and the "Hut" Pop Pop boats.
Sold at:...
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						Data Shows Unstable TVs, Furniture and Appliances Pose Deadly Danger to Children
						Data Shows Unstable TVs, Furniture and Appliances Pose Deadly Danger to Children
WASHINGTON, DC - Found in various rooms of the home, large furniture such as TVs, chests, armoires, and appliances are staples in our homes. But these items can tip over and crush children, causing injury or death. Last year, CPSC identified this issue as one of the "top five hidden home hazards." A new...
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						CPSC Reminds Parents of Drowning Dangers Inside the Home
						CPSC Reminds Parents of Drowning Dangers Inside the Home
Nearly 100 reported deaths of children in buckets
WASHINGTON, DC - Water anywhere can be a potential drowning hazard. While pools are an obvious risk, parents should not let their guard down around other hazards such as bathtubs and buckets. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is warning parents that children need to be...
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						Bicycle Pedals Recalled by Look Cycle; Pedals Can Break Causing Cyclists to Fall
						Bicycle Pedals Recalled by Look Cycle; Pedals Can Break Causing Cyclists to Fall
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Look Cycle USA, of San Jose, Calif....
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						Nine Firms Agree To Pay More Than $350,000 in Civil Penalties For Failing To Timely Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
						Nine Firms Agree To Pay More Than $350,000 in Civil Penalties For Failing To Timely Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that nine firms have agreed to pay a total of $355,000 in civil penalties. The penalties settle allegations that the firms knowingly failed to report to the CPSC immediately, as...
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						Children's Board Skirts Recalled By Chelsea &amp; Scott Ltd. Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Children's Board Skirts Recalled By Chelsea &amp; Scott Ltd. Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Chelsea &amp; Scott Ltd., of Lake Bluff, Ill.
Hazard: The paint on the grommets...
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						Rossignol Recalls Snowboard Bindings Due to Strap Failure
						Rossignol Recalls Snowboard Bindings Due to Strap Failure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Rossignol Ski Co., of Park City, Utah
Hazard: The t-nuts...
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						Hobbico Inc. Recalls Batteries Used In Radio-Controlled Helicopters Due to Fire Hazard
						Hobbico Inc. Recalls Batteries Used In Radio-Controlled Helicopters Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Hobbico Inc., of...
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						Electra Bicycle Company Expands Recall of Amsterdam Bicycles; Chain Can Derail and Pose Injury Risk to Riders
						Importer: Electra Bicycle Company, LLC, of Vista, Calif.
Hazard: The interior alignment tabs of the bicycle's chainguard can be pushed against the chain causing it to derail, which poses a risk of injury to riders.
Incidents/Injuries: Electra has received four reports of the chainguard derailing the chain, including one report of minor cuts and abrasion from a fall.
Description: This recall...
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						CPSC Offers Tips for Back to School Safety
						CPSC Offers Tips for Back to School Safety
WASHINGTON, D.C. - More than 50 million children are headed back to school this fall and the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is urging parents to pay special attention to safety this school year.
Whether it's wearing a helmet while they ride their bikes, watching out for dangerous drawstrings in children's jackets, or checking the...
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						Cervelo SA Recalls Bicycle Forks Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Cerv&eacute;lo SA, of Switzerland
Manufacturer: True Temper Composite Material Products Co. Ltd, of Guangzhou, China
Hazard: The forks steerer can break during normal use, causing the rider to lose control, fall and suffer serious injuries.
Incidents/Injuries: Cervelo has received 12 reports of forks cracking or breaking, resulting in one consumer suffering a broken wrist and...
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						CPSC Warns of Dangers at Home in the Aftermath of Tropical Storm Fay
						Safety Tips for Tropical Storm Victims
CPSC Warns of Dangers at Home in the Aftermath of Tropical Storm Fay
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) warns residents of Florida who have been pounded by heavy rains and power outages from Tropical Storm Fay to take special precautions.
Portable gas generators, often used by consumers to restore power to their homes and...
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						Regal Lager Recalls to Repair Phil &amp; Teds Strollers Due to Laceration Hazard
						Importer: Regal Lager Inc., of Kennesaw, Ga.
Hazard: The stroller's hinge locking mechanism poses a laceration hazard to the user folding and unfolding the strollers
Incidents/Injuries: Regal Lager has received nine reports from consumers who injured their fingers in the stroller's hinge locking mechanism.
Description: The recalled single strollers all have metal frames with three wheels,...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts and Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled by Orioxi International Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Orioxi International Corp., of Brea, Calif.
Hazard: The sweatshirts and jackets have drawstrings through the hood which pose a strangulation hazard to young children. In February 1996, CPSC issued guidelines (pdf) to help prevent children from strangling or getting entangled on the neck and waist drawstring in upper garments, such as jackets and sweatshirts.
Incidents/Injuries: None...
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						Bonne Bell Recalls Children's Cosmetics Accessory Bags Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Bonne Bell Co., of Lakewood, Ohio
Hazard: The metal clasps on the handle of the accessory bags contain excessive levels of lead, which is toxic if ingested and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled accessory bags are made of plastic and have a zipper and carrying handle. The bags come with an assortment of cosmetic products, which...
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						Baby Hammocks Recalled by FlagHouse Inc. Due to Fall and Strangulation Hazards
						Baby Hammocks Recalled by FlagHouse Inc. Due to Fall and Strangulation Hazards
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: FlagHouse Inc., of Hasbrouck Heights, N.J.
Hazard: The hammock can flip over, posing a serious fall hazard and...
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						Redcat Racing Recalls Remote Controlled Toy Vehicles Due to Remote Control Defect
						Sold by: Authorized dealers nationwide from March 2007 through April 2008 for between $260 and $400.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the product and contact Redcat Racing for a replacement remote control.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact Redcat Racing Co. collect at (602) 454-6445 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. MT Monday through Friday or at...
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						Paintball Gun Adapters Recalled by RAP4 Due to Impact and Laceration Hazards
						Paintball Gun Adapters Recalled by RAP4 Due to Impact and Laceration Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: RAP4 (Real Action Paintball Inc.), of...
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						Hayes Bicycle Group Recalls Quick-Release Devices for Bicycles Due To Fall Hazard
						Hayes Bicycle Group Recalls Quick-Release Devices for Bicycles Due To Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Hayes Bicycle Group, of Mequon,...
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						Fireworks Over America Recalls Fireworks Due to Shock Hazard
						Fireworks Over America Recalls Fireworks Due to Shock Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Fireworks Over America, of Springfield, Mo.
Hazard: The...
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						Bayside Furnishings Recalls Youth Bed Toy Chests Sold at Costco After the Death of a 22-Month-Old Child
						Importer: Bayside Furnishings (a division of Whalen&copy;), of San Diego, Calif.
Hazard: The lid supports on the toy chests fail to prevent the lid from closing too quickly, posing an entrapment and strangulation hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: CPSC received one report of a death involving a 22-month-old boy of Roseville, California. He strangled when the lid of the toy chest...
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						Children's Jewelry Recalled by Bead Bazaar USA Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Children's Jewelry Recalled by Bead Bazaar USA Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Bead Bazaar USA Inc., of Rockville,...
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						Black Cat&reg; Fireworks Recalls Fireworks Due to Injury Hazard
						Importer: Shiu Fung Fireworks, of China
Hazard: The firework can produce a loud bang and unexpectedly scatter debris, posing an injury hazard to the user and bystanders.
Incidents/Injuries: No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled Screech and Scream Fountain is a firework item with a yellow and red cylinder with red balls. The model name is printed on the front of the tube.
Sold...
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						Parragon Books Recalls Children's Necklaces Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Parragon Books Ltd., of United Kingdom
Hazard: Solder on the charm of the necklace may contain high levels of lead, which if ingested by young children can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None.
Description: The recalled necklace has a silver-colored chain with a silver-colored charm consisting of a pair of ballet shoes and a bow. The necklace was provided with the...
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						Shoelace and Necklace Children's Charms Recalled by Action Products International Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Action Products International Inc., of Ocala, Fla.
Hazard: The clasp in the charm craft kits contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves "Super Dooper Charms" (item #63403) and "Shoelace Charms" (item #67310) children's charm...
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						Lip Gloss and Jewelry Sets Sold Exclusively at Wal-Mart Recalled by F.A.F. Inc. Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: F.A.F. Inc., of Greenville, R.I.
Distributer: Wal-Mart Stores Inc., of Bentonville, Ark.
Hazard: The lobster claw clasp on the bracelet contains high levels of lead, which is toxic if ingested and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled three-piece sets contain a rectangle-shaped lip gloss container, a heart-shaped locket necklace,...
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						New Federal Law Mandates Child Resistant Portable Gasoline Containers
						New Federal Law Mandates Child Resistant Portable Gasoline Containers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Children and gasoline don't mix. With the passage of the Children's Gasoline Burn Prevention Act, an additional layer of fire safety and burn protection has been added for families across the country.
President George W. Bush signed the Act into law which requires portable gasoline containers...
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						It's MY Binky Recalls Personalized Pacifiers Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: It's My Binky, of Henderson, Nev.
Hazard: The pacifier button, ring handle and shield with nipple can detach, posing a choking hazard to infants.
Incidents/Injuries: It's My Binky has received two reports of the pacifier button, ring handle and shield with nipple detaching. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled pacifiers have "Japlo" imprinted on...
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						Electra Bicycle Company Recalls Amsterdam Bicycles; Chain Can Derail and Pose Injury Risk to Riders
						Importer: Electra Bicycle Company, LLC of Vista, Calif.
Hazard: The interior alignment tabs of the bicycle's chainguard can be pushed against the chain causing it to derail, which poses a risk of injury to riders.
Incidents/Injuries: Electra has received four reports of the chainguard derailing the chain, including one report of minor cuts and abrasion from a fall.
Description: This recall...
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						Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Recalled by Innovage Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Recalled by Innovage Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Innovage LLC, of...
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						Kids II Recalls Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
						Kids II Recalls Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Kids II Inc., of Alpharetta, Ga.
Hazard: The tip of the...
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						Horseshoe Magnets Recalled by Dowling Magnets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Horseshoe Magnets Recalled by Dowling Magnets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Dowling Magnets, of Sonoma,...
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						Pacific Science Supplies Recalls Magnets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Pacific Science Supplies Inc., of Bensenville, Ill
Hazard: The paint on the magnets can contain excess levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: Magnets included in the recall:

"Large" and "Small" U-shaped Magnets : These magnets are in the shape of a "U" or horseshoe. One half of each magnet...
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						Children's Stuffed Toys Recalled By Daiso Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Daiso LLC, of Burlingame, Calif.
Hazard: The stuffed toys contain small parts, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled toys are cr&egrave;me colored stuffed dogs with black eyes and nose. Some of the toys have brown spots on the back. A tag attached to the toy is written in Japanese language with UPC codes:...
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						Wooden Toys Recalled by Earthentree Due To Choking and Strangulation Hazards
						...
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						CPSC Staff Finds Synthetic Turf Fields OK to Install, OK to Play On
						CPSC Staff Finds Synthetic Turf Fields OK to Install, OK to Play On
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) staff today released its evaluation (pdf) of various synthetic athletic fields. The evaluation concludes that young children are not at risk from exposure to lead in these fields.
CPSC staff evaluation showed that newer fields had no lead or generally had the...
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						Children's Jewelry Recalled By Daiso Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Daiso Seattle LLC, of Lynnwood, Wash.
Hazard: The jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves children's bracelets and Zodiac-sign necklaces. The necklaces have a black, non-metal cord and a silver rectangular pendant. An abstract design...
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						eStyle Recalls Mini Chef Toy Kitchens Due to Choking and Tip-Over Hazards
						eStyle Recalls Mini Chef Toy Kitchens Due to Choking and Tip-Over Hazards
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: eStyle Inc., of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: The four pegs supporting the oven shelf and four pegs supporting the...
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						Children's Animal Tracking Explorer Kit Recalled by MindWare; Contains Chemical That Irritates Skin and Eyes
						Importer: MindWare, of Roseville, Minn.
Hazard: The powder in the kit marked "plaster of paris" is actually calcium hydroxide, which poses a risk of skin and eye irritation to children using the product.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled "Animal Tracking Explorer Kit" includes a bag of white powder marked "plaster of paris" which is...
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						Backyard Leisure Recalls Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard
						"Adventure Play Set" or "Create N Adventure," and "Pittsburg, KS 66762" is printed on a plaque in the middle of the swing sets' upper beam. The name and model number is printed on the manufacturer's instructions that come with the play set.
Sold at: Wal-Mart stores nationwide and Wal-Mart.com under the Adventure Playsets brand, and Toys "R" Us...
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						The Children's Place Recalls Camouflage Pajama Sets Due to Excessive Lead
						The Children's Place Recalls Camouflage Pajama Sets Due to Excessive Lead
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: The Children's Place Retail Stores...
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						Children's Overalls Recalled by Sara Lynn Togs Due to Choking Hazard
						Children's Overalls Recalled by Sara Lynn Togs Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Sara Lynn Togs, of Atlanta, Ga.
Hazard: The...
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						Children's Merry-Go-Rounds Sold Exclusively at Toys R Us Recalled by Pacific Cycle Due to Fall Hazard
						Children's Merry-Go-Rounds Sold Exclusively at Toys R Us Recalled by Pacific Cycle Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Pacific...
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						Wal-Mart Recalls Additional Charm Key Chains Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: FGX International Inc., of Smithfield, R.I.
Hazard: The charms on the key chain can contain high levels of lead, which is toxic if ingested and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: There have been no injuries reported with the additional key chains included in this recall. The Illinois Attorney General informed Wal-Mart and CPSC in April that the previously recalled key...
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						Miracle Recreation Recalls Tire Swings Due to Fall Hazard
						Sold by: Authorized dealers to schools, parks and municipalities nationwide from February 1995 through March 2008 for between $570 and $2,100.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the tire swing, including the swivel, chains and tire from the hanger clamp until a free repair kit is installed. The company has sent direct mail notices to consumers.
Consumer...
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						Illegal and Improper Use of Fireworks Continue to Harm Consumers
						Illegal and Improper Use of Fireworks Continue to Harm Consumers
More than Half of Injuries Occur Around July 4th Holiday
WASHINGTON, D.C. - For most Americans, the Fourth of July celebration is a time for food, fun and fireworks, but in 2007 nearly 10,000 Americans were treated in emergency rooms for firework-related injuries. Today on the National Mall, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety...
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						Nordstrom Recalls Girls' Sandals Due to Choking Hazard
						Nordstrom Recalls Girls' Sandals Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Retailer: Nordstrom Inc. of Seattle, Wash.
Manufacturer: Meyeworld, of...
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						Westminster Inc. Recalls Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Due to Risk of Fire
						Westminster Inc. Recalls Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Due to Risk of Fire
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Westminster Inc., of Atlanta,...
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						Children's Jackets and Hoodies with Drawstrings Recalled by Coolibar Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Coolibar Inc., of St. Louis Park, Minn.
Hazard: The garments have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to children. In February 1996, CPSC issued guidelines (pdf) to help prevent children from strangling or getting entangled on the neck and waist drawstrings in upper garments, such as jackets or sweatshirts.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The...
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						Children's Storage Bins Sold at Lowe's Stores Recalled Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: L G Sourcing, Inc., of North Wilkesboro, N.C.
Manufacturer: Magus Industry Co. Ltd., of Taiwan
Hazard: Surface paint on the storage bins could contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled storage bins are wooden with scalloped edges and were sold in pastel green or pink. Item number 226782...
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						Playworld Systems Recalls Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard Caused by Defective Clevises
						Sold by: Authorized dealers sold the swing sets to day care centers and children's learning centers nationwide from January 2007 through February 2008 for about between $770 and $3,100.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the swing from the swing set until a free repair kit is installed. The company has sent direct mail notices to consumers.
Consumer...
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						TJ Power Sports Recalls Dune Buggies Due To Ejection Hazard
						Importer: TJ Power Sports LLC, of Irving, Texas
Hazard: The seat belt adjustment for the shoulder buckle can break during impact or stress, posing an ejection and injury hazard to driver and passenger.
Incidents/Injuries: TJ Power Sports has received one report of a seat belt breaking that resulted in nerve damage to the rider's right arm.
Description: This recall involves the dune buggies...
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						Children's Rain Ponchos with Drawstrings Recalled by Daiso Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Daiso LLC, of Burlingame, Calif
Hazard: The garments have a drawstring through the hood, posing a strangulation hazard to children. In February 1996, CPSC issued guidelines (pdf) to help prevent children from strangling or getting entangled on the neck and waist drawstrings in upper garments.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled plastic rain ponchos were sold in...
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						Know the Steps to Safety When Using Escalators
						Know the Steps to Safety When Using Escalators
Some shoes more likely than others to pose risk
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Each year the ride between floors is made easier when an estimated 90 billion riders use an escalator. Although most of those rides are without incident, the CPSC estimates there were approximately 11,000 escalator related injuries in 2007. The majority of these injuries are from...
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						Maran Inc. Children's Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled Due to Strangulation Hazard; Sold Exclusively at TJ Maxx
						Maran Inc. Children's Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Recalled Due to Strangulation Hazard; Sold Exclusively at TJ Maxx
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Manhattan Group Recalls Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
						Manhattan Group Recalls Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Manhattan Group LLC, of Minneapolis, Minn.
Hazard: The...
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						Master Toys &amp; Novelties Inc. Recalls Little Rider Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Master Toys &amp; Novelties Inc., of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: Surface paint on the shoe and pants of the rider toy contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall includes a battery operated cowboy riding a horse toy. The model number 8610B is located on the product packaging. The horse and...
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						K2 Sports Recalls Snowboard Bindings Due to Fall Hazard
						K2 Sports Recalls Snowboard Bindings Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: K2 Sports, of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: The cable that links the...
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						New Report Shows Increase In Pool and Spa Drownings
						New Report Shows Increase In Pool and Spa Drownings
New Federal Law Aims to Make Millions of Pools and Spas Safer
WASHINGTON, D.C. - A new report (pdf) issued today by the staff of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) indicates that the average number of drowning deaths involving children younger than 5 in pools and spas has increased from a yearly average of 267 (for 2002-2004) to...
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						Disney Store Recalls Pirates of the Caribbean Sleeping Bags Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Hoop Retail Stores LLC, of Secaucus, N.J.
Hazard: The surface paint on the sleeping bag's zipper pull contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled Pirates of the Caribbean sleeping bags have a cartoon pirate design of Davey Jones and Jack Sparrow on the front. Style number F1652B0003 is...
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						United Scientific Recalls Magnets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: United Scientific, of Waukegan, Ill.
Hazard: Surface paint on the magnets contains high levels of lead, which violates the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves magnets listed in the chart below. The model numbers are located on the magnets packaging. Only painted magnets are included in this recall.
Sold by: Independent...
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						West Music Recalls Shaker Guiro Instruments Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						West Music Recalls Shaker Guiro Instruments Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Antigua Winds Inc., of...
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						Disney Store Recalls Tinker Bell Wands Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Hoop Retail Stores LLC, of Secaucus, N.J.
Hazard: The paint on the pearl beads in the flowers of the wands contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled Tinker Bell wands are green and light up and sound when a button in the handle is pressed. The top of the wand has white plastic flowers, a...
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						Sure Grip Paint Brushes Recalled by Early Childhood Resources Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Early Childhood Resources LLC, of Mt. Laurel, N.J.
Hazard: Surface paint on the handle of the yellow paint brushes contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The paint brushes were sold in multi-color packages of four. Only the yellow brushes are included in the recall. The paint brushes have a rounded...
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						American Scientific Recalls Magnets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: American Scientific LLC, of Columbus, Ohio
Hazard: Surface paint on the magnets can contain high levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves horseshoe, rectangular bar and U-shaped magnets sold primarily to schools for use in science classes. The magnets have red and blue paint on the surface of the...
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						Floppy Friends Horse Toys Recalled by Toy Investments Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Toy Investments Inc., d/b/a Toysmith, of Auburn, Wash.
Hazard: Surface paint on the toy horse contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled horse toy has a push up base. When the base is pushed up, the toy horse is floppy. When released, the toy horse stands up straight. The horse is brown and...
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						Batting Helmets Recalled by Rawlings Sporting Goods Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Rawlings Sporting Goods Co. Inc., of St. Louis, Mo.
Hazard: Surface paint on the helmets contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves junior batting helmets with model number CFHLJR. The helmets come in yellow and orange with black accents. The model number can be found on the rear of...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Adio Footwear Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Adio Footwear Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Adio Footwear, of Carlsbad,...
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						Kids Station Toys Recalls Little Tikes Toy Cell Phones Due to Choking Hazard
						Kids Station Toys Recalls Little Tikes Toy Cell Phones Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Kids Station Toys International Ltd. of...
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						Hurricane Season Begins June 1st; CPSC Urges Consumers to Prepare for Dangers After the Storm
						Hurricane Season Begins June 1st
CPSC Urges Consumers to Prepare for Dangers After the Storm
WASHINGTON, D.C. - June 1st marks the start of hurricane season. As you put your hurricane plan in place to protect your family and your home, CPSC is urging consumers to include a plan for after the storm.
If a storm knocks out power, consumers who use portable gasoline generators to restore power can...
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						Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Sold Exclusively in Walgreens Recalled Due to Fire and Burn Hazards by TWIE
						Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Sold Exclusively in Walgreens Recalled Due to Fire and Burn Hazards by TWIE
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						QuinCrafts Children's Jewelry Recalled Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: QuinCrafts, of Dexter, Mich.
Hazard: The clasps on some of the jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall includes QuinCrafts products containing children's jewelry. Only items with the following item numbers printed on the back of the packaging are...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Brents-Riordan Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Brents-Riordan Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Brents-Riordan Inc....
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						Children's 'Main Street Drag' Sunglasses Recalled by StyleMark Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Children's 'Main Street Drag' Sunglasses Recalled by StyleMark Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Wal-Mart Recalls Candle Holders Due to Fire and Laceration Hazards
						Importer: Wal-Mart Stores Inc., of Bentonville, Ark.
Hazard: The candle holders could tip over, posing a fire hazard. Also, the glass holder could break, posing a laceration hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves three Holiday Times candle holders shaped as a Santa Claus, a snowman, and a goblet. The goblet is made of glass. A tea light candle...
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						Plush Insect Toys Recalled by Dollar Tree Stores Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Greenbrier International Inc., of Chesapeake, Va.
Hazard: The recalled plush insect toys contain small parts, posing a choking hazard to small children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled plush insect toys come in six designs: Lady Bug, Bumble Bee, Caterpillar, Snail and two Butterflies. The toys measure nine inches to 10 &frac12; inches in length. The lady...
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						Magnetic Dart Boards Recalled By Henry Gordy Int'l; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
						Importer: Henry Gordy International Inc., of Plainfield, N.J.
Hazard: Small magnets at the ends of the darts can detach. Magnets found by young children can be swallowed or aspirated. If more than one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can attract each other and cause intestinal perforations or blockages, which can be fatal.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description and Models: This recall...
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						Children's Board Book Sets Recalled By Dalmatian Press Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Dalmatian Press LLC, of Franklin, Tenn.
Hazard: The cylinder on the toy concrete mixer and the tailgate on the toy dump truck can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves Little Builder Children's Board Book sets with ISBN 1-49373-215-9. The sets include four concept board books (colors, tools, 123,...
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						OKK Trading Recalls Toy Robots Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						OKK Trading Recalls Toy Robots Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Retailer: OKK Trading Inc., of Commerce, Calif....
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						Michaels Stores Recalls Seasonal Writing Pens Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Michaels Stores Recalls Seasonal Writing Pens Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Michaels Stores Inc., of...
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						Hobby-Lobby Int'l Recalls Battery Chargers Used with Helicopters Due to Fire Hazard
						Hobby-Lobby Int'l Recalls Battery Chargers Used with Helicopters Due to Fire Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor/Retailer: Hobby-Lobby International Inc., of Brentwood, Tenn.
Manufacturer: Art-Tech R/C Hobby Co., Ltd. of...
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						Push Toys Recalled by Santa's Toy Corp. Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Santa's Toy Corp., of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: Surface paint on the glove, shirt, and pants of rider toy contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description and Models: The recall involves a push toy of a plastic horse with rider and a 20-inch long pole/handle. The horse and pole/handle together measures...
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						Wal-Mart Recalls Charm Key Chains Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: FGX International Inc., of Smithfield, R.I.
Hazard: The charms on the key chain can contain high levels of lead, which is toxic if ingested and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: The Illinois Attorney General informed Wal-Mart and CPSC on April 16, 2008, that the key chain was found in the home of a 9-month-old child who was discovered to have high blood-levels of...
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						Spring Shifts Kids' Sports Into High Gear
						Source: CPSC Epidemiological Data Bases
* Sample size or estimated variance does not meet reporting criteria.
** Methodologies detailed in the 2006 Annual Report of ATV-Related Deaths and Injuries (CPSC, February 2008).
*** Adjusted to include a proportionally allocated share of injuries coded skating, not specified.
1 Includes cases treated and transferred to another hospital, treated and...
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						Beco Baby Carrier Recalls "Beco Butterfly" Infant Carriers
						Beco Baby Carrier Recalls "Beco Butterfly" Infant Carriers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Beco Baby Carrier Inc., of Newport Beach,...
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						Eight Firms Agree To Pay $320,000 For Failing To Timely Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
						Eight Firms Agree To Pay $320,000 For Failing To Timely Report Drawstrings In Children's Outerwear
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that eight firms have agreed to pay a total of $320,000 to settle allegations that the firms failed to report to the CPSC, as required by federal law, that their children's hooded sweatshirts or jackets...
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						Basketball and Flower Tables Recalled by Avon Products Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard; Sold in Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands
						Importer: Sencillamaente Art Corp., of Dorado, Puerto Rico
Hazard: Surface paint on the tables contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The Basketball Table is about 16 inches tall with white legs and a 19-inch diameter top. The Flower Table is about 30 inches tall with a green petal stand and a 15-inch diameter...
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						Nintendo Recalls Lapel Pins Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Pro Source Inc., of Troutdale, Ore.
Hazard: The metal lapel pin contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled lapel pins have images depicting 12 video game characters. The lapel pins vary in size, ranging from 1- to 2- inches in height. The characters Diddy...
				


	
			Mar
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						Girls' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Rebelette International Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Girls' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Rebelette International Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor:...
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						Infantino Recalls Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
						Infantino Recalls Infant Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Infantino LLC, of San Diego, Calif.
Hazard: The tail-piece on...
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						CPSC Daylight Saving Time Alert: Working Smoke Alarms Are Key to Surviving Home Fires
						For more information, also visit www.FireSafety.gov , for fire safety information from CPSC and other federal agencies....
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						Ellaroo Recalls Infant Sling Carriers Due to Fall Hazard
						Ellaroo Recalls Infant Sling Carriers Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Ellaroo LLC, of McKinney, Texas
Hazard: The aluminum rings...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Urgent Gear Due to Strangulation Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Nordstrom Stores
						Importer: Urgent Gear Inc., of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard: The garments have a drawstring through the hood, which can pose a strangulation hazard to children. In February 1996, CPSC issued guidelines (pdf) to help prevent children from strangling or getting entangled on the neck and waist by drawstrings in upper garments, such as jackets and sweatshirts.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported....
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						Toy Airplanes, Cars, and Motorcycles Recalled by S.U. Wholesale Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: S.U. Wholesale Inc., of Vernon, Calif.
Hazard: The recalled toys contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The "X Force Commander" is a set of six plastic jet airplanes. Item number 5689 is printed on the front of the packaging. The airplanes are painted green, red, blue, silver, black and...
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						Toy Sundae Sets Sold at Target Recalled by Battat Inc. Due to Choking Hazard
						Toy Sundae Sets Sold at Target Recalled by Battat Inc. Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Battat Inc., of Plattsburgh, N.Y....
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						Battat Recalls Additional Magnetic Construction Sets; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
						Battat Recalls Additional Magnetic Construction Sets; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Battat...
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						MEGA Brands Recalls MagnaMan Magnetic Action Figures; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
						The model number is printed on the front of the product's packaging.
Sold at: Wal-Mart, Target, Toys R Us, K-Mart and other toy stores nationwide from January 2005 through December 2007 for about $10.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled toys immediately and return them to MEGA Brands for a free replacement toy.
Consumer Contact: For additional information,...
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						MEGA Brands Recalls Magtastik and Magnetix Jr. Pre-School Magnetic Toys; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
						The model number is printed on the front of the product's packaging.
Sold at: Wal-Mart, Target, Toys R Us, K-Mart and other toy stores nationwide from January 2005 through December 2007 for between $10 and $40.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled toys immediately and return them to MEGA Brands for a free replacement toy.
Consumer Contact: For additional...
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						Toy Puzzle Vehicle Sets Recalled Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard; Sold Exclusively by QVC
						Importer: Merchant Media Corp., of Framingham, Mass.
Hazard: Surface paints on the puzzle pieces and components contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall includes the 16 piece Puzzle Track Play sets also known as Battery Operated Puzzle Vehicle sets. QVC item number T16876 is printed on the exterior of...
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						Plan Toys Inc. Recalls Toy Penguins Due to Laceration Hazard
						Plan Toys Inc. Recalls Toy Penguins Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Plan Toy Inc., of Mountain View, Calif.
Hazard: The...
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						Downeast Concepts Inc. Recalls Water Bottles Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Downeast Concepts Inc. Recalls Water Bottles Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Downeast Concepts Inc., of...
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						Educational Insights Recalls Ring Toss Games Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Educational Insights, of Vernon Hills, Ill.
Hazard: The paint on the yellow peg of the toy contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled ring toss game has three plastic blue rings and five 4-inch wooden pegs. Four of the five pegs are purple and one is yellow. The base of the game is made of...
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						Avon Products Recalls Plush Warming Polar Bears Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						Avon Products Recalls Plush Warming Polar Bears Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Avon Products Inc., of New York, N.Y.
Manufacturers: Haiyan Boai Gifts Factory, and Yangzhou Honesty Arts &amp;...
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						Plush Rocker Toys Recalled By Tek Nek Toys Due to Fall Hazard
						Plush Rocker Toys Recalled By Tek Nek Toys Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Tek Nek Toys Int'l L.P., of Southlake, Texas...
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						Boys' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by High Energy; Children Can Strangle on Drawstrings
						Sold at: A.J. Wright, Bealls Outlet, A&amp;E Stores, and Happy Days Stores nationwide from October 2007 through November 2007 for about $15.
Manufactured in: Pakistan, Egypt, and Korea
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the drawstring from the sweatshirts to eliminate the hazard, or contact High Energy for a full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact High...
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						Children's Toy Gardening Rakes Recalled by Downeast Concepts; Violates Lead Paint Standard
						Children's Toy Gardening Rakes Recalled by Downeast Concepts; Violates Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Downeast Concepts...
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						Children's Sketchbooks Recalled by eeBoo Corp. Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Other styles of sketchbooks with colored or plain metal spiral bindings are not included in this recall.
Sold at: Specialty and gift stores nationwide from September 2005 through January 2008 for about $6.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled sketchbooks away from children and contact eeBoo Corp. to receive a free replacement sketchbook with a plain metal...
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						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Seventy Two Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Nordstrom Stores
						Children's Hooded Sweatshirts Recalled by Seventy Two Inc. Due to Strangulation Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Nordstrom Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Trek Recalls Girls Bicycles Due To Frame Failure
						Importer: Trek Bicycle Corp., of Waterloo, Wis.
Hazard: The bicycle's frame can break during use, causing the rider to lose control and suffer injuries.
Incidents/Injuries: Trek has received 13 reports of frames breaking, including four minor injuries.
Description: This recall involves Trek girls' bicycles model MT220 and model years 2005 (light metallic blue), 2006 (metallic silver and...
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						West Music Recalls Egg-Shaker Toy Instruments Due to Choking and Aspiration Hazards
						West Music Recalls Egg-Shaker Toy Instruments Due to Choking and Aspiration Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: West Music Company, of...
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						Netshops Recalls Children's Table and Chair Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Netshops Recalls Children's Table and Chair Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Netshops, of Omaha, Neb.
Hazard: The surface paint on the children's table and chair sets contains...
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						Remote-Controlled Helicopter Toys Recalled By Soft Air USA Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						Importer: Soft Air USA Inc., of Grapevine, Texas
Hazard: The rechargeable battery contained inside the helicopter can catch fire during charging, igniting the helicopter and nearby combustible materials. This poses a burn or fire hazard to consumers.
Incidents/Injuries: Soft Air USA has received six reports of helicopters igniting, including one minor injury.
Description: This recall involves the...
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						Christmas Tree Shops Recalls Tea Light Candles Due to Fire Hazard
						The model name, UPC and country of manufacture are printed on a label located on the product's packaging.
Sold at: Christmas Tree Shops retail locations in the New England and Mid-Atlantic regions from January 2004 through November 2007 for between $1 and $5.
Manufactured in: China and Hong Kong. Embers Tea Light Candles manufactured elsewhere are not subject to this recall.
Remedy: Consumers...
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						Boys' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Siegfried &amp; Parzifal Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Boys' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Siegfried &amp; Parzifal Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor:...
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						Mission City Press Recalls Girl's Bracelet Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Mission City Press Recalls Girl's Bracelet Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Mission City Press, of...
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						Cinderella Battery-Powered Toy Cars Recalled by Dumar International USA Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
						Cinderella Battery-Powered Toy Cars Recalled by Dumar International USA Due to Fire and Burn Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Dumar...
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						Spiderman Water Bottles Sold Exclusively at Sears Recalled by Fast Forward Due to Choking Hazard
						Spiderman Water Bottles Sold Exclusively at Sears Recalled by Fast Forward Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Fast Forward LLC,...
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						Children's Memory Testing Cards Recalled by Riverside Publishing Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Children's Memory Testing Cards Recalled by Riverside Publishing Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Riverside Publishing Co.,...
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						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled by Pecoware Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled by Pecoware Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Pecoware Co. Inc., of Chino, Calif....
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						Family Dollar Recalls Magnetic Dart Boards; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
						Importer: Family Dollar, of Charlotte, N.C.
Hazard: Small magnets at the ends of the darts can detach. Magnets found by young children can be swallowed or aspirated. If more than one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can attract each other and cause intestinal perforations or blockages, which can be fatal.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The magnetic dart board is about 15 inches...
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						CPSC Warns Winter Storm Victims: Use Portable Generators Outdoors Only
						CPSC Warns Winter Storm Victims: Use Portable Generators Outdoors Only
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission is issuing a warning to consumers confronted with severe winter weather. When there's a power outage, exercise caution when using portable generators.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is an invisible killer. You can't see or smell it. A generator's exhaust contains...
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						Cannondale Recalls Scalpel Mountain Bikes; Frame Failure Poses Crash Hazard
						Only certain serial numbers are affected.
Sold at: Authorized Cannondale dealers nationwide from October 2007 through December 2007.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the bicycle immediately and contact Cannondale or authorized dealer for a free replacement frame. Consumers have been directly notified.
Consumer Contact: For further information, contact Cannondale...
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						Pacific Cycle Recalls Children's Trailer Bicycles; Can Detach from Adult Bicycle and Injure Children
						Pacific Cycle Recalls Children's Trailer Bicycles; Can Detach from Adult Bicycle and Injure Children
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Names of Products: InStep...
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						Shims Bargain Recalls Pacifiers Due to Choking Hazard
						Shims Bargain Recalls Pacifiers Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Shims Bargain Inc., of Los Angeles, Calif.
Hazard:...
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						Kash N' Gold Recalls Tinker Bell Novelty Lamps Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Kash N' Gold Recalls Tinker Bell Novelty Lamps Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Kash N' Gold Ltd., of...
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						Toy Wrestler Figures Recalled by A.A. of America Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Toy Wrestler Figures Recalled by A.A. of America Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: A.A. of America Inc., of...
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						Discount School Supply Recalls Play Mats Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Discount School Supply Recalls Play Mats Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Discount School Supply, of Monterey, Calif.
Hazard: The paint on the Tic Tac Turtle Toss mats contains excess...
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						Photo Frames Recalled by The Gift Wrap Company Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: The Gift Wrap Co., of Atlanta, Ga.
Hazard: Surface paint on the photo frames contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves 4-inch by 6-inch hanging picture frames. The wooden frames are white with decorations in different colors, and with a coordinating ribbon attached to the top.
Sold...
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						Sears and Kmart Recall Play Stoves Due to Tip-over Hazard
						Sears and Kmart Recall Play Stoves Due to Tip-over Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Retailers: Sears, Roebuck and Co. and Kmart Corp., of Hoffman Estates,...
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						Pottery Barn Recalls Decorative Candles Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Pottery Barn of San Francisco, Calif.
Hazard: The candle's exterior coating can ignite, posing a fire hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: Pottery Barn has received two reports of the gold paint on the candle exterior igniting. No injuries or property damage have been reported.
Description: This recall involves egg-shaped and large and small round candles sold in three sizes. The candles...
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						Cranium Cadoo Board Games Recalled Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Cranium Inc., of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: The surface paint on the die contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: Only the die found in Cranium Cadoo board games with lot numbers 2007195 through 2007244 are included in the recall. The Cranium Cadoo game is packaged in a square cardboard box with an orange...
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						Stamina Products to Pay $105,000 Civil Penalty for Failure to Report Defects with Mini-Trampolines
						Stamina Products to Pay $105,000 Civil Penalty for Failure to Report Defects with Mini-Trampolines
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced today that a Missouri-based manufacturer of trampolines has agreed to pay the government a $105,000 civil penalty. The penalty settles allegations that Stamina Products, of Springfield, Mo., failed to report in a timely...
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						Toy Racing Cars Recalled by OKK Trading Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Toy Racing Cars Recalled by OKK Trading Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: OKK Trading Inc., of Commerce,...
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						Battat Recalls Magnetic Construction Sets; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
						This recall has been expanded .

Battat Recalls Magnetic Construction Sets; Ingested Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						RR Donnelley Recalls Educational Assessment Blocks Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: RR Donnelley, of Chicago, Ill.
Distributor: Pearson Learning Group, and Pearson Early Learning, of Upper Saddle River, N.J.
Hazard: Surface paint on the green wooden blocks contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The green wooden blocks are part of the ESI-R Screening Materials, educational materials...
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						Toy Wooden Block and Train Sets Recalled By Christmas Tree Shops Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Manufactured in: China
Sold at: Christmas Tree Shops located in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions from October 2006 through November 2007 for between $4 and $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from children and return the toys to any Christmas Tree Shop to receive a refund.
Consumer Contact: Contact: For additional information, contact Christmas Tree Shops...
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						RR Donnelley Recalls Classroom Reading and Math Aids Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: RR Donnelley, of Chicago, Ill.
Retailers: SRA, of Columbus, Ohio, Glencoe, of Columbus, Ohio, and Wright Group, of Chicago, Ill.
Hazard: Surface paint on the products contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The following recalled reading and math aids are for use in the classroom. The item number is...
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						Girls' Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Sold Exclusively at Marshalls Stores Recalled by Apollo Jeans Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Girls' Hooded Jackets with Drawstrings Sold Exclusively at Marshalls Stores Recalled by Apollo Jeans Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Old Navy Recalls Boys' Jackets; Drawstring at Waist Poses Entrapment Hazard
						Old Navy Recalls Boys' Jackets; Drawstring at Waist Poses Entrapment Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Retailer: Old Navy LLC, of San Francisco, Calif....
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						Stokke Announces Recall of Certain Xplory Strollers Due to Front Wheel Detachment
						Stokke Announces Recall of Certain Xplory&reg; Strollers Due to Front Wheel Detachment
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products and unplug the unit immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Stokke...
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						RC2 Recalls Potty Training Seats Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						RC2 Recalls Potty Training Seats Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: RC2 Corp., of Oak Brook, Ill....
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						RC2 Recalls The First Years Children's Feeding Seats Due to Fall Hazard
						...
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						Boys' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Scope Apparel Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Boys' Hooded Sweatshirts with Drawstrings Recalled by Scope Apparel Due to Strangulation Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Scope Apparel...
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						The Home Depot Recalls Holiday Figurines Due to Lead Paint Hazard
						Importer: The Home Depot, of Atlanta, Ga.
Manufacturer: Creative Design, of Hong Kong
Hazard: Surface paint on the holiday figurines contains lead.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled holiday figurines are painted plastic snowmen and bears. The SKU number is printed on the bottom of the product.



Product
Size
SKU Number


Holiday Bear Door Greeter
17" x 16"...
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						Children's Sunglasses Recalled by FGX International Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: FGX International Inc., of Smithfield, R.I.
Hazard: Surface paint on the sunglasses can contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves 15 styles of children's sunglasses. The style name is printed on the product inside the left temple arm. The name "Foster Grant" may also...
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						Gamenamics Inc. Recalls Air-Powered Hockey Tables Due to Burn Hazard
						Gamenamics Inc. Recalls Air-Powered Hockey Tables Due to Burn Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Gamenamics Inc., of Elgin, Ill.
Hazard: The hockey table's wires can overheat or melt, posing a burn hazard to consumers....
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						CPSC Warns Winter Storm Victims: Use Portable Generators Outdoors Only
						CPSC Warns Winter Storm Victims: Use Portable Generators Outdoors Only
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission is issuing a warning to consumers confronted with ice storms and severe winter weather. When there's a power outage, exercise caution when using portable generators.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is an invisible killer. You can't see or smell it. A generator's...
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						Horseshoe Magnets Recalled by United Scientific Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: United Scientific, of Waukegan, Ill.
Hazard: Surface paint on the magnets contains high levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standards.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves horseshoe-shaped magnets sold in five sizes. The horseshoes have red paint on the surface of the magnet. Product numbers included in the recall are: SHM020 (two inch),...
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						Fishing Games Sold at Grocery Stores Recalled by Far East Brokers Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Fishing Games Sold at Grocery Stores Recalled by Far East Brokers Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor:...
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						Hooker Furniture Recalls Bunk Beds Due to Strangulation Hazard
						Importer: Hooker Furniture Corporation, of Martinsville, Va.
Hazard: The bunk beds have gaps between parts of the upper bunk that could allow a child's body to pass through but not a child's head. This poses an entrapment or strangulation hazard to children and exceeds the space allowed by the federal bunk bed safety standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled...
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						Codee International Corp. Recalls Children's Jewelry Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Codee International, of Northvale, N.J.
Hazard: The recalled jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the Codeena Princess children's jewelry. Only jewelry with item numbers KS1367SS and KS1369SCP are included in the recall. The item...
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						Infantino Recalls Infant Teethers Due to Choking Hazard
						Infantino&reg; Recalls Infant Teethers Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Infantino&reg; LLC, of San Diego, Calif....
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						Discount School Supply Recalls Measuring Chart Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Discount School Supply Recalls Measuring Chart Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Discount School Supply, of Monterey, Calif.
Hazard: The paint on the grow chart contains excess levels of...
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						Stuffer Bear Recalled Due to Choking Hazard; Sold Exclusively at Victoria's Secret Internet site
						Importer: Victoria's Secret, of Columbus, Ohio
Manufacturer: Chang Zhou Ganghua Mfg., of China
Hazard: The neck medallion zipper pull can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: No injuries have been reported.
Description: The cosmetic stuffer bear was designed to hold cosmetics and/or gift cards. It is a plush bear with a zipper down the body. A "VS"...
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						AAFES Recalls "Soldier Bear" Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Sold at: AAFES stores worldwide from August 2006 through October 2007 for between $5 and $20.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from children and return them to the nearest AAFES store for a full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact AAFES at (800) 866-3605 anytime, or visit the firm's Web site at www.AAFES.com...
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						Christmas Candle Sets Recalled By Specialty Merchandise Corp. Due to Fire Hazard
						Christmas Candle Sets Recalled By Specialty Merchandise Corp. Due to Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Specialty Merchandise Corporation...
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						Teething Rings Recalled by Empire Silver Due to Choking Hazard
						Teething Rings Recalled by Empire Silver Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Empire Silver Company, of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Hazard: The...
				


	
			Nov
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						Pearl-like Bead Attachment Sold with Girl's Gift Sets Recalled Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard; Sold exclusively at Limited Too Stores
						Pearl-like Bead Attachment Sold with Girl's Gift Sets Recalled Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard; Sold exclusively at Limited Too Stores
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise...
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						When Changing Clocks Back to Standard Time, Check Batteries and Age of Alarms - CPSC Recommends Replacing Older Alarms
						When Changing Clocks Back to Standard Time, Check Batteries and Age of Alarms
CPSC Recommends Replacing Older Alarms
WASHINGTON, D.C.- Since 1992, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has reminded consumers to check smoke alarms and change batteries when they change their clocks, but in that time, many alarms have lost their effectiveness. This year, CPSC wants to remind consumers...
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						Swimways Corp. Recalls "Skippy" Pool Toys Due to Laceration Hazard
						Swimways Corp. Recalls "Skippy" Pool Toys Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Swimways Corp., of Virginia Beach, Va....
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						International Sourcing Ltd. Recalls Toy Dragster and Funny Car Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: International Sourcing Ltd (ISL), of Springfield, Mo.
Hazard: Surface paint on the wheels and engine of the toys contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall includes plastic models of a dragster and funny car. The dragster is approximately 22 inches long, black in color with various sponsor...
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						Toy Cars Recalled by Dollar General Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Dollar General Merchandising Inc., of Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Hazard: Surface paint on the cars contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves two styles of "pull and release" toy cars, including a four pack of Super Wheels (UPC #400016576344) and a two pack of Super Racer cars...
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						Schylling Associates Recalls Duck Family Collectable Toy Due To Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Schylling Associates Inc., of Rowley, Mass.
Hazard: Surface paints on the ducks contain excessive levels of lead, which violates the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled Duck Family consists of a large wind-up duck, which pulls three little ducks. They are made of tin and are primarily yellow in color.
Sold at: Specialty toy stores...
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						Additional Spinning Top Recalled by Schylling Associates Due To Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Schylling Associates Inc., of Rowley, Mass.
Hazard: Surface paint on the wooden handle of the top contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled spinning top is primarily metal and has wooden handles. The top is printed with Winnie-the-Pooh characters. Tops with plastic handles are not included...
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						Schylling Associates Recalls Dizzy Ducks Music Box Due To Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Schylling Associates Inc., of Rowley, Mass.
Hazard: Surface paints on the wooden base of the music box contain excessive levels of lead, which violates the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The Dizzy Ducks Music Box is a wind-up music box with ducks that spin as music plays.
Sold at: Specialty toy stores and gift shops nationwide from March...
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						Schylling Associates Recalls Collectable Toy Robot Due To Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Schylling Associates Inc., of Rowley, Mass.
Hazard: Surface paints on the robot contain excessive levels of lead, which violates the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The "Robot 2000" is a battery-operated, tin robot standing 12" tall. It has a red light on the head and chest panels that open.
Sold at: Specialty toy stores and...
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						Spin Master Recalls Aqua Dots - Children Became Unconscious After Swallowing Beads
						Spin Master Recalls Aqua Dots - Children Became Unconscious After Swallowing Beads
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Spin Master, of Toronto, Canada...
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						Curious George Plush Dolls Recalled By Marvel Toys Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Sold at: Toy and discount department stores nationwide from December 2005 through August 2007 for about $15.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from children and contact Marvel Toys to receive a full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact Marvel Toys at (800) 352-2064 between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. CT Monday through Friday, or...
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						Children's Sunglasses Recalled by Dollar General Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Children's Sunglasses Recalled by Dollar General Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Dolgencorp...
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						Nike Recalls Football Helmet Chin Straps Which Can Break and Pose Risk of Serious Injury
						Nike Recalls Football Helmet Chin Straps Which Can Break and Pose Risk of Serious Injury
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Nike Inc., of Beaverton,...
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						Bon-Ton Recalls Children's Bath Robes Due to Burn Hazard
						Bon-Ton Recalls Children's Bath Robes Due to Burn Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Retailer: The Bon-Ton Department Stores Inc., of York, Pa.
Hazard: The recalled bath robes fail to meet the children's sleepwear flammability...
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						Hobby Lobby Stores Recalls Halloween-Themed Baskets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Hobby Lobby Stores Inc., of Oklahoma City, Okla.
Hazard: Surface paint on the bat, pumpkin and witch emblems attached to the baskets contain excess levels of lead, which violates the federal lead paint ban.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves all 2007 Halloween-themed baskets with item number 5464201. The item number is located next to the price on the...
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						CPSC Delivers the ABC's of Toy Safety
						CPSC Delivers the ABC's of Toy Safety
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As gift-givers shop for that perfect toy this holiday season, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is emphasizing the importance of shopping safely. Knowing your ABC's of toy safety will make for happy holidays: (A) awareness, and knowing the (B) benefits, for (C) consumers - (Awareness Benefits Consumers).
Awareness...
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						Children's Snow and Sand Castle Kits by Paricon Recalled Due to Sharp Edges; Sold Exclusively at LL Bean
						Children's Snow and Sand Castle Kits by Paricon Recalled Due to Sharp Edges; Sold Exclusively at LL Bean
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Paricon Inc., of South Paris, Maine
Hazard: The largest plastic castle block maker in...
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						Metal Jewelry Sold by Family Dollar Stores Recalled Due to Risk of Lead Exposure to Children
						Metal Jewelry Sold by Family Dollar Stores Recalled Due to Risk of Lead Exposure to Children
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Family Dollar Stores,...
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						Pure Allure Recalls Metal Jewelry Sold at Michaels Stores Due to Risk of Lead Exposure to Children
						No other Crystal Innovations products or SKU numbers are included in this recall.
Sold at: Michaels Stores nationwide from April 2006 to September 2007 for about $5.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take these jewelry pieces away from young children and return it to the store where purchased for a full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact Pure...
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						La Femme NY Inc. Recalls Children's Necklace and Earring Sets Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						La Femme NY Inc. Recalls Children's Necklace and Earring Sets Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: La Femme NY 2 Inc.,...
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						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled by Colossal Jewelry &amp; Accessories Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled by Colossal Jewelry &amp; Accessories Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer:...
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						Cherrydale Fundraising Recalls Bracelets Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Cherrydale Fundraising, of Allentown, Pa.
Hazard: The bracelets contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled bracelets are stretchable, with silver-colored square links and aqua-colored beads. SKU#5384706813 is printed on the packaging.
Sold at: Various dollar...
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						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled by Buy-Rite Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Buy-Rite Designs Inc., of Freehold, NJ
Hazard: The recalled jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled charm bracelets have silver-colored star and butterfly charms, and clear and pink beads that hang from a silver-colored chain. The tack pins are...
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						Flashing Pacifiers Recalled By Sailing (U.S.) International Corp. Due to Choking Hazard
						Flashing Pacifiers Recalled By Sailing (U.S.) International Corp. Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Wholesaler: Sailing (U.S.)...
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						Reeves International Inc. Recalls Holiday Ornaments Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Reeves International Inc. Recalls Holiday Ornaments Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Reeves International...
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						American Greetings Corp. Recalls Confetti Bursts Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						American Greetings Corp. Recalls Confetti Bursts Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: American Greetings Corp., of...
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						Bombardier ATV Recall
						Note: Telephone number change.
In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and other applicable Federal Authorities, Bombardier Recreational Products and Bombardier Motor Corporation of America are conducting a voluntary safety recall of certain 2000 model year DS 650 ATV model 7404. The firm reported a potential problem with the balljoint circlip, which could cause the ATV...
				


	
			Oct
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						Target Recalls Plush Boys Rattles Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Target, of Minneapolis, Minn.
Hazard: The recalled rattles can break open releasing the small beads inside, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled rattles were sold in three styles: a white baseball with red stitching, a brown football with white stitching, and an orange basketball with black stitching. The tag sewn into...
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						Dollar General Recalls Tumblers Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Dollar General Merchandising Inc., of Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Hazard: Surface paint on the center of the eyes of some of the cups can contain high levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall includes green, plastic, Frankenstein head-shaped tumblers.
Sold at: Dollar General stores nationwide in September 2007 for...
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						Key Chains Recalled by Dollar General Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Dollar General Merchandising Inc., of Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Hazard: The key chains contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves key chains with a coiled cord and a metal charm with one of the following engraved words: "wisdom",...
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						Antioch Publishing Recalls Bookmarks and Journals Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Antioch Publishing, of Yellow Springs, Ohio
Hazard: Paint on the spiral metal bindings of the journals, clip of the bookmarks and the clear coating on the marquis bookmarks and bracelets contain excessive levels of lead, which violates the federal lead paint ban.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves various designs of bookmarks and journals from Antioch...
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						Sports Authority Recalls Aluminum Water Bottles Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Sports Authority, of Englewood, Colo.
Hazard: The surface paint on the water bottle contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the Alpine Design aluminum water bottles sold at Sports Authority. The water bottles are sold in different colors and measure between six and 10 &frac12;...
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						Razor USA Recalls E300 Electric Scooters; Handlebars Can Detach Causing Loss of Control
						Importer: Razor USA LLC, of Cerritos, Calif.
Hazard: A weld can break causing the handlebar to detach. This can cause the rider to lose control and fall from the scooter.
Incidents/Injuries: Razor has received 25 reports of welds breaking on the handlebar, including three reports of minor injuries, such as scrapes and bruises.
Description: The recall involves Model E300 Electric Scooters, which...
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						Starbucks Recalls Children's Plastic Cups Due to Choking and Laceration Hazards
						Importer: Starbucks Coffee Co., of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: If the cup is dropped, the colorful face on the cup can break off and leave small parts or sharp exposed edges that can pose a choking or laceration hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: Starbucks has received seven reports of the cups breaking, including two reports in which a child began to choke on a broken piece. No injuries...
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						Kahoot Products Inc. Recalls Cub Scouts Totem Badges Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Kahoot Products Inc. Recalls Cub Scouts Totem Badges Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Kahoot Products Inc., of...
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						Flaghouse Inc. Recalls Kidnastics Balance Beams Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Flaghouse Inc. Recalls Kidnastics Balance Beams Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Flaghouse Inc., of Hasbrouck Heights, N.J.
Hazard: Surface paint on the balance beam contains excessive...
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						Riddell Recalls Collectible Mini Racing Helmets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Riddell Inc., of Rosemont, Ill.
Hazard: Surface paints on the recalled helmets contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled product is a six-inch tall, collectible, miniature helmet, modeled after the helmet worn by race car driver Jeff Gordon. The helmet is red and blue with a black visor, and...
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						Bendable Dinosaur Toys Recalled by Kipp Brothers for Excessive Lead
						Bendable Dinosaur Toys Recalled by Kipp Brothers for Excessive Lead
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Kipp Brothers, of Carmel, Ind.
Hazard: The...
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						Cracker Barrel Old Country Store&reg; Recalls Travel Art Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: CBOCS Distribution, Inc., of Lebanon, Tenn.
Hazard: The surface paint on the zipper pull of the lap desk contains lead in excess of the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled Travel Art Set Lap Desk is a zippered case that opens into a lap desk with markers, crayons, and magnetic pieces. The lap desk is 10 3/4-inches wide and is pink...
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						J.C. Penney Recalls Disney&trade; Winnie-the-Pooh Play Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: J.C. Penney, of Plano, Texas
Hazard: Surface paints on the play sets contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled play set consists of 23 pieces including: either a white or black baby doll and assorted Winnie-the-Pooh themed items such as a diaper bag, blanket, playpen, highchair, swing,...
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						J.C. Penney Recalls Deluxe Art Sets Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: J.C. Penney, of Plano, Texas
Hazard: Surface paint on the outside of the wooden box contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled art set consists of a wooden box with several pull-out trays containing 177 different art items, including paints and brushes.
Sold through: The J.C. Penney catalog...
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						J.C. Penney Recalls Breyer Stirrup Ornaments Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: J.C. Penney, of Plano, Texas
Hazard: Surface paints on the ornaments contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves a stirrup-shaped ornament with a white prancing horse and blue ribbons. "2006" is stamped on the rim of the ornament.
Sold through: The J.C. Penney catalog and Web...
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						Formula Brake USA Recalls Disc Brakes for Bicycles Due to Risk of Failure
						Importer: Perigeum Development Inc., d.b.a. Formula Brake USA, of Petaluma, Calif.
Manufacturer: Formula SRL, of Italy
Hazard: The brake's hand lever can separate, resulting in loss of braking. This can cause the rider to lose control of the bicycle, posing a risk of injury to riders.
Incidents/Injuries: Formula Brake USA has received six reports of hand levers detaching. No injuries have...
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						Huffy Recalls Bicycles Due To Cranks Falling Off; Riders Can Lose Control of Bike
						Huffy Recalls Bicycles Due To Cranks Falling Off; Riders Can Lose Control of Bike
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Huffy Corp., of Miamisburg, Ohio...
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						Procycle Group Inc. Recalls Bicycles Due to Fall Hazard
						Procycle Group Inc. Recalls Bicycles Due to Fall Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Procycle Group Inc., of Quebec, Canada
Hazard: The head tube can detach from the rest of the frame, posing a fall hazard to consumers....
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						Guidecraft Inc. Recalls Children's Puppet Theaters Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Guidecraft Inc. Recalls Children's Puppet Theaters Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Guidecraft Inc., of...
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						Albert's Recalls Halloween Skull Pails Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Albert's Recalls Halloween Skull Pails Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: R.L. Albert &amp; Son, of...
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						Payless ShoeSource Recalls Girls' Boots Due to Fall Hazard
						Payless ShoeSource Recalls Girls' Boots Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Payless ShoeSource Inc., of Topeka, KS
Hazard: The...
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						The Gymboree Corp. Recalls Toy Swords Due to Breakage and Laceration Hazard
						The Gymboree Corp. Recalls Toy Swords Due to Breakage and Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: The Gymboree Corp., of San Francisco,...
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						ATVs Recalled By KTM North America Due to Brake Failure
						ATVs Recalled By KTM North America Due to Brake Failure
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: KTM North America Inc., of Amherst, Ohio
Hazard: The rear brake caliper support can crack; this could result in the potential for a loss of...
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						CPSC Staff Study: Home Lead Test Kits Unreliable
						CPSC Staff Study: Home Lead Test Kits Unreliable
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) today announced the results of a special evaluation of consumer lead test kits. CPSC staff used commonly available test kits on a variety of paints and other products containing different levels of lead. Many of the tests performed using the kits did not detect lead when it was...
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						Game Pieces Sold with "Cars" Backpacks Recalled By Global Design Concepts; Detached Magnets Pose Aspiration and Intestinal Hazards
						Importer: Global Design Concepts Inc., of New York, N.Y.
Hazard: Small magnets inside the four game pieces that were sold with the "Cars" backpack can fall out of their plastic enclosure. Magnets found by young children can be swallowed or aspirated. If more than one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can attract each other and cause intestinal perforation or blockage, which can be...
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						Reynolds Recalls Bicycle Forks Due to Fall Hazard
						Reynolds Recalls Bicycle Forks Due to Fall Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: MacLean Quality Composites, d.b.a. Reynolds, of West Jordan, Utah...
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						Ski Boards Recalled by Line Skis Due to Fall Hazard from Binding Failure
						Ski Boards Recalled by Line Skis Due to Fall Hazard from Binding Failure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Line Skis, of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: Screws...
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						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled By WeGlow International Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: WeGlow International, of Virginia Beach, Va.
Hazard: The recalled jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves WeGlow children's flashing rings. The character-themed rings were sold in Shrek the Third&reg; and Spiderman 3&reg;...
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						Dollar Tree Stores Inc. Recalls Children's Jewelry Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Greenbrier International, Inc., of Chesapeake, Va.
Hazard: The recalled jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves the Beary Cute, Expressions, and Sassy &amp; Chic children's jewelry with items number 855589, 873091, 873097, or...
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						Serious Head Injuries Prompt Recall of Bumbo Baby Sitter Seats - New Warnings and Instructions to Be Provided To Consumers
						Serious Head Injuries Prompt Recall of Bumbo Baby Sitter Seats - New Warnings and Instructions to Be Provided To Consumers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Fisher Price Recalls Go Diego Go Boat Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Fisher-Price Inc., of East Aurora, N.Y.
Hazard: Surface paints on the toys contain excessive levels of lead, which violates the federal standard prohibiting lead paint on children's toys.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The toy is an orange and yellow boat that squirts water. Cartoon character Diego is in the driver's seat. "Fisher Price," product...
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						Jo-Ann Stores Expands Recall of Children's Toy Garden Tools Due to Violation of Lead in Paint Standard
						Jo-Ann Stores Expands Recall of Children's Toy Garden Tools Due to Violation of Lead in Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Jo-Ann...
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						Family Dollar Stores Recalls Halloween Pails Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Family Dollar Stores, of Charlotte, N.C.
Hazard: The green paint on the pails contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves purple Halloween pails with a picture of a witch figure silhouetted against a green moon. The pail measures about 6 1/2 inches high. "Distributed by Family...
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						SimplyFun Recalls Ribbit Board Games Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						SimplyFun Recalls Ribbit Board Games Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: SimplyFun LLC, of Bellevue, Wash.
Hazard:...
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						Toys "R" Us Recalls Elite Operations Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Toys "R" Us Recalls Elite Operations Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Retailer: Toys "R"...
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						Halloween "Ugly Teeth" Recalled By Amscan Inc. Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Amscan Inc., of Elmsford, N.Y.
Hazard: The surface paint on the teeth contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The fake Halloween teeth are painted white, black and orange with brown gums. They were sold as party favors in packages of eight. "Ugly Teeth," "Amscan," "Party...
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						Toy Figures Recalled by Henry Gordy International Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Toy Figures Recalled by Henry Gordy International Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Henry Gordy International...
				


	
			Sep
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						Bunk Beds Recalled by d-Scan Due to Collapse Hazard
						Bunk Beds Recalled by d-Scan Due to Collapse Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: d-Scan Inc., of South Boston, Va., a subsidiary of Tvilum-Scanbirk, of Denmark
Hazard: The recalled bunk beds do not comply with federal safety...
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						Mattel Recalls Various Barbie&reg; Accessory Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Mattel Inc., of El Segundo, Calif.
Hazard: Surface paints on the toys contain excessive levels of lead which is prohibited under federal law.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves various Barbie accessory toys that were manufactured between September 30, 2006 and August 20, 2007. The model names, product numbers and affected date code numbers are listed in...
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						Fisher-Price Recalls Geo Trax Locomotive Toys Due To Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Fisher-Price Inc., of East Aurora, N.Y.
Hazard: Surface paints on the toys contain excessive levels of lead.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves the Geo Trax Freightway Transport and Geo Trax Special Track Pack locomotive toys. These toys are red with yellow paint on the ladder and horn details. The recalled models were manufactured between July 31, 2006...
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						Fisher-Price Recalls Bongo Band Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Fisher-Price Inc., of East Aurora, N.Y.
Hazard: Surface paints on the toys contain excessive levels of lead, which violates the federal law prohibiting lead paint on children's toys.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled toys have two bongos, including one with a yellow and green plastic drum base with a blue drum surface. The other bongo is yellow and green...
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						U.S. and Chinese Product Safety Agencies Announce Agreement To Improve The Safety of Imported Toys and Other Consumer Products
						U.S. and Chinese Product Safety Agencies Announce Agreement To Improve The Safety of Imported Toys and Other Consumer Products
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In a cooperative effort to ensure the safety of children's toys, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced an agreement with its product safety counterparts in the Chinese government aimed at stopping the use of lead paint in the...
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						REI Recalls Children's Trailer Bicycles; Can Detach from Adult Bicycle and Injure Children
						REI Recalls Children's Trailer Bicycles; Can Detach from Adult Bicycle and Injure Children
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Recreational Equipment Inc.(REI), of Kent, Wash.
Hazard: The children's trailer bicycle can...
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						BCI Recalls Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard
						BCI Recalls Swing Sets Due to Fall Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: BCI Burke Company LLC, of Fond du Lac, Wisc.
Hazard: The connection on the top beam of the swing set can break, causing the swing beam to collapse,...
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						RC2 Corp. Recalls Additional Thomas &amp; Friends&copy; Wooden Railway Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						...
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						Target Recalls Children's Toy Gardening Tools and Chairs Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Target, of Minneapolis, Minn.
Manufacturer: Starite International Ltd., of Taiwan
Hazard: The surface paint on the recalled gardening tools and chairs contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall includes the Happy Giddy Gardening Tools and the Sunny Patch Children's Chairs.
Gardening tools:...
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						RC2 Recalls Knights of the Sword Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						RC2 Recalls Knights of the Sword Toys Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: RC2 Corp., of Oak Brook, Ill....
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						Children's Toy Rakes Sold Exclusively at Jo-Ann Fabric and Craft Stores Recalled Due to Violation of Lead in Paint Standard
						Importer: Jo-Ann Stores Inc., of Hudson, Ohio
Hazard: Surface paint on the handle of the rake can contain excessive levels of lead paint, violating the federal lead paint standard.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled children's rake has a green handle with a yellow duck head attached to the handle. The rake has seven purple tines, also known as teeth. The rake is...
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						Guidecraft Inc. Recalls Children's Puppet Theaters Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Guidecraft Inc. Recalls Children's Puppet Theaters Due to Violation of Lead Paint Standard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Guidecraft Inc., of...
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						Children's Spinning Wheel-Metal Necklaces Recalled By Rhode Island Novelty Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Children's Spinning Wheel-Metal Necklaces Recalled By Rhode Island Novelty Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Rhode...
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						TOBY N.Y.C. Expands Children's Metal Jewelry Recall Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: TOBY N.Y.C., of New York, N.Y.
Hazard: The recalled metal jewelry sets contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves jewelry sets sold in different styles: a pink and clear crystal bead necklace and bracelet set with a painted metallic crown pendant; a...
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						Kolcraft Recalls Play Yards After the Death of a 10-Month-Old Child
						Kolcraft Travelin' Tot Series
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Carter's Lennon Travelin' Tot


  






Jeep Sahara Series...
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						Lan Enterprises Recalls Doll Strollers After Child's Finger Tip was Severed; Product Also Poses an Entrapment Hazard to Young Children
						Lan Enterprises Recalls Doll Strollers After Child's Finger Tip was Severed; Product Also Poses an Entrapment Hazard to Young Children
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise...
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						Risk of Impact Injury Prompts Recall of Estes-Cox Model Rockets
						Risk of Impact Injury Prompts Recall of Estes-Cox Model Rockets
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Estes-Cox Corp., of Penrose, Colo.
Hazard: The model...
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						CPSC Releases the Top Five Hidden Home Hazards
						To learn more about these and other home hazards, and to sign up for recall information, visit our Web site at http://www.cpsc.gov ....
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						Fisher-Price Recalls Licensed Character Toys Due To Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Importer: Fisher-Price Inc., of East Aurora, N.Y.
Hazard: Surface paints on the toys could contain excessive levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled involves various figures and toys that were manufactured between April 19, 2007 and July 6, 2007 and were sold alone or as part of...
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						Sandal Clogs Recalled by Hanna Andersson Due to Fall Hazard
						Sandal Clogs Recalled by Hanna Andersson Due to Fall Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: Hanna Andersson Inc., of Portland, Ore.
Manufacturer: Skottens Skor, of Vretstorp, Sweden
Hazard: The leather ankle strap can...
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						Raleigh America Recalls Bicycles; Forks Can Break Causing Loss of Control
						Importer: Raleigh America Inc., of Kent, Wash.
Manufacturer: Carbonage Technology, of Baoan, China
Hazard: The forks can break during normal use, causing the rider to lose control, fall and suffer serious injuries.
Incidents/Injuries: Raleigh America has received three reports of forks breaking resulting in injuries including a dislocated shoulder, a concussion and a broken jaw.
Description: The...
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						The Orvis Company Recalls Children's Toys Sold with Sleeping Bags Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Carstens Inc., of Burlington, Wash.
Hazard: The plastic button eyes on the stuffed horse and the pompom nose on the fairy doll toy can easily detach, posing a small parts choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported
Description:
Stuffed Horse: The plush brown horse/pillow was sold as an accessory with the purchase of a Horse Animal Sleeping Bag. The horse pillow...
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						St&uuml;bben Steeltec Horseback Riding Stirrups Recalled Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: St&uuml;bben North America, Inc., of Troy, Va.
Hazard: The stirrup's hinges can break, posing a fall hazard to riders.
Incidents/Injuries: St&uuml;bben has received two reports of the stirrups breaking. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled stirrups are attached by straps to a saddle and are used by horseback riders to help them mount a horse or for...
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						Mattel Recalls Batman&copy; and One Piece&copy; Magnetic Action Figure Sets Due To Magnets Coming Loose
						Importer: Mattel Inc., of El Segundo, Calif.
Hazard: Small, powerful magnets inside the accessories of the toy figures can fall out and be swallowed or aspirated by young children. If more than one magnet is swallowed, they can attract inside the body and cause intestinal perforation, infection or blockage which can be fatal.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm is aware of 21 incidents where a magnet...
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						Mattel Recalls "Sarge" Die Cast Toy Cars Due To Violation of Lead Safety Standard
						Importer: Mattel Inc., of El Segundo, Calif.
Hazard: Surface paints on the toys could contain lead levels in excess of federal standards. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recall involves die cast "Sarge" 2 &frac12; inch toy cars. The toy looks like a military jeep and measures about...
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						Mattel Recalls Barbie and Tanner&copy; Magnetic Toys Due to Magnets Coming Loose
						Importer: Mattel Inc., of El Segundo, Calif.
Hazard: A small magnet inside the "scooper" accessory can come loose. Magnets found by young children can be swallowed or aspirated. If more than one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can attract each other and cause intestinal perforation or blockage, which can be fatal.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received three reports of magnets...
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						Mattel Recalls Doggie Day Care&copy; Magnetic Toys Due to Magnets Coming Loose
						Importer: Mattel Inc., of El Segundo, Calif.
Hazard: Small magnets inside the toys can fall out. Magnets found by young children can be swallowed or aspirated. If more than one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can attract each other and cause intestinal perforation or blockage, which can be fatal.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received two reports of magnets coming loose. No injuries have been...
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						Additional Reports of Magnets Detaching from Polly Pocket Play Sets Prompts Expanded Recall by Mattel
						Importer: Mattel Inc., of El Segundo, Calif.
Hazard: Small magnets inside the dolls and accessories can come loose. The magnets can be found by young children and swallowed or aspirated. If more than one magnet is swallowed, the magnets can attract each other and cause intestinal perforation or blockage, which can be fatal.
Incidents/Injuries: Since the previous recall announcement, Mattel has...
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						CPSC Urges Parents to Help Children Avoid Injuries As They Head Back to School
						CPSC Urges Parents to Help Children Avoid Injuries As They Head Back to School
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Your kids may already know their ABCs, but do you know the ABCs of keeping your children safe as they head back to school? The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is urging parents to put safety at the top of their lists of things to do and to pay special attention to helmets, art...
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						Increase in College Dorm Fires Prompts Officials to Issue Warning
						Increase in College Dorm Fires Prompts Officials to Issue Warning
WASHINGTON, D.C. - As students go off to college and leave the comforts of home, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is warning about the dangers of fires in college housing such as dormitories, fraternities, sororities and barracks. According to National Fire Protection Association data , the estimated number of fires in...
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						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled by TOBY N.Y.C. Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: TOBY N.Y.C., of New York, N.Y.
Hazard: The recalled metal jewelry sets contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The three recalled jewelry sets include: a princess pink and clear crystal bead necklace and bracelet set with a painted metallic crown pendant; a pink and...
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						Children's Charm Bracelets Sold by Buy-Rite Recalled Due to Risk of Lead Exposure
						Importer: Buy-Rite Designs Inc., of Freehold, N.J.
Hazard: The recalled jewelry contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled charm bracelets have silver-colored charms, including angels, crosses, and hearts, and clear and pink beads that hang from a silver-colored...
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						Thomas and Friends, Curious George and Other Spinning Tops and Tin Pails Recalled By Schylling Associates Due To Violation of Lead Paint Standard
						Importer: Schylling Associates Inc., of Rowley, Mass.
Hazard: Surface paints on the wooden handles of the tops and pails contain excessive levels of lead, which violates the federal lead paint standard. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None.
Description: The recalled tops and pails are primarily metal and have wooden handles....
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						Infantino Recalls Children's Toy Castles Due to Choking Hazard
						Infantino Recalls Children's Toy Castles Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Infantino LLC, of San Diego, Calif.
Hazard: The...
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						Serious Intestinal Injury Prompts Kipp Brothers Recall of Mag Stix Magnetic Building Sets
						Serious Intestinal Injury Prompts Kipp Brothers Recall of Mag Stix Magnetic Building Sets
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Kipp Brothers, of Carmel,...
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						Children's Metal Jewelry Recalled by Future Industries Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Importer: Future Industries, of Cliffwood Beach, N.J.
Hazard: The recalled metal jewelry sets contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled jewelry sets include a necklace, bracelet and pair of earrings made of green, blue or pink plastic beads. The necklaces have painted...
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						Payless ShoeSource Expands Recall of Children's Clog Shoes Due to Choking Hazard
						Payless ShoeSource Expands Recall of Children's Clog Shoes Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Payless ShoeSource, Inc., of...
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						AAFES Expands Recall of "Soldier Bear" Toy Sets Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Sold at: AAFES stores worldwide from August 2005 through April 2007 for between $5 and $15.
Manufactured in: Hong Kong
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the toys away from children and return the product to the nearest AAFES store for full refund.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, call AAFES at (800) 866-3605 anytime or visit the firm's Web site at www.aafes.com...
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						Children's Earrings Sold at Wal-Mart Stores in Florida Recalled by Uncas Manufacturing Co. Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Children's Earrings Sold at Wal-Mart Stores in Florida Recalled by Uncas Manufacturing Co. Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						New Easy-Bake Oven Recall Following Partial Finger Amputation; Consumers Urged to Return Toy Ovens
						New Easy-Bake Oven Recall Following Partial Finger Amputation; Consumers Urged to Return Toy Ovens
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Easy-Bake, a...
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						CVS/pharmacy Announces Recall of Playskool Sippy Cups; Poses Choking Hazard To Young Children
						Importer: CVS/pharmacy, of Woonsocket, R.I.
Hazard: Young children can chew through the plastic spout of the sippy cup, which can pose a choking hazard.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received 36 reports of toddlers chewing through the plastic spout of the sippy cup, resulting in one choking incident and three near-choking incidents. No injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall...
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						New Mexico Company Fined, Ordered To Stop Selling Illegal Fireworks Components
						New Mexico Company Fined, Ordered To Stop Selling Illegal Fireworks Components
WASHINGTON, D.C. -In the aftermath of the Fourth of July holiday, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is announcing another success in its fireworks enforcement program aimed at reducing deaths and injuries to consumers from illegal fireworks.
At sentencing today, United Nuclear Scientific Supplies LLC,...
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						Risk of Explosion and Hearing Damage Prompts Recall of Remote Control Airplanes
						Risk of Explosion and Hearing Damage Prompts Recall of Remote Control Airplanes
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Estes-Cox Corp., of Penrose, Colo....
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						Pottery Barn Kids Recalls Crib Bumpers Due to Entanglement Hazard
						Pottery Barn Kids Recalls Crib Bumpers Due to Entanglement Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Pottery Barn Kids, of San Francisco, Calif....
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						Know Carbon Monoxide Dangers Before the Power Goes Out
						Know Carbon Monoxide Dangers Before the Power Goes Out
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- As hurricane season blows in, consumers need to be aware of the many dangers associated with severe weather. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) urges consumers to protect themselves and their families not only during, but after the storm.
In 2005, CPSC received reports of at least 64 people who died from...
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						Cannondale Recalls Bicycles With Carbon Crankset Due to Fall Hazard
						Importer: Cannondale Bicycle Corp., of Bethel, Conn.
Hazard: The bicycle's crankset could break, posing a fall hazard to user.
Incidents/Injuries: Cannondale has received two reports of the cranksets breaking resulting in one minor injury.
Description: Cranksets are the gears at the front of the bicycle chain with pedals attached to the outer ends. The crankset spins on a bearing and axle...
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						Gemmy Industries Corp. Recalls Flashing Eyeball Toys Due to Chemical Hazard
						Gemmy Industries Corp. Recalls Flashing Eyeball Toys Due to Chemical Hazard
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Gemmy Industries Corp., of Coppell, Texas
Hazard: The plastic eyeball contains kerosene, which if broken, presents a...
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						First Birthday Party Hats Recalled by Creative Expressions Due to Choking Hazard
						First Birthday Party Hats Recalled by Creative Expressions Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Creative Expressions, of...
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						Silver Stud Earrings Sold Exclusively at Kmart Recalled by Crimzon Rose Accessories Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Importer: Crimzon Rose Accessories, of North Providence, R.I.
Hazard: The recalled earrings contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The earrings are oval-shaped, silver-colored studs. "ACCESSORIES" is printed on the front of the earrings' packaging. Kmart is printed...
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						Cannondale Announces Recall of Mountain Bicycles; Lefty Forks Can Break Unexpectedly
						Sold at: Authorized Cannondale dealers from June 2006 through May 2007 for between $1,600 and $6,500.
Manufactured in: United States
Remedy: Consumers should stop using these bicycles immediately. Cannondale dealers will repair these forks at no charge.
Consumer Contact: Owners of these bicycles may call Cannondale's toll free number: 800- BIKEUSA (245-3872) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. ET...
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						RC2 Corp. Recalls Various Thomas &amp; Friends&trade; Wooden Railway Toys Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Sold at: Toy stores and various retailers nationwide from January 2005 through June 2007 for between $10 and $70.
Manufactured in: China
Remedy: Consumers should take the recalled toys away from young children immediately and contact RC2 Corp. for a replacement toy.
Consumer Contact: For additional information, contact RC2 Corp. toll-free at (866) 725-4407 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. CT Monday...
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						Children's Jeweled Sandals Sold by Nordstrom Recalled Due to Choking Hazard
						Importer: Nordstrom Inc., of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: The jewel decorations on the shoes can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: This recall involves Nordstrom brand sandals sold in toddler and little girl's sizes. The Calypso-style shoes are tan and white with gold straps that have three jeweled flowers on the top....
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						Choking Hazard Prompts Nordstrom Recall of Children's Jackets
						Importer: Nordstrom Inc., of Seattle, Wash.
Hazard: The zipper pull can detach from the jacket's zipper, posing a choking hazard to young children.
Incidents/Injuries: Nordstrom has received one report of the zipper pull detaching. No injuries have been reported.
Description: The recalled jackets were sold in infant, toddler and youth sizes. They are navy-colored and long-sleeved. They have a...
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						Jakes Fireworks Inc. Recalls Fireworks Sold by World Class Distributors Due to Burn and Injury Hazards
						Jakes Fireworks Inc. Recalls Fireworks Sold by World Class Distributors Due to Burn and Injury Hazards
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Jakes...
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						Far East Imports Recalls Fireworks Due to Eye Injury Hazard
						Far East Imports Recalls Fireworks Due to Eye Injury Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Far East Imports, of Pittsburg, Kan.
Hazard: These...
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						Children's Necklaces Recalled by GeoCentral Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Importer: GeoCentral, of Napa, Calif.
Hazard: The metal clasp on the necklace contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled necklaces consist of a multi-colored butterfly pendant on a multi-colored seed bead 16-inch necklace. The product's packaging includes a white...
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						New Federal Mattress Standard Expected to Save Hundreds of Lives, Prevent Thousands of Injuries
						New Federal Mattress Standard Expected to Save Hundreds of Lives, Prevent Thousands of Injuries
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- A good night's sleep - that's what most consumers want from their mattress. Starting July 1, 2007, new mattresses will offer an additional, lifesaving benefit: better protection from a fire (transcript) .
Mattresses manufactured on or after July 1, 2007 must meet the U.S....
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						Target Recalls Toy Barbeque Grills Due to Laceration Hazard
						Target Recalls Toy Barbeque Grills Due to Laceration Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Schylling, of Rowley, Mass.
Distributor: Target, of...
				


	
			May
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						Target Recalls Anima Bamboo Collection Games Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Importer: Target, of Minneapolis, Minn.
Manufacturer: HaPe International Ltd., of Ningbo, China
Hazard: The toys in the bamboo game sets could contain lead paint, which is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: No incidents or injuries have been reported.
Description: This recall involves Anima-Bamboo Collection Games. The games contain 38...
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						Battat Inc. Recalls Parents&reg; Magazine Toy Cell Phones for Choking Hazard
						Battat Inc. Recalls Parents&reg; Magazine Toy Cell Phones for Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Battat Inc., of Plattsburgh, N.Y....
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						AAFES Recalls "Soldier Bear" Toy Sets Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Note: There has been an expansion of this recall.

AAFES Recalls "Soldier Bear" Toy Sets Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
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						Polaris Recalls Select Hawkeye Model ATVs Due to Loss of Control Hazard - Three Crashes Reported
						Polaris Recalls Select Hawkeye Model ATVs Due to Loss of Control Hazard - Three Crashes Reported
The following product safety recall was voluntarily conducted by the firm in cooperation with the CPSC. Consumers should stop using the product immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Polaris Industries Inc., of Medina, Minn.
Hazard: The ATV's front bearing carrier can fail due...
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						K2 Sports Recalls Marker M1 Demo Ski Bindings Due to Unexpected Release, Fall Hazard
						K2 Sports Recalls Marker M1 Demo Ski Bindings Due to Unexpected Release, Fall Hazard
The following product upgrade campaign has been undertaken by the firm in cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. Ski shops with these bindings in their rental inventory should not rent this equipment to consumers until it has been upgraded. Consumers whose equipment has not been upgraded...
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						Toy Drums Recalled by The Boyds Collection Ltd. Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Importer: The Boyds Collection Ltd., of McSherrystown, Pa.
Hazard: The red paint on the drums contains high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
Incidents/Injuries: None reported.
Description: The recalled decorative toy drums are made of wood and come with two wooden drum sticks. The sides of the drums are painted blue with white stars...
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						Royal Products Recalls Pine Cone Candles Due to Fire Hazard
						Importer: Royal Products Inc., of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Hazard: The candle's exterior coating and beads can ignite and catch fire. The fire resulting from the coating and beads on the exterior of the candle could ignite nearby combustibles.
Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received one report of a candle fire causing minor property damage. CPSC has received one report of a flare up with damage...
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						Innovative Scuba Concepts Recalls Diving Regulator Components Due to Drowning Hazard
						Importer: Innovative Scuba Concepts Inc., of Colorado Springs, Colo.
Hazard: The swivel, which is attached to a diving regulator, could separate while diving. This will result in a complete and sudden loss of the diver's air supply, causing the diver to engage in emergency ascent procedures. This poses a risk of decompression sickness due to rapid ascent, and air embolism or drowning if the...
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						Children's Metal Jewelry Sold at Limited Too and Justice Stores Recalled by Tween Brands Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
						Children's Metal Jewelry Sold at Limited Too and Justice Stores Recalled by Tween Brands Due to Lead Poisoning Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed....
				




	2006
				
			Dec
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						How to Keep the Hottest Products of the Season Cool All Year Long - CPSC Provides Tips on Console Game and Computer Use
						How to Keep the Hottest Products of the Season Cool All Year Long
- CPSC Provides Tips on Console Game and Computer Use
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Console games are flying off the shelf this season. Retailers are reporting they can't keep the latest and greatest gaming devices in stock. And as more gaming devices find their way into American homes, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)...
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						BabySwede LLC Recalls BABYBJ&Ouml;RN&reg; Feeding Spoons Due to Choking Hazard
						BabySwede LLC Recalls BABYBJ&Ouml;RN&reg; Feeding Spoons Due to Choking Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Importer/Distributor: BabySwede LLC, of...
				


	
			Jun
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						Et&oacute;n Portable Radios Recalled, Batteries Pose Fire Hazard
						Et&oacute;n Portable Radios Recalled, Batteries Pose Fire Hazard
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Et&oacute;n Corp., of Palo Alto, Calif....
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						Gear Up, Strap It On - Helmets Can Save Lives and Reduce Injuries
						Source: National Electronic Injury Surveillance System, Directorate for Epidemiology, U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 2006.
* sample size too small to report estimate
1 activity, apparel, or equipment
2 includes injuries to head, ears, mouth, eyes, and face
3 includes cases where patient was admitted, was held for observation, was treated and transferred to another hospital, was dead on...
				


	
			Feb
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						Unilever Recalls Dove Facial Cleansing Massager after Nine Reports of Minor Injuries
						Unilever Recalls Dove&copy; Facial Cleansing Massager after Nine Reports of Minor Injuries
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Distributor: Unilever, of Trumbull,...
				




	2005
				
			Dec
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						CPSC Warns Of Hazards from Furnaces, Space Heaters and Fireplaces - Agency Urges Annual Furnace Inspection, Installing Smoke and CO Alarms
						CPSC Warns Of Hazards from Furnaces, Space Heaters and Fireplaces
Agency Urges Annual Furnace Inspection, Installing Smoke and CO Alarms
Washington, D.C. - If projections hold true, home heating costs this winter will on average cost consumers 25.7 percent more than last year, according to the U.S. Department of Energy. Natural gas and heating oil customers are expected to be hit the hardest. And...
				


	
			Nov
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						Porter-Cable Recall to Repair Circular Saws
						CPSC, Porter-Cable Announce Recall to Repair Circular Saws
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Porter-Cable, of Jackson, Tenn.
Hazard: The lower guard...
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						Federal Agencies Working to Keep Children Safe from Dangerous Toys - Advise Consumers to Shop Smart for Appropriate-Age Gifts for Youngsters
						Federal Agencies Working to Keep Children Safe from Dangerous Toys - Advise Consumers to Shop Smart for Appropriate-Age Gifts for Youngsters
Washington, D.C. - 'Tis the season for parents and families to head to the nation's toy stores with hopes of finding the perfect gift for the holidays. To ensure the safest shopping experience for all consumers, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety...
				


	
			Oct
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						Far East Brokers and Consultants, Inc. Safety Warning for Jack 'O Lantern Bucket Candle Holders
						CPSC, Far East Brokers and Consultants, Inc. Announce Safety Warning for Jack 'O Lantern Bucket Candle Holders
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Far East Brokers and Consultants, Inc., of Jacksonville, Fla., is warning consumers about 48,500 Jack 'O Lantern buckets containing eight tea lights. The Halloween decoration is intended...
				


	
			Sep
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						Ortovox USA Recall of Avalanche Transceivers
						CPSC, Ortovox USA Announce Recall of Avalanche Transceivers

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.
Units:Manufacturer: Ortovox USA, of Hopkinton, N.H.
Hazard: The batteries in these devices can become dislodged...
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						Polaris Industries Recall of Select Model Year 2004.5 and 2005 Sportsman and 2005 Model Year Scrambler ATVs
						Importer: Polaris Industries Inc., of Medina, Minn.
Hazard: Some 2004.5 and 2005 Model Year Sportsman and 2005 Model Year Scrambler 500 ATVs were assembled with possibly defective Electronic Control Modules (ECM) which may fail and overheat. If this were to occur, excessive heat could cause a fire, possibly resulting in serious injury or death. Affected units can be verified by comparing the last...
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						MGA Entertainment Recall of Bratz Stylin' Scooters
						CPSC, MGA Entertainment Inc. Announce Recall of Bratz&trade; Stylin' Scooters&trade;
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the manufacturer named below, today announced voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled product immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units:Distributor: MGA...
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						Emerson Tool Co. Recall to Repair Wet/Dry Vacuums
						CPSC, Emerson Tool Co. Announce Recall to Repair Wet/Dry Vacuums
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: About 6,500

Manufacturer: Emerson Tool Co., of St. Louis, Mo.

Hazard: The air intake shield may...
				




	2004
				
			Nov
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						Cordelia Lighting Recall of Hampton Bay&reg; Light Fixtures Sold at Expo Design Centers
						Importer: Expo Design Center, a division of The Home Depot, of Atlanta, Ga.

Manufacturer: Cordelia Lighting, of Rancho Dominguez, Calif.

Hazard: The decorative metal rings on the ends of the lamp fixtures can detach. Consumers could suffer minor burns if they touch the hot rings.

Incidents/Injuries: Five reports of incidents involving in-store displays have been reported by store associates....
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						RMM Corporation Recall of BLACK CAT&reg; Electric Pressure Washers
						CPSC, RMM Corporation Announce Recall of BLACK CAT&reg; Electric Pressure Washers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: About 30,500

Manufacturer: Shanghai MeiHao Electric Co. Ltd., of Shanghai,...
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						Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. Recall of Snowmobiles
						Importer: Bombardier Inc. and Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP), Quebec, Canada.
Hazard: The throttle lever could become stuck leading to loss of speed control and possible collision.
Incidents/Injuries: BRP has received two reports alleging stuck throttles. No injuries have been reported.
Description: BRP snowmobiles come in black, blue, gray, white, yellow and autumn/black. Recalled...
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						International Playthings, Inc. Recall of Rattles
						CPSC, International Playthings, Inc. Announce Recall of Rattles
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: About 1,600

Distributor: International Playthings Inc., of Parsippany, N.J.

Hazard: The spiral...
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						Baby Swede, LLC Recall to Repair "Baby Bjorn" Infant Carriers
						CPSC, Baby Swede, LLC Announce Recall to Repair "Baby Bj&ouml;rn" Infant Carriers
Note: Manufacturer Change.
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: About 49,000

Manufacturer: Baby Swede,...
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						Bombardier Recreational Products Inc., and Deere &amp; Company Recall of ATVs Dispensers
						Importer: Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. of Valcourt, Quebec, Canada. John Deere branded units were distributed by Deere &amp; Company of Moline, Illinois.
Hazard: Front brake hose can be pulled out of its retaining brackets on either side of the ATV by foreign objects. This can cause the brake hose to wear by rubbing on the inner wheel or shock absorber spring seat, ultimately causing...
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						Blue's Clues Toy Notebooks Recalled by Colorb&ouml;k
						CPSC, Colorb&ouml;k Announce Recall of Blue's CluesTM Toy Notebooks
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Colorb&ouml;k, of Dexter, Mich., is voluntarily recalling about 3.8 million Blue's Clues toy notebooks to replace their coils. The ends of the notebooks' coils can break off, presenting a small parts choking hazard to...
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						Osram Sylvania Products Recall of Decorative Light Bulbs
						CPSC, Osram Sylvania Products Inc. Announce Recall of Decorative Light Bulbs
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: 5.6 million

Manufacturer: Osram Sylvania Products Inc., of Danvers, Mass.

Hazard: The...
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						TOMY Company Recall of Pok&eacute;mon Plush Toys
						...
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						Graco Children's Products Announce Recall Travel Lite&trade; Swings
						CPSC, Graco Children's Products Announce Recall of Travel Lite&trade; Swings
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: 140,000

Manufacturer: Graco Children's Products, of Exton, Pa.

Hazard:...
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						The Land of Nod&reg; Recall of Children's Wooden Chairs
						CPSC, The Land of Nod&reg; Announce Recall of Children's Wooden Chairs
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: 3,500

Manufacturer: The Land of Nod, of Wheeling, Ill.

Hazard: The leg supports can...
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						Dorel Juvenile Group USA Recall to Inspect and Replace COSCO&reg; "Rock 'N Roller" Baby Strollers
						Importer: Dorel Juvenile Group USA, of Columbus, Ind.

Hazard: If the stop pins are bent or missing or the seat is not fully attached, the seat can partially detach from the frame during use and the infant occupant can be injured in a fall.

Incidents/Injuries: There have been 77 reports of problems related to the stroller seats. Injuries included one child that fell and had a slight concussion...
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						FAO Schwarz Inc. Recall of Fire Engine Pull-Along Toys - Toys Must Be Returned by March 31 to Receive Refund
						CPSC, FAO Schwarz Inc. Announce Recall of Fire Engine Pull-Along Toys
Note: Firm is out of business. Do not use this product. Please destroy or discard the product.
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announced the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units:...
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						Front Porch Classics Recall of "Old Century Dread Pirate&trade;" Coffee Table Games
						Importer: Front Porch Classics of Seattle, Washington

Hazard: The surface coating and the metal in the ships contain lead and pose a risk of lead poisoning to young children. A child could ingest lead by swallowing a broken part of the ship or by repeatedly mouthing the ships.

Incidents/Injuries: None reported.

Description: The "Old Century Dread Pirate&trade;" coffee table game...
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						Neurosmith Recall of Children's Plush Toys
						CPSC, Neurosmith Announce Recall of Children's Plush Toys
Note: Company out of business. Please destroy or discard this product.
WASHINGTON, D.C. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announced the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: 4,400

Distributor: Neurosmith of...
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						Pacific Cycle Inc. Recall of Mongoose 20-Inch Mountain Bicycles
						Importer: Pacific Cycle Inc., of Madison, Wis.

Hazard: The rear shock absorber allows the aluminum, dual-suspension frame to flex severely, causing the frame to become unstable and break, posing the risk of injury to riders.

Incidents/Injuries: Pacific Cycle Inc. has received two reports of the frames on these bicycles breaking, resulting in abrasions and bruises to the rider.

Description:...
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						American Standard Companies Recall of Trane and American Standard Accessory Electric Heaters
						Importer: American Standard Companies, of Piscataway, N.J.

Hazard: Overheating of the wiring in the accessory heater can lead to wall thermostat fires.

Incidents/Injuries: There have been four reports of thermostat fires. Two of the fires resulted in several thousand dollars in property damage. No injuries have been reported.

Description: The 240 volt accessory heaters are used to provide...
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						Kids II Recall of Children's Mirror Books
						CPSC, Kids II Inc. Announce Recall of Children's Mirror Books
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation with the manufacturer named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: 225,000

Distributor: Kids II Inc., of Alpharetta,...
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						Kingfisher Publications Recall of Children's Easter Books
						Importer: Kingfisher Publications PLC, a UK-based subsidiary of Houghton Mifflin Company, of Boston, Mass.

Hazard: A sponge "touch-and-feel" item inside the book can detach or small pieces can be torn away, posing a choking hazard to young children.

Incidents/Injuries: The firm has received one report of a child who began to choke. No reports of injuries.

Description: The cardboard...
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						"Mega Rider" Swings Recalled by Swing-N-Slide
						CPSC, Swing-N-Slide Announce Recall of "Mega Rider" Swings
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission announces the following recall in voluntary cooperation with the firm below. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise instructed.

Units: 1,220

Manufacturer: Swing-N-Slide, of Janesville, Wis.

Hazard: The plastic handle on the Mega...
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						PlayWell Toy Company Recall of Activity Cubes
						Importer: PlayWell Toy Company, West Orange, New Jersey

Hazard: Small parts can detach from the cube, posing a choking hazard to small children.

Incidents/Injuries: PlayWell has received three reports of small parts detaching, including one report of a child mouthing a piece of the activity cube. No injuries have been reported.

Description: The Crayola&reg; activity cube is about 9-inches...
				




	2003
				
			Jan
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						"Founding Bear" Stuffed Bears Recalled by Build-A-Bear Workshop
						CPSC, Build-A-Bear Workshop Announce Recall of "Founding Bear" Stuffed Bears
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Build-A-Bear Workshop, of St. Louis, Mo., is recalling about 80,000 "Founding Bear" stuffed bears. The nose of the stuffed bear can be pulled or twisted off, posing a choking hazard to a young child....
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						"John Lennon" Crib Mobiles by the Betesh Group Recalled
						CPSC, The Betesh Group Announce Recall of "John Lennon" Crib Mobiles
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), The Betesh Group, of New York, N.Y., is voluntarily recalling about 47,000 "John Lennon" crib mobiles. The screws that connect the mobile's arm assembly and crib clamp can become loose if overtightened. The arms can...
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						Evenflo Home D&eacute;cor Swing&copy; Wooden Baby Gate Recall
						CPSC, Evenflo Announce Recall to Repair Home D&eacute;cor Swing&copy; Wooden Baby Gates
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Evenflo Company Inc., of Vandalia, Ohio, is recalling about 20,500 Home D&eacute;cor Swing&copy; wooden baby gates. The plastic mounting hardware that attaches to the wall can crack or break, allowing the...
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						Fold-N-Go&reg; Care Centers Recalled by Century
						Note: Repair no longer available. Do not use these products. Please destroy these products.
CPSC, Century Announced Recall to Repair Fold-N-Go&reg; Care Centers
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), Century Products Co., of Macedonia, Ohio, voluntarily recalled about 50,000 Fold 'N Go Care Centers for repair. The care center's...
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						Selecta Wooden Toys Recalled by K&auml;the Kruse Doll
						Note: Phone number change.
CPSC, K&auml;the Kruse Doll Co. Announce Recall of "Selecta" Wooden Toys
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), K&auml;the Kruse Doll Co., of Troy, N.Y., is recalling about 2,400 Selecta wooden toys. The balls included with these toys are banned because they present a serious risk of choking deaths to...
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						First Alert&reg; True Fit Safety Gates Recalled by BRK
						CPSC, BRK Announce Recall of First Alert&reg; True Fit&trade; Safety Gates
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), BRK Brands Inc. of Aurora, Ill., is voluntarily recalling about 18,000 First Alert&reg; True Fit&trade; Safety Gates. Plastic parts of the gate can break off into small pieces, creating a potential choking hazard to...
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						"Hush Puppies" Sweat Suits Recalled by Haddad Group
						Children's "Hush Puppies" Sweat Suits Recalled: Squeakers In Decal Are Potential Choking Hazards
WASHINGTON, DC -- In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), The Haddad Group, Ltd. of Bayonne, New Jersey is recalling its "Hush Puppies" sweat suits, which contain squeakers that are potential choking hazards for infants and toddlers. All sizes,...
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